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In this work, novel circuit models for coaxial cables with braided shields placed
above a ground plane are presented. The models are derived from the transmis-
sion line theory and are suitable for integration into SPICE simulation programs.

Two types of models are presented. First, a lumped-circuit model is developed
in which the cable is divided into small sections, with each section replaced
with an equivalent circuit and connected to represent the entire cable. In the
second type, a macromodel is developed from the analytical solutions of the
transmission line theory to represent the entire cable without discretizing it.
This work demonstrates the efficiency of the macromodel in terms of compu-
ting time and accuracy compared to the lumped-circuit model. The designed
models can be used to calculate the induced voltage at the termination loads of
the cable when an incident uniform plane wave is coupled in. These models can
also calculate the coupling results due to interference from lumped sources. The
developed models are therefore suitable for the circuit EMC analysis of systems
that contain shielded cables and are susceptible to field coupling or interference
with other systems. The bidirectional coupling between the inside and outside
of the cable shield is taken into account, which enables the analysis of interfe-
rence immunity and emissions. The mathematical functions for calculating the
coupling between the inner and outer systems of the cable are transformed into
equivalent circuit diagrams that allow the models to be used in the frequency
domain or together with nonlinear elements in the time domain.

The developed models for a single conductor shielded cable are expanded for
shielded multiconductor cables within the scope of this work. The circuit mo-
dels are validated by measurements and field simulations, and the results show
excellent agreement.
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Kurzfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden neuartige Schaltungsmodelle für Koaxialkabel mit Geflechtschirm
über einer Masseebene vorgestellt. Die Modelle sind aus der Leitungstheorie abgeleitet
und eignen sich zur Integration in SPICE-Simulationsprogramme. Es werden zwei Arten
von Modellen vorgestellt. Zuerst wird ein konzentriertes Schaltungsmodell (lumped-
circuit model) erklärt, bei dem das Kabel in kleine Abschnitte unterteilt ist, wobei jeder
Abschnitt durch ein Ersatzschaltbild ersetzt wird. Dann wird aus den analytischen Lö-
sungen der Leitungstheorie ein Makromodell entwickelt, welches das gesamte Kabel ohne
Diskretisierung darstellt. Diese Arbeit demonstriert die Effizienz des Makromodells in
Bezug auf Rechenzeit und Genauigkeit im Vergleich zum konzentrierten Schaltungsmodell.
Die entwickelten Schaltungsmodelle können die eingekoppelte Spannung an den Abschlüssen
des Kabels berechnen, wenn eine einfallende ebene Welle in das Kabel eingekoppelt wird.
Diese Modelle können auch die Kopplungen aufgrund von Störungen durch konzentrierte
Quellen berechnen. Die entwickelten Modelle eignen sich daher für die Schaltungs-EMV-
Analyse von Systemen, die geschirmte Kabel enthalten und anfällig für Feldeinkopplungen
oder Störungen mit anderen Systemen sind. Die bidirektionale Kopplung zwischen der
Innen- und Außenseite des Kabelschirms wird berücksichtigt, was die Analyse der Störfes-
tigkeit und der Emission ermöglicht. Die mathematischen Funktionen zur Berechnung der
Kopplung zwischen dem inneren und dem äußeren System des Kabels werden in Ersatzschal-
tungen umgewandelt, die den Einsatz der Modelle im Frequenzbereich oder zusammen
mit nichtlinearen Elementen im Zeitbereich ermöglichen. Die entwickelten Modelle für ein
einadriges geschirmtes Kabel werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit für geschirmte mehradrige
Kabel erweitert. Die Schaltungsmodelle werden durch Messungen und Feldsimulationen
validiert, wobei die Ergebnisse eine sehr gute Übereinstimmung zeigen.
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Abstract

In this thesis, novel circuit models for coaxial cables with braided shields placed above a
ground plane are presented. The models are derived from the transmission line theory
and are suitable for integration into SPICE simulation programs. Two types of models
are presented. First, a lumped-circuit model is developed in which the cable is divided
into small sections, with each section replaced with an equivalent circuit and connected
to represent the entire cable. In the second type, a macromodel is developed from the
analytical solutions of the transmission line theory to represent the entire cable without
discretizing it. This work demonstrates the efficiency of the macromodel in terms of
computing time and accuracy compared to the lumped-circuit model. The designed models
can be used to calculate the induced voltage at the termination loads of the cable when an
incident uniform plane wave is coupled in. These models can also calculate the coupling
results due to interference from lumped sources. The developed models are therefore
suitable for the circuit EMC analysis of systems that contain shielded cables and are
susceptible to field coupling or interference with other systems. The bidirectional coupling
between the inside and outside of the cable shield is taken into account, which enables
the analysis of interference immunity and emissions. The mathematical functions for
calculating the coupling between the inner and outer systems of the cable are transformed
into equivalent circuit diagrams that allow the models to be used in the frequency domain
or together with nonlinear elements in the time domain. The developed models for a single
conductor shielded cable are expanded for shielded multiconductor cables within the scope
of this work. The circuit models are validated by measurements and field simulations, and
the results show excellent agreement.
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Nomenclature

B magnetic flux density

Bs
n scattered magnetic flux density normal to a flat surface

Bt transverse magnetic flux density

C ′ per-unit-length capacitance

C number of carriers in a cable shield

d distance between two wires

d differential operator

dfi diameter of a filament in a cable shield

ex, ey, ez unit vector in x-, y-, z-direction

en unit normal vector of a flat surface

E electric field

Et transverse electric field

Ei incident electric field

Ee excited electric field

Er reflected electric field

E0(ω) amplitude of the electric field at ω

E0(t) time form of the electric field

E(·) complete elliptic integrals of the second kind

f frequency

fcut cut-off frequency

G′ per-unit-length conductance
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Nomenclature

G Green function

G weave angle of a cable shield

h distance between a cable and a ground plane

Ht transverse magnetic field

I electric current

I ′t per-unit-length transverse current

J electrical current density

Ji cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind

Kn coupling coefficient between two inductors

K optical coverage of a braided shield

K(·) complete elliptic integrals of the first kind

L′ per-unit-length inductance

L cable length

lk coupling length in the transfer impedance measurement methods for shielded
cables

L′p porpoising effect in braided cable shield

Ns number of sections

Ni cylindrical Bessel function of the second kind

Nfi number of filaments for each carrier in a cable shield

pbr distance between two carriers in the longitudinal direction of a cable shield

Q auxiliary parameters for the field coupling calculation

q′ per-unit-length charges

r radius of a filament

rs radius of a cable shield

rw radius of a wire

R′ per-unit-length resistance
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Nomenclature

S12 forward transmission coefficient

t time

Td one-way time delay of a transmission line

Tx, Ty, Tz wave time delay in x-, y-, z-direction

I+, I− forward and backward traveling current waves

V electric voltage

V +, V − forward and backward traveling voltage waves

V s scattered voltage

v speed of wave propagation in a medium

v0 speed of light in vacuum

Vab electrical voltage between a and b

Vtan induced voltage by tangential electric field

Vt induced voltage by transverse electric field

x, y, z components in a three-dimensional Cartesian system

Y ′t per-unit-length transfer admittance

Y ′i,o per-unit-length shunt admittance of the inner and outer system for a shielded
cable

Zc characteristic impedance of a transmission line

Z ′t per-unit-length transfer impedance of a shielded cable

Z ′i,o per-unit-length series impedance of the inner and outer system for a shielded
cable

β phase constant

γ propagation constant

δ skin depth

∆ screen thickness of a shielded cable

ε electric permittivity of a medium
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Nomenclature

ζ auxiliary parameter for Green’s function

θ angle of incidence of a plane wave

θij angular separation between i-th and j-th conductor

Λ propagation constant matrix

λ wave length

µ magnetic permeability of a medium

ρ1,2 voltage reflection factors at the loads of a field-coupled line

σ electric conductivity

Φ (z) chain parameter matrix at the z position for a transmission line

Ψ′ per-unit-length magnetic flux

ω angular frequency

1n identity matrix

Subscripts

b arbitrary behavior source

br braid

c conductive coupling

d disturbance

F forcing source

f field coupling

i inner system

l left end

M matched load

m modal representation

o outer system

r right end
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Nomenclature

s shield

T total

t transverse

w wire
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List of Acronyms

CUT cable under test

DC direct current

EMC electromagnetic compatibility

MTL multiconductor transmission line

p.u.l. per-unit-length

SCC supporting coaxial cable

SPICE simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis

TEM transverse electromagnetic field

TL transmission line

TN transformation network

VNA vector network analyzer
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1 Introduction

Today’s high demand for hybrid and electric cars raises the question of their immunity
and interference effects in an electromagnetic radiation environment. One of the most
sensitive components in this environment are the cables, which represent a coupling path
for electromagnetic fields. This problem is also becoming more prevalent in renewable
energy technologies, such as solar panels and wind turbines. Such systems contain electric
elements with higher switching frequencies that pose serious electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) problems. Due to the switching effects, interference can propagate along the cables
and couple with other components. These systems are also severely impaired by field
couplings on their cables, which significantly reduces their immunity. An EMC-compliant
system is when ”it does not cause interference with other systems, is not susceptible to
emissions from other systems, and does not cause interference with itself” [1]. In order
to achieve EMC conformity for these systems, shielded cables are used for this purpose.
An essential part of the development is the prediction of problems through simulations.
Therefore, the goal is usually to model and simulate such systems together with the cables
integrated in them at an earlier stage of development to achieve EMC compliance.

1.1 Problem Statement

Shielded cables are often used between devices that are contained in protective enclosures,
with the cable shield usually connected to these enclosures. The cable shielding protects the
inner conductor from coupled electrical noise and reduces electromagnetic radiation that
could interfere with other cables. When considering types of shielding, braided shielding
becomes more important than rigid one because of its better mechanical flexibility. When
an electromagnetic interference field is excited or a conductive disturbance occurs on the
cable, some of the external current and fields can penetrate the shield and interfere with
the inner conductor due to the imperfect behavior of the shield [1, 2]. This can lead to
distortion of transmitted signals or, in extreme cases, damage sensitive components, if
available. The coupling can also take place from the inner conductor to the outside of the
shield. A common mode current is generated and can propagate throughout the system,
which can lead to crosstalk with other cables or to coupling with other components. One
of the most common examples of this EMC problem is an electric drive system. Electronic
circuit simulators such as SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis)
are used to examine and optimize the behavior of a system in the design phase. Such
programs include RLC components, non-linear elements and basic models of transmission
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lines (TLs), but do not include models for shielded cables that are placed over ground.
Now the question is:

How can EMC engineers check the emissions and immunity of a system in circuit simulators
if they do not contain a model for a shielded cable placed above a ground plane and do
not allow field calculations?

This question highlights a major problem in the EMC simulation world when modeling
systems with shielded cables in circuit simulator programs. Unfortunately, such an analysis
is not possible today with circuit simulators such as SPICE. Only field simulation programs
can solve such configurations using so-called co-simulation. Here, the field solver is coupled
with the circuit solver and predefined cable libraries [3]. Most of these programs are
commercial, where the computational complexity increases enormously with larger circuits
and long cable lengths. This work summarizes these problems and provides solutions that
enable EMC engineers to perform the required tests in the SPICE environment, presenting
circuit models of shielded cables placed over ground.

1.2 Electromagnetic Field Coupling to Transmission Lines

The coupling of incident fields to transmission lines remained one of the most important
problems to be solved in EMC. Field coupling is often represented as distributed sources
along the transmission lines. The predominant approach is to extend the telegraph
equations with the field coupling components. Based on this approach, several solutions for
field coupling were presented [4–9]. Advanced work dealt with field coupling on transmission
lines within resonating systems [10–13]. For simulation analyses, there remained interest
in developing models for field-coupled lines in circuit simulation programs that engineers
can use to calculate induced disturbances in advance. An efficient and suitable closed-form
solution in SPICE for uniform lines excited by incident field is to replace the distributed
sources along the line with equivalent sources at the terminals [14–16]. In [17, 18] for
example, SPICE models for single and multiconductor transmission lines (MTL) were
presented, which are excited by a uniform plane wave. SPICE models taking into account
the losses for MTL appeared later in [19,20].

An alternative approach in the SPICE environment is to create lumped-circuit models
[2, 18, 21]. Here the transmission lines are divided into segments, with each segment being
replaced by an equivalent circuit diagram. Certain rules should apply to improve the
accuracy of the results. Here the segment length should be smaller than λ/8, where λ is
the wavelength for the maximum frequency of interest. The advantage of this approach is
that nonuniform lines can be modeled. The problem is that the computational complexity
increases enormously with an increasing number of elements and can lead to a convergence
problem. The described cascaded model has been integrated in many cable libraries of
commercial field simulation programs in recent years, for example in CST and Feko [3, 22].
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1.3 Available Circuit Models for Shielded Cables

In practice, shielded cables are usually placed over a ground plane. Since cable shields are
not perfect, electromagnetic coupling between the inner conductor and the outside of the
shield may happen. The diffusion of electromagnetic energy through the shielding metal
takes place with the lossy tubular and braided shielding. In the case of a braided shield, the
electromagnetic fields can penetrate through the small openings in the mesh. An additional
induction phenomenon called porpoising occurs due to the overlap of the individual strands
of the shield [23, 24]. The induced voltages and currents due to coupling can be described
by the transfer impedance and the transfer admittance. Domain decomposition is used for
shielded cables in which two coupled systems are defined. The inner system consists of
the inner conductor together with the inside of the shield and the outer system consists of
the outside of the shield together with the reference plane [2].

Already in 1934 and earlier, an analytical expression for the transfer impedance was sought.
Schelkunoff derived a transfer impedance expression for the tubular shield including the
skin effect [25]. The braided shield diffusion part basically has the same characteristics as
the tubular one, but the model developed by Schelkunoff has been expanded by Vance
to incorporate the braided construction [26]. The penetration of magnetic and electrical
fields into braided cables was discussed by Lee and Baum [27]. The focus remained on the
development of the transfer impedance, since the transfer admittance has little influence
in most practical cases.

For simulation analyses, there was continued interest in developing models for shielded
cables in circuit simulation programs that can be used to study system immunity and
emissions. For this purpose, macromodels were mainly developed from the closed-form
solution, where distributed sources along the line were replaced by equivalent sources at
the cable terminals. An alternative approach is the lumped-circuit model. In this case, the
circuit models are developed with distributed components corresponding to the differential
equations. Models of the inner and outer systems are usually developed separately. The
coupling between the two systems is typically achieved using controlled sources in the
SPICE environment.

A macromodel of a coaxial cable suitable for immunity testing was developed by Caniggia
and Maradei in [28]. In later work, the model was expanded considering the field coupling
for the case of shielded two parallel wires [29]. The coupling from the outer to the inner
system through the braided shield has been presented in the form of Laplace sources in
the SPICE environment, which makes it a well applicable model for the frequency domain.
The problem is that a simulation in the time domain is only possible with the inverse
Fourier transform (IFT), which can lead to high computing costs and inaccuracies with
long cable lengths. Circuit models for shielded single and multiconductor cables were
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developed in the same way in [30], but field coupling was not considered. However, Laplace
sources were used in these models and the problems mentioned above were encountered.
Improved models without integration of the Laplace sources were developed by Xie et al.
for shielded single and multiconductor cables [31, 32]. These models take into account the
field coupling and are suitable for immunity tests, whereby the coupling from the inner
to the outer system is not taken into account. The models are therefore unsuitable for
emission tests. Based on Xie [31,32] and Paul [17] models, the SACAMOS tool (State-of-
the-Art CAble MOdels for Spice) was developed as an open source software for creating
SPICE cable models [33]. The developed subcircuits can be integrated in Ngspice [34],
LTspice [35] and PSpice [36]. However, the shielded cables available in SACAMOS only
consider coupling in one direction. This means that the user must determine in advance
whether the coupling should be from the inner to the outer system or vice versa. It should
also be noted that the ohmic component of the transfer impedance has not been included
directly in the coupling functions in the models presented, but has been lumped in the form
of Laplace sources at the cable terminations. It has been shown that this approximation
can lead to errors at high frequencies when considering cables whose shields are terminated
with very small loads compared to the shield resistance. The field coupling was developed
based on Taylor et al. formulation [6], and the circuit models were taken from [17,31]. In
any case, novel circuit models for shielded cables compared to those of SACAMOS were
developed in this work, with field coupling based on the scattered voltage formulation of
Agrawal et al. [5]. Bidirectional coupling was considered in this work, and the problem of
lower loads on the shield connection did not arise.
SPICE models for evaluating the bulk current injection for shielded cables were developed
in [37–40]. Later models for shielded two parallel wires appeared in [41,42], whereby the
focus of these models was on the evaluation of the bulk current injection for shielded
cables.

The reported models have been shown to be insufficient for a complete investigation of
shielded cables in circuit simulation programs. There is a lack of a model that can perform
emission and immunity testing in the time and frequency domains, including field and
conductive coupling. To fill this gap in the current state of the art, this work serves as a
solution to the problems described and provides cable models including field coupling that
can be used for immunity and emission analysis in circuit simulation programs without
using Laplace sources.

1.4 Research Objectives and Structure of the Work

The main objective of this work is to develop circuit models for braided shielded cables
placed over a ground plane. The models have to be developed in a distributed and closed-
form in the SPICE environment, including the coupling of an incident plane wave and the
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bidirectional coupling between the inner and outer system. The derived solutions are to
be extended for shielded multiconductor cables, whereby frequency domain simulations
and time domain simulations with non-linear elements can be carried out. In order to
achieve the main goal mentioned, the following intermediate steps are defined.

The fundamentals of transmission line theory for two-conductor lines, multiconductor lines
and shielded cables are presented in chapter 2. The transmission line equations are derived
with the per-unit-length (p.u.l.) parameters. This is followed by the representation of the
frequency and time domain solutions. The different types of cable shields are described.
Then the transmission line equations of a shielded cable are explained together with the
definition of the transfer parameters.

In chapter 3, a circuit model of a field-coupled single conductor above a perfectly conducting
ground plane is developed. Since a shielded cable is viewed as a single conductor for field
coupling, this model serves as a preparation for the development of SPICE models for
shielded cables. The transmission line equations of the field-coupled line are solved based
on the scattered and total voltage formulations. In a later step, the circuit models of both
methods were presented and compared.

The development of the electrical circuit for a single conductor shielded cable taking into
account the field coupling of a plane wave is presented in chapter 4. A lumped-circuit model
consisting of cascaded elements is derived directly from the transmission line equations
for the inner and outer systems, respectively. In a later step, the closed-form solutions of
the cable are derived. Finally, a macromodel is developed based on these solutions. The
two models developed are ultimately compared in terms of accuracy and computational
efficiency. Field simulations and measurements are carried out to validate these models.

In chapter 5, lumped-circuit models and macromodels are presented for a field-coupled,
shielded multiconductor cable in the SPICE environment. A lumped-circuit model is
interpreted directly from the transmission line equations of the cable. Then a closed-form
solution is derived using the field coupling approaches from chapter 3. With the similarity
transformation, the coupling between the individual conductors in the cable could be
separated. Then a macromodel, based on the closed-form solution is presented. The model
is validated by field simulations and measurements.

Finally, a summary is given in chapter 6.
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2 Transmission Line Theory and Shielded Cables

This chapter introduces the basics of transmission line theory and shielded cables. First, the
TL equations for two-conductor lines in the frequency and time domains are developed and
solved. The solution is then extended to include multiconductor lines. The transmission
line parameters are described taking two-conductor and multiconductor lines into account.
At the end of the chapter, the concept of transfer impedance for shielded cables is explained
and methods for calculating and measuring this quantity are shown. The basics shown in
this chapter are of interest for this work, as the transmission line solutions together with
the line parameters will be used in later sections.

2.1 Transmission Line Theory of Two-Conductor Lines

In this section, the fundamentals of the classical transmission line theory for two-conductor
lines are discussed with reference to the source [17]. The main condition for solving
these parameters in classical transmission line theory is the propagation of the transverse
electromagnetic field (TEM) and the associated conditions for the current and charge
distribution on the conductors. The transmission line equations and the per-unit-length
parameters are derived for two-conductor lines and extended for the case of one conductor
over a ground plane and a coaxial cable.

2.1.1 Transmission-Line Equations in Time Domain

Figure 2.1 shows two-conductor lines that run in parallel. If a voltage source is connected
between them, a current I(z, t) flows through the first and returns with the second line.
This creates a magnetic field Ht around each conductor. An inductance L′ results from
the passage of this field through the loop between the lines. With open ends, electrical
charges accumulate on the conductors and lead to an electrical field Et in the transverse
plane, where the conductors behave like a capacitor. This suggests that a short length
of the transmission line can be represented by capacitance and inductance elements, as
shown in Fig. 2.2. Since conductors and the dielectric medium around are not ideal in
real applications, losses occur which are usually second-order effects and can be neglected
at lower frequencies. The loss of conductors is represented by the p.u.l. resistance R′

and the loss of the medium by the p.u.l. conductance G′, as represented in Fig. 2.2.
The parameters V (z, t) and V (z + ∆z, t) in Fig. 2.2 are the voltages between the two
conductors at the beginning and end of ∆z.
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Figure 2.1: Field representation of two-conductor lines.
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Figure 2.2: Equivalent circuit for a short segment ∆z of two-conductor lines.

In preparation for the development of the transmission line equations, Kirchhoff’s voltage
law is applied in Fig. 2.2 to get

V (z + ∆z, t)− V (z, t) = −R′∆zI (z, t)− L′∆z∂I (z, t)
∂t

. (2.1)

Dividing by ∆z and taking the limit ∆z → 0 gives the first transmission line equation

∂V (z, t)
∂z

= −R′I (z, t)− L′∂I (z, t)
∂t

. (2.2)

Applying Kirchhoff’s current law to the upper node in Fig. 2.2 gives

I (z + ∆z, t)− I (z, t) = −G′∆z · V (z + ∆z, t)− C ′∆z · ∂V (z + ∆z, t)
∂t

. (2.3)

Dividing by ∆z and taking the limit ∆z → 0, the second transmission line equation
becomes:

∂I (z, t)
∂z

= −G′V (z, t)− C ′ · ∂V (z, t)
∂t

. (2.4)
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2 Transmission Line Theory and Shielded Cables

The losses of the conductors are ignored in the next derivations. The first and second
transmission line equations (2.2) and (2.4) are coupled to one another, where V (z, t) and
I (z, t) are included in each case. To decouple them, equation (2.2) was differentiated with
respect to z, (2.4) with respect to t, and the second was inserted into the first to get the
decoupled equation of V (z, t):

∂2V (z, t)
∂z2 = L′C ′ · ∂

2V (z, t)
∂t2

. (2.5)

By differentiating (2.2) by t, (2.4) by z and substituting, the decoupled equation of I (z, t)
is obtained by

∂2I (z, t)
∂z2 = L′C ′

∂2I (z, t)
∂t2

. (2.6)

2.1.2 Transmission-Line Equations in Frequency Domain

The transmission line equations (2.2) and (2.4) derived in the time domain can easily be
transformed to the frequency domain by replacing the time derivative with jω

dV (z)
dz = −R′I(z)− jωL′I(z) (2.7)

dI(z)
dz = −G′V (z)− jωC ′V (z). (2.8)

Differentiating one of these equations with respect to z and substituting it into the other
yields the decoupled second order equations for lossless lines

d2V (z)
dz2 = −ω2L′C ′V (z) (2.9)

d2I(z)
dz2 = −ω2L′C ′I(z). (2.10)

2.1.3 Per-Unit-Length Parameters

The primary line constants of the two-conductor lines used in the previous equations are
explained in more detail here. These parameters are later extended for the case of one
conductor above a perfectly conducting ground plane and a coaxial cable.

Two-Conductor Lines

In the two-conductor configuration shown in Fig. 2.1, the p.u.l. inductance L′ can be
interpreted as the ratio between the p.u.l. magnetic flux Ψ′ that penetrates the cross-
sectional surface between the two lines and the responsible current I flowing in the
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2.1 Transmission Line Theory of Two-Conductor Lines

conductors [17].

L′ = Ψ′
I

(2.11)

To determine Ψ′, the transverse magnetic field Ht is first calculated, which passes through
the cross-sectional area S1 between the wires in Fig. 2.1. After applying Ampere’s law to
an infinitely long cylindrical wire with radius r and direct current I, this leads to [17]

Ht = I

2πr . (2.12)

The magnetic flux in the cross-sectional area between the wires is directly proportional
to the transverse magnetic flux density Bt = µHt of the two wires. The magnetic flux
density Bt1 is considered for the lower wire and Bt2 for the upper wire. Assuming that
the wires are perfectly conducting and have the distance d between them, where the radii
are r1 and r2, as shown in Fig. 2.1. For the length ∆z, Ψ′ is given by [17]

Ψ′ = 1
∆z ·

z+∆z�
z

r2�
r1

(
Bt1 +Bt2

)
dz dr , (2.13)

where dr denotes the unit vector derivative in the radial direction. By inserting (2.12)
into (2.13) and executing the first integral, Ψ′ becomes

Ψ′ =
d−r2�
r1

µI

2πr dr +
d−r1�
r2

µI

2πr dr. (2.14)

In the derived equations it is assumed that the wires are infinitely long and that the
current is uniformly distributed across the wire cross-sections. Now calculate the definite
integrals to get

Ψ′ = µI

2π ln
(
d− r2

r1

)
+ µI

2π ln
(
d− r1

r2

)
. (2.15)

Considering the case where the two wires are close together, the earlier assumption that
the current is uniformly distributed over the wires is affected according to the proximity
effect. For this reason d is considered to be much larger than the wire radii. Substituting
(2.15) into (2.11) results in

L′ = µ

2π · ln
(
d2

r1r2

)
. (2.16)

The property of the logarithmic function was used in (2.16) to write a sum as a multipli-
cation.
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2 Transmission Line Theory and Shielded Cables

The p.u.l. capacitance C ′ is defined as the ratio of the line charge q′ on the wires to the
induced voltage V between them [17].

C ′ = q′

V
(2.17)

To determine C ′, the parameters q′ and V for two-conductor lines must first be resolved. In
Fig. 2.1 it was assumed that the charges are concentrated as a filament or evenly distributed
in the wires. Under this condition, the transverse electric fields can be represented as [17]

Et = q′

2π ε rcy
, (2.18)

where rcy is the radius of a cylinder enclosing the charge-carrying wire. The voltage
between the wires can be calculated simply by applying the integral to Et, where the
voltage between two points a and b around the filament of each wire is given by [17]

Vab = −
db�

da

~Et d~l. (2.19)

The parameters da and db are the distances to the points a and b from the filament. To
determine the voltage between the two conductors in Fig. 2.1, (2.18) is substituted into
(2.19) and the integral is performed considering the electric field of the two wires, where

Vab = −
r2�

d−r1

q′

2πεr dr −
r1�

d−r2

q′

2πεr dr

= q′

2πε ln
(
d− r1

r2

)
+ q′

2πε ln
(
d− r2

r1

)
.

(2.20)

The two-conductors must be widely separated, otherwise the condition for a uniform
distribution of the charges will be violated. It was assumed that d >> r1, r2, thus

Vab ≈
q′

2πε · ln
(
d2

r1r2

)
. (2.21)

The capacitance C ′ is obtained by substituting Vab into (2.17), where

C ′ = 2πε
ln
(
d2

r1r2

) . (2.22)

If the surrounding medium is lossy with a conductivity σ, Et leads to a transverse current
that flows from one conductor to another across the medium. For a ∆z section, this effect
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is represented by the p.u.l. conductance G′, where [17]

G′ = I ′t
V
. (2.23)

The parameter I ′t represents the per-unit-length transverse current. Assuming that the two
wires are in a homogeneous medium with constant permittivity ε and constant permeability
µ, the following relationship can be used [17]:

L′C ′ = µε. (2.24)

If the medium is lossy and homogeneous with a conductivity σ, then [17]

L′G′ = µσ. (2.25)

Based on the knowledge of (2.25), G′ can be determined directly by substituting L′ from
(2.16). The same applies to the calculation of L′ and C ′, where only one of the two
parameters has to be determined and replaced in (2.24).

It has been shown so far that the TL parameters are independent of the frequency f .
Although the current is uniformly distributed across the conductor cross-section at low
frequencies, it migrates to the surface at higher frequencies due to the skin effect. The
skin depth is given by [17]

δ = 1√
πfµσ

. (2.26)

The non-uniform current distribution leads to the frequency dependence of the line
parameters, where the resistance increases proportionally to

√
f . The frequency dependence

also influences the capacitance and conductance, which are proportional to the dielectric
constant and conductivity of the medium around the wire. For direct current (DC) and at
very low frequencies, the p.u.l. resistance of a wire is simply given by [17]

R′dc = 1
σπr2

w
. (2.27)

The formula given for the DC-resistance remains unchanged if the wire radius is smaller
than twice the skin depth rw < 2δ. If this condition is violated with rw > 2δ, the resistance
becomes [43]

R′ = 1
2πrwσδ

= 1
2rw
·
√
µ

πσ
·
√
f, (2.28)

where the resistance increases with the square root of the frequency f .
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One Conductor Over a Ground Plane

The case of a conductor placed over a perfectly conducting ground plane is considered
next in Fig. 2.3.

rw

h

h

C ′∆z

C ′∆z

⇐⇒

Figure 2.3: One conductor over a ground plane showing the capacitance per-unit-length
with the method of images.

When using the method of images, the ground plane is replaced by another conductor at a
distance h, so that two-conductor lines are formed. Under this condition, two capacitors
between the lines result in Fig. 2.3, where the solution of C ′ can be taken from (2.22) with
r1 = r2 = rw [17] and

C ′ = 2πε
ln
(

2h
rw

) . (2.29)

For a homogeneous medium, the p.u.l. inductance can easily be derived by inserting (2.29)
into (2.24).

L′ = µ

2π · ln
(

2h
rw

)
(2.30)

The same applies to the conductance, which can be calculated with (2.25) if the medium
is lossy and homogeneous.

Coaxial Cable

Taking into account the coaxial cable shown in Fig. 2.4, it consists of a cylindrical inner
conductor with the radius rw surrounded by a shield with the inner radius rs. Both
conductors are isolated with a homogenous material. The transmission line conditions
defined above also apply to this type of cable. Here the charge distributions are uniform,
the field is directed in a radial and transverse direction. With similar steps as before, the
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~Ht

~Et rw

rs

Figure 2.4: Cross-sectional representation of a coaxial cable.

p.u.l. capacitance can be calculated [17], where

C ′ = 2πε
ln
(
rs
rw

) . (2.31)

Applying (2.24) to calculate the inductance gives

L′ = µ

2π · ln
(
rs

rw

)
. (2.32)

Equation (2.25) can be used to calculate the conductance G′.

2.1.4 Frequency-Domain Solution

Next, a solution of the two-conductor lines in the frequency domain is derived. The
transmission line equations were presented in (2.9) and (2.10) for lossless lines. Their
solution is given by [17]

V (z) = V + e−jβz +V − ejβz (2.33)

I(z) = V +

Zc
e−jβz −V

−

Zc
ejβz . (2.34)

The first terms in (2.33) and (2.34) represent the forward-traveling waves, while the second
represent the backward-traveling waves. The parameters V + and V − are complex constants
that will be determined later. The elements Zc and β are the characteristic impedance
and phase constant, which are defined as

Zc =
√
L′

C ′
(2.35)

β = ω

v
. (2.36)
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The speed of propagation on the line v is given by

v = 1√
L′C ′

. (2.37)

Fig. 2.5 shows two-conductor lines of length L, which contain a source VS with the internal
impedance ZS and the load ZL at the end.

I(L)

Zc, LV (0) V (L) ZLVS

I(0)ZS

z

Figure 2.5: Two-conductor lines including source and load.

The complex reflection coefficient at a position z along the line is defined as the ratio of
the backward- and forward-traveling voltage waves

Γ(z) = V − ejβz

V + e−jβz . (2.38)

Equations (2.33) and (2.34) can be rewritten with respect to this reflection coefficient as
follows:

V (z) = V + e−jβz [1 + Γ (z)] (2.39)

I(z) = V +

Zc
e−jβz [1− Γ (z)] . (2.40)

The complex constant V + can be determined by calculating the voltage at the terminal
loads and correspondingly calculating the reflection coefficient with [17]

V + = V (0)
1 + Γ (0) . (2.41)

With the solution presented in (2.39) and (2.40), it is possible to calculate the voltage and
current at any position z on the line.

Chain-Parameter Representation

Since in most applications the interest in the voltages and currents lies at the terminations
and not along the line, it is possible to represent the line as a two-port element. The
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2.1 Transmission Line Theory of Two-Conductor Lines

chain-parameter matrix representation is one of the most practical forms that relates the
terminal voltages and the current as [17]


V (L)
I(L)


 =


 cosh (jβL) −Zc sinh (jβL)
−sinh (jβL)/Zc cosh (jβL)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φ(L)

·

V (0)
I(0)


,

(2.42)

where Φ (L) is the chain-parameter matrix for a lossless line. The chain-parameter
expression in (2.42) does not take into account the source and loads connected to the lines.
To account for these parameters, the terminal conditions in Fig. 2.5 are applied, where

V (0) = VS − ZSI(0) (2.43)
V (L) = ZL · I(L). (2.44)

Now substitute (2.43) and (2.44) into (2.42) to get

V (L) = Φ11(L)VS + [Φ12(L)− Φ11(L)ZS] · I(0) (2.45)
I(L) = Φ21(L)VS + [Φ22(L)− Φ21(L)ZS] · I(0). (2.46)

For a known source VS and an impedance ZS at z = 0, the voltage and current at z = L
can be calculated using (2.45), (2.46) and vice versa.

2.1.5 Time-Domain Solution

The presented solution in the frequency domain enables the analysis of the line with linear
loads. The solution in the time domain or the so-called transient solution is now derived.
In the time domain solution, arbitrary waveform of the line excitation can be defined
together with non-linear loads. First, a tracking method solution is presented that is based
on a graphical procedure, where the terminal voltages of the line are sketched against time.
This is followed by the solution of a lossless transmission line in SPICE.

Tracking Method

The transmission line equations were derived in an uncoupled, second-order form in (2.5)
and (2.6). The solution of these equations takes place according to the approach in [17],
which is given by

V (z, t) = V +
(
t− z

v

)
+ V −

(
t+ z

v

)
(2.47)

I(z, t) = 1
Zc
· V +

(
t− z

v

)
− 1
Zc
· V −

(
t+ z

v

)
. (2.48)
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2 Transmission Line Theory and Shielded Cables

The parameters V + and V − represent the forward- and backward-traveling waves in the
z and −z directions on the line. A comparison of (2.47) and (2.48) with the solution
presented in (2.33) and (2.34) in the frequency domain makes it easy to interpret that this
solution is its time domain transformation. The voltage and the current of each wave are
related to each other by the characteristic impedance Zc, where [17]

I+
(
t− z

v

)
= 1
Zc
· V +

(
t− z

v

)
(2.49)

I−
(
t+ z

v

)
= − 1

Zc
· V −

(
t+ z

v

)
. (2.50)

For the transmission line shown in Fig. 2.5 of length L, the load reflection coefficient is
given by

ΓL =
V −

(
t+ L

v

)

V +
(
t− L

v

) = RL − Zc

RL + Zc
. (2.51)

The resistor RL is used instead of ZL because the problem is treated in the time domain.
A simple manipulation of (2.51) enables it to be expressed as follows [17]:

V −
(
t+ L

v

)
= ΓL · V +

(
t− L

v

)
. (2.52)

The insertion of (2.52) into (2.50) leads to the current representation of the waves in
relation to the reflection factor at the load.

I−
(
t+ L

v

)
= −ΓL · I+

(
t− L

v

)
(2.53)

It should be noted that the voltage at the load V (L, t) is the sum of the forward- and
backward-traveling waves at time t, as shown in (2.47) and (2.48). Considering the voltage
and current of each wave at z = 0 in Fig. 2.5, they become

V (0, t) = Zc

RS + Zc
· VS(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2Td (2.54)

I(0, t) = 1
RS + Zc

· VS(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2Td, (2.55)

where Td is the one-way time delay on the line given by

Td = L
v
. (2.56)

At the time t ≤ 2Td, the reflected wave at the load has not yet reached the source. At a
time t ≥ 2Td, the wave reflected by the loads reaches the source and is reflected again if
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2.1 Transmission Line Theory of Two-Conductor Lines

the load is not matched. The reflection coefficient at the source is defined as [17]

ΓS = RS − Zc

RS + Zc
. (2.57)

Tracking the waves over a longer period of time by observing the reflection and back-
reflections between load and source leads to the time-dependent solution of the voltage at
z = 0 and z = L with [17]

V (0, t) = Zc

RS + Zc
·
[
VS(t) + (1 + ΓS)ΓLVS(t− 2Td) + (1 + ΓS)ΓSΓLΓLVS(t− 4Td)

+ (1 + ΓS)(ΓSΓL)2ΓLVS(t− 6Td) + · · ·
] (2.58)

and

V (L, t) = Zc

Rs + Zc
·
[
(1 + ΓL)VS(t− Td) + (1 + ΓL)ΓSΓLVS(t− 3Td)

+ (1 + ΓL)(ΓSΓL)2VS(t− 5Td) + (1 + ΓL)(ΓSΓL)3VS(t− 7Td) + · · ·
]
.

(2.59)

For a better interpretation of (2.58) and (2.59), a graphical tracking diagram of the
reflected waves is shown in [17].

SPICE Solution

The reflection coefficients ΓL and ΓS are contained in the solution presented in (2.58)
and (2.59), which makes it impractical when dynamic or non-linear loads are taken into
account. A numerical solution for lossless lines has been implemented in the SPICE
circuit programs, which overcomes the problems described and enables the analysis of
dynamic and non-linear loads in the time domain. The method was originally proposed by
Branin [44]. Applying z = 0 and z = L in (2.47) and (2.48) gives

V (0, t) = V +(t) + V −(t) (2.60a)
Zc · I(0, t) = V +(t)− V −(t) (2.60b)

and

V (L, t) = V +(t− Td) + V −(t+ Td) (2.61a)
Zc · I(L, t) = V +(t− Td)− V −(t+ Td). (2.61b)
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2 Transmission Line Theory and Shielded Cables

The one-way time delay on the line Td was defined in (2.56). Adding and subtracting
(2.60) and (2.61) results in

V (0, t) + ZcI(0, t) = 2V +(t) (2.62a)
V (0, t)− ZcI(0, t) = 2V −(t) (2.62b)
V (L, t) + ZcI(L, t) = 2V +(t− Td) (2.62c)
V (L, t)− ZcI(L, t) = 2V −(t+ Td). (2.62d)

Additional manipulation to remove the V + and V − dependencies leads to [17]

V (0, t) = ZcI(0, t) + Vbl(t), (2.63)

where

Vbl(t) = V (L, t− Td)− ZcI(L, t− Td). (2.64)

The voltage at z = L can be calculated with similar steps from (2.62), where

V (L, t) = −ZcI(L, t) + Vbr(t). (2.65)

The voltage Vbr(t) is defined as

Vbr(t) = V (0, t− Td) + ZcI(0, t− Td). (2.66)

The voltages Vbl(t) and Vbr(t) depend on the voltage and the current at the line ends. For
this reason, the index b was defined to represent the behavioral voltages. The indices l
and r stand for the left and right side, respectively.

Vbl

ZcI(0, t)

V (0, t) Vbr

Zc I(L, t)

V (L, t)

Figure 2.6: SPICE model of a transmission line.

Equations (2.63) and (2.65) represent the solution in SPICE for a transmission line, as
shown in Fig. 2.6, [17]. It consists of voltage-controlled sources that contain time-delayed
elements and are connected in series with the characteristic impedance Zc. To use the
transmission lines in SPICE, only the characteristic impedance Zc and the one-way transit
delay Td should be defined.
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2.2 Transmission Line Theory of Multiconductor Lines

2.2 Transmission Line Theory of Multiconductor Lines

The transmission line equations and their solutions were discussed in section 2.1 for
two-conductor lines. These equations were derived for classical transmission line theory
assuming TEM propagation. The solutions presented there are extended in this section to
include multiconductor transmission lines, which consist of n + 1 conductors (see Fig. 2.7).
There are n conductors with a cylindrical shape parallel to a reference conductor labeled 0.
The electric current of the jth conductor is represented by Ij(z, t).

Ref. cond. 0

∑n
k=1 Ik(z, t)

i

Ii(z, t)

j

Ij(z, t)

n

In(z, t)

Figure 2.7: Multiconductor lines with n + 1 uniform cylindrical wires.

It can be seen that the currents of all n conductors return through the reference conductor.
It is assumed that all of these conductors have the same radius rw and are therefore
uniform.

2.2.1 Transmission-Line Equations

An equivalent circuit diagram of a ∆z section is shown in Fig. 2.8. Similar to two-conductor
lines, it consists of resistances, inductances, conductances, and capacitances. It should be
noted that the quantity Aii means the TL parameter of conductor i with respect to the
reference conductor. The element Aij represents the TL parameter between the conductors
i and j. The application of Kirchhoff’s voltage and current law in Fig. 2.8 leads to the
first and second MTL equations [17]

∂

∂z
V(z, t) = −R′I(z, t)− L′

∂

∂t
I(z, t) (2.67)

∂

∂z
I(z, t) = −G′V(z, t)−C′

∂

∂t
V(z, t). (2.68)

The n× 1 vectors V(z, t) and I(z, t) represent the voltage and current with respect to the
reference conductor. The n× n matrix L′ represents the p.u.l. inductance of the MTLs,
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In(z + ∆z, t)L′
nn∆zIn(z, t) R′

n∆z

C ′
nn∆zG′

nn∆z

G′
ij∆z

Ij(z + ∆z, t)L′
jj∆zIj(z, t) R′

j∆z

C ′
ij∆z

+

−

+

−

Vj(z + ∆z, t)Vj(z, t)

G′
jj∆z C ′

jj∆z

∑n
k=1 Ik(z, t)

R′
0∆z

∑n
k=1 Ik(z + ∆z, t)

G′
ii∆z

Ii(z + ∆z, t)L′
ii∆zIi(z, t) R′

i∆z

C ′
ii∆z

+

−

+

−

Vi(z + ∆z, t)Vi(z, t)

∆z

L′
ij∆z

Figure 2.8: Equivalent circuit for a short segment ∆z of multiconductor lines.

where

L′ =




L′11 L′12 · · · L′1n

L′21 L′22 · · · L′2n
... ... . . . ...
L′n1 L′n2 · · · L′nn



. (2.69)

The element L′ii stands for the p.u.l. self-inductance of the i-th conductor and L′ij for
the mutual inductance between the i-th and j-th conductor. The same applies to the
p.u.l. resistance, capacitance and conductance matrices R′, C′ and G′. Next, lossless lines
with perfect conductors R′ = 0 and a lossless surrounding medium G′ = 0 are considered.
To represent (2.67) and (2.68) in a second-order uncoupled form, they were individually
derived by z and t and substituted into each other to obtain [17]

∂2

∂z2 V(z, t) = L′C′
∂2

∂t2
V(z, t) (2.70)

∂2

∂z2 I(z, t) = C′L′
∂2

∂t2
I(z, t). (2.71)

2.2.2 Per-Unit-Length Parameters

The transmission line parameters of two-conductor lines developed before are extended in
this section for the case of MTLs. The line parameters were also derived in this section
for a cylindrical shielded cable with n inner conductors.
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2.2 Transmission Line Theory of Multiconductor Lines

In (2.24) and (2.25) a nice property was shown, which relates the transmission line
parameters of two-conductor lines in a homogeneous medium. The transmission line
parameters of MTLs in a homogeneous medium are similarly related by [17]

L′C′ = C′L′ = µε1n, (2.72)

where 1n is the n × n identity matrix containing ones on the main diagonal and zeros
elsewhere. If the medium is lossy and homogeneous with a conductivity σ, then [17]

L′G′ = G′L′ = µσ1n. (2.73)

The self-inductance of the i-th wire defined by the entry L′ii is given by [17]

L′ii = Ψ′i
Ii

∣∣∣∣∣
I1→(i−1)=0 & I(i+1)→n=0

, (2.74)

where Ψ′i is the p.u.l. total magnetic flux that permeates the surface between the i-th and
the reference conductor. The mutual inductance between the i-th and j-th conductors L′ij
is defined as

L′ij = Ψ′i
Ij

∣∣∣∣∣
I1→(j−1)=0 & I(j+1)→n=0

. (2.75)

Based on (2.74) and (2.75), the p.u.l. inductance can be determined by calculating Ψ′i for
a defined current in the ith or jth conductor, with all other conductors set to open circuit.
Assuming uniform wires with a cylindrical shape and a relatively large distance between
them, the self and mutual inductance become [17]

L′ii = µ

2π · ln
(
d2
i0
r2

w

)
(2.76a)

L′ij = µ

2π · ln
(
di0dj0
dijrw

)
. (2.76b)

Here di0 and dj0 are the distances from the i-th and j-th conductor to the reference
conductor. The distance dij is that between the ith and the jth conductors.

The p.u.l. capacitance of the ith conductor relates the p.u.l. total charges q′i to the induced
voltage Vi. In particular, the entry C ′ii is given by [17]

C ′ii = q′i
Vi

∣∣∣∣∣
V1→(i−1)=0 & V(i+1)→n=0

. (2.77)
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2 Transmission Line Theory and Shielded Cables

It can be calculated by determining q′i under the condition that all voltages except Vi are
set to zero. The capacitance between the ith and the jth conductor is defined as [17]

C ′ij = q′i
Vj

∣∣∣∣∣
V1→(j−1)=0 & V(j+1)→n=0

. (2.78)

The capacitance matrix can also easily be calculated from (2.72), since L’ entries were
determined in (2.76). For lossy and homogeneous medium, G’ can be determined using
equation (2.73).

Case of a Cylindrical Shielded Cable with n inner conductors

Since the circuit models for shielded cables with n inner conductors is presented in a
later chapter, the cable parameters for this cable type are shown below. Fig. 2.9 shows a
cross-section of a perfectly conducting cylindrical shield with radius rs containing n wires
with radii rwi, rwj, etc. The distance of the j-th wire from the shield axis is given by dj.

dj

r2
s/dj

rwi

rwi

rwj

rwj

rs

Figure 2.9: Structure of n conductors within a cylindrical shield.

Using the method of images in Fig. 2.9, the shield was replaced with an additional
conductor at a distance r2

s/dj . The distance calculation also applies to the remaining inner
conductors. Under the condition of mirrored wires with no shield, the structure goes back
to the case of MTLs, so L′jj and L′ij can be written as [17]

L′jj = µ

2π · ln
(
r2

s − d2
j

rsrwj

)
(2.79a)

L′ij = µ

2π · ln

dj
rs

√√√√(didj)2 + r4
s − 2didjr2

s cos(θij)
(didj)2 + d4

j − 2did3
j cos(θij)


 , (2.79b)

where θij is the angular separation between the i-th and j-th conductor.
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2.2 Transmission Line Theory of Multiconductor Lines

2.2.3 Frequency-Domain Solution

Next, a solution for n + 1 conductor lines in the frequency domain is derived. The solution
is extended to include the chain-parameter representation for MTLs. It should be noted
that the solution becomes very similar compared to two-conductor lines. The similarity
transformation is used to decouple the MTL equations.

The transmission line equations in (2.70) and (2.71) of n+1 lossless conductor lines can
easily be transformed into the frequency domain as follows:

d2V(z)
dz2 = −ω2 · L′C′ ·V(z) (2.80)

d2I(z)
dz2 = −ω2 ·C′L′ · I(z). (2.81)

Note that (2.80) and (2.81) are represented as uncoupled, second-order ordinary differential
equations with the voltage and current vectors V(z) and I(z) in each equation being
independent. Nevertheless, the two equations remain coupled via the matrices L′ and C′,
because they are full matrices. Each entry of the voltages and currents Vi(z) and Ii(z)
affects all other entries of the voltages and currents, Vj(z) and Ij(z).
The similarity transformation is used to decouple them by first applying a change of
variables [17]. Here the voltage and current vectors are converted into mode quantities as
follows:

V(z) = TV ·Vm(z) (2.82)
I(z) = TI · Im(z). (2.83)

The n× n matrices TV and TI are used to diagonalize the full matrices L′ and C′, as will
be shown later. The n× 1 vectors Vm(z) and Im(z) are the mode voltages and currents.
Substituting (2.82) into (2.80) leads to the second-order differential equation for the mode
quantities as follows:

d2Vm(z)
dz2 = −ω2 ·T−1

V L′C′TV ·Vm(z) = −ω2 · L′mC′m ·Vm(z) = γ2 Vm(z). (2.84)

In the second representation of the above equation, the matrix TI and its inverse T−1
I

were multiplied between L’ and C, where

L′m = T−1
V L′TI (2.85)

C′m = T−1
I C′TV. (2.86)

The n× n matrix γ2 in (2.84) is diagonal. It is defined as γ2 = T−1
V L′C′TV, where γ1 to

γn are the entries in the main diagonal. The matrices TV and TI should be chosen so that
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L′m and C′m are diagonalized at the same time.
Similarly, the second-order MTL equation for the mode currents becomes

d2Im(z)
dz2 = −ω2 ·C′mL′m · Im(z) = γ2 Im(z). (2.87)

The presented problem is a typical eigenvalue/eigenvector problem of matrices. It can
easily be interpreted that the columns of TV represent the eigenvectors of L′C′ and the
columns of TI the eigenvectors of C′L′. The entries in the main diagonal of γ are the
eigenvalues of C′L′ and L′C′. The solution of (2.84) and (2.87) with respect to the mode
voltages and currents is given by [17]

Vm(z) = e−γzV+
m + eγzV−m (2.88)

Im(z) = e−γzI+
m − eγzI−m , (2.89)

where e±γz is a diagonal matrix exponential and e±γ1z to e±γnz are the entries of the main
diagonal. The n × 1 vectors V±m and I±m represent the forward and backward-traveling
waves of the modes. The solution can be transformed back into actual voltages and
currents using (2.82) and (2.83).

Chain-Parameter Representation

Similar to two-conductor lines, the MTLs can be represented with the chain-parameters
as 2n-ports, whereby the voltages and the currents at the ends are related to the chain-
parameter matrix with [17]


V(L)

I(L)


 =


Φ11(L) Φ12(L)
Φ21(L) Φ22(L)


 ·

V(0)

I(0)


. (2.90)

The n× n submatrices Φij for lossless lines are given by

Φ11(L) = cosh(jβL) · 1n (2.91a)
Φ12(L) = − sinh(jβL) · Zc (2.91b)
Φ21(L) = −sinh(jβL) · Z−1

c (2.91c)
Φ22(L) = cosh(jβL) · 1n . (2.91d)

The matrix Zc represents the characteristic impedance of the lines and is given by

Zc = vL′, (2.92)

where v is the velocity of propagation in a homogeneous medium with v = 1/√µε.
Next, the time domain solution for MTL is presented.
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2.2 Transmission Line Theory of Multiconductor Lines

2.2.4 Time-Domain Solution

Section 2.1.5 presented the solution at the terminals of lossless two-conductor lines. The
derived solution for two-conductor lines is extended here for the case of lossless MTLs in a
homogenous medium.

The chain-parameters defined in (2.91) are rewritten in the following form [17]:

Φ11(z, jω) =
(

ejωTd + e−jωTd

2

)
· 1n (2.93a)

Φ12(z, jω) = −
(

ejωTd − e−jωTd

2

)
· Zc (2.93b)

Φ21(z, jω) = −
(

ejωTd − e−jωTd

2

)
· Z−1

c (2.93c)

Φ22(z, jω) =
(

ejωTd + e−jωTd

2

)
· 1n. (2.93d)

The phase constant β from (2.36) and the one-way time delay Td from (2.56) are used as
follows:

jβL = jω · L
v

= jωTd. (2.94)

Substituting (2.93) into (2.90) leads to the terminal voltages and currents as follows [17]:

V(L, jω) =
(

ejωTd + e−jωTd

2

)
·V(0, jω)−

(
ejωTd − e−jωTd

2

)
· ZcI(0, jω) (2.95a)

I(L, jω) = −
(

ejωTd − e−jωTd

2

)
· Z−1

c V(0, jω) +
(

ejωTd + e−jωTd

2

)
· I(0, jω). (2.95b)

Multiply (2.95b) by Zc, then add and subtract the two equations to get

V(L, jω) + ZcI(L, jω) = e−jωTd V(0, jω) + e−jωTd ZcI(0, jω) (2.96a)
V(L, jω)− ZcI(L, jω) = ejωTd V(0, jω)− ejωTd ZcI(0, jω). (2.96b)

Now converting the solution to the time domain [17]

V(L, t) + ZcI(L, t) = V(0, t− Td) + ZcI(0, t− Td) (2.97a)
V(L, t)− ZcI(L, t) = V(0, t+ Td)− ZcI(0, t+ Td). (2.97b)

It can be seen that the solution relates the voltages and currents at the terminal by the
time delay Td in a manner similar to the solutions in (2.63) and (2.65) for two-conductor
lines. The solution presented does not include the terminal loads, which require steps
similar to those in section 2.1.5 to be followed.
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So far, the fundamentals and solutions of transmission lines have been presented. In the
next chapter, the basics of shielded cables are introduced.

2.3 Introduction to Shielded Cables

The different types of shields that are commonly used in practice are presented in this
section. The equivalent circuit diagram for a shielded cable is derived together with the
transmission line equations. The transfer impedance and the transfer admittance will be
explained. Finally, measurement methods and analytical approaches for determining the
transfer impedance of a braided shield are shown. The basics for shielded cables presented
here mainly refer to the source [2].

An example of a real setup for an EMC-compatible system is shown in Fig. 2.10. The
system consists of a source V1 that transmits signals to the Zir load via a shielded cable.
The cable shield is connected to the metal enclosures and these are connected to the
ground. The connection to the ground plane is represented by the loads Zol and Zor. Such
a structure in the real world is often a victim of illuminated electromagnetic waves. A
plane wave with the angle of incidence θ and the electric field ~Ei is shown towards ~β. The
field incident on the cable can penetrate the inner conductor due to the imperfection of
the shield and reduce the immunity of the system. The currents generated by the coupled
field can spread to the load and source and lead to distortions of the transmitted signal or,
in the worst case, to system failure. In addition, coupling between the inner conductor
and the outer shielding may occur, increasing the emission level and affecting neighboring
equipment. Inner to outer coupling occurs when, for example, source V1 in Fig. 2.10 is
active.

Ground Plane z

y

Cable Shield

Inner Conductor

Zir

Zor
z = L

Enclosure
V1

Zol

Enclosure

−→
β

−→
E i

θ

Figure 2.10: Exemplary arrangement in EMC.
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A qualitative description of the coupling via the shield can be presented in three categories:

• diffusion of the fields for imperfect electrically conductive shielding material

• field penetration through the openings in the shield, for example when using a
braided shield

• an additional inductive coupling results from the overlap of the layer structure of
the braid.

The type of shielding used plays an important role in the amount and type of coupling.
For this reason, the various types of shielded cables that are used in practice will be briefly
explained.

2.3.1 Shielding Types for Cables

One of the first ideas for cable shielding was to use a tubular solid shield, in which
the shielding efficiency can be improved by increasing the conductivity of the shielding
material and its thickness. Although the tubular solid shield offers 100 % coverage and
better electromagnetic protection at higher frequencies compared to other types, it does
not offer mechanical flexibility.
An alternative construction with 100 % coverage is the foil shield. It consists of a thin foil
that is wrapped lengthways or spirally around the cable core, as shown in Fig. 2.11a. The
material used is often aluminum, rarely copper and magnetic alloys. A foil shield offers
better mechanical flexibility compared to the tubular one, but has a lower mechanical
strength. Due to the thin layer, it does not provide good protection against magnetic
fields [45]. The overlapping of the foils creates slits along the cable, which reduce the
shielding efficiency at very high frequencies. The foil shield has a higher DC resistance
due to the smaller thickness.

dcba

(a) Foil Shield

dcba

(b) Braided Shield

dcba

(c) Foil/Braided Shield

Figure 2.11: Different types of shielded cables. a Jacket. b Shield. c Insulator. d Inner
conductor.

Another type of shield that has a low DC resistance and is therefore better suited for
low-frequency interference is the braid. It consists of groups of copper or aluminum strands
called carriers that are woven above and below one another, as can be seen in Fig. 2.11b.
Compared to the foil shield, the braided one offers better mechanical strength as well
as mechanical flexibility. The overlapping of the carriers with different angles creates
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diamond-shaped apertures, so that the coverage is no longer 100 %. It is typically 80 to
95 %. Electromagnetic fields can penetrate through these openings and thus reduce the
shielding performance in higher frequency ranges.
In order to take advantage of both described types, foil and braid are combined to form a
shield. The combination of foil and braid shown in Fig. 2.11c uses 100 % coverage through
the foil shield together with the low DC resistance and the mechanical strength of the
braid. It offers a compromise between sufficient flexibility and high electrical performance.
A combination of three shield types or more are also common. In addition to the defined
types, there are other shields that occur in practice. For example, the spiral shield is used
for greater flexibility and low frequencies.

2.3.2 Transmission Line Models of Shielded Cables

The field coupling shown in Fig. 2.10 generates distributed currents along the cable shield
and distributed voltages between the shield and the ground plane. The current generated
creates an axial electric field within the shield. This field leads to a voltage between
the inner conductor and the shield. As mentioned before, this phenomenon is called
diffusion. Another coupling process takes place when the external field penetrates through
the openings in the shield if the coverage is not 100 %. Lumped sources connected to the
cable can also cause these unwanted couplings, and the coupling can be from the inside to
the outside of the shield or vice versa.
A shielded cable is shown above a ground plane in Fig. 2.12. The Io(z) and Vo(z) parameters
in the same figure represent the current and the voltage between the shield and the ground
reference. The elements Ii(z) and Vi(z) represent the current and voltage in the inner
system between the inner wire and the shield. A quantitative analysis of the described
couplings will be explained in more detail in the next steps, taking into account the concept
of transfer impedance and transfer admittance.

z

y

Iw(z) = Ii(z)

Io(z)

Ig(z)

Vi(z)

Vw(z)
Vs(z) = Vo(z)

z = L

Figure 2.12: Current and voltage distribution on a shielded cable.
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Domain Decomposition

Domain decomposition was applied to a shielded cable located above a ground plane,
with two systems defined and treated separately. The inner system consists of the inner
conductor and the inner side of the shield, the outer system consists of the outer shield and
the ground plane. Both systems are coupled via the transfer impedance Zt and the transfer
admittance Yt, where the p.u.l. transfer impedance and the p.u.l. transfer admittance
are given by Z ′t and Y ′t . The shield is considered a local reference in the inner system. In
order to represent the voltage of the inner system in relation to the ground plane as a
global reference, the following transformation matrices must be applied [46]:


Vw(z)
Vs(z)


 =


1 1

0 1


 ·

Vi(z)
Vo(z)


. (2.98)

The parameters Vw(z) and Vs(z) represent the voltages of the inner conductor and the
shield with the ground plane as a global reference. In a similar way the transformation
matrix of the currents is defined as


Ii(z)
Ig(z)


 =


1 0

1 1




Iw(z)
Io(z)


, (2.99)

where Iw(z) = Ii(z) is the wire current. The element Ig(z) represents the total current
flowing in the ground plane. The following indices have been used: i for the inner system,
w for the wire, o for the outer system and s for the shield. An equivalent circuit diagram
of a short section ∆z for the shielded cable from Fig. 2.12 is shown in Fig. 2.13. Two
coupled circuits can be observed. The equivalent circuit of the inner system comprises the
series impedance Z ′i∆z and the shunt admittance Y ′i ∆z, which are formed by the inner
conductor and the shield. The voltage and current sources V ′di∆z and I ′di∆z represent the
coupling from the outer system and are directly proportional to Z ′t and Y ′t . The index
d stands for disturbance, for example V ′di is the p.u.l. disturbance voltage in the inner
system. The outer system circuit consists of the series impedance Z ′o∆z and the shunt
admittance Y ′o∆z between the shield and the ground plane together with the voltage and
current sources V ′do∆z and I ′do∆z, which include the coupling from the inner system and
the coupling to the environment. The transmission line equations for the inner system can
be easily derived using Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws in Fig. 2.13 [2].

d
dz


Vi(z)
Ii(z)


 =


 0 −Z ′i
−Y ′i 0


 ·

Vi(z)
Ii(z)


+


V
′

di(z)
I ′di(z)


 (2.100)
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Figure 2.13: Equivalent circuit for a short segment of a shielded cable.

The sources V ′di(z) and I ′di(z) are given by

V ′di(z) = Z ′tIo(z) (2.101a)
I ′di(z) = −Y ′t Vo(z). (2.101b)

The transmission line equations for the outer system are presented in the same way as
follows [2]:

d
dz


Vo(z)
Io(z)


 =


 0 −Z ′o
−Y ′o 0


 ·

Vo(z)
Io(z)


+


V
′

do(z)
I ′do(z)


. (2.102)

The interference sources of the outer system result from the coupling of the inner system
and the coupling with the environment. Assuming that the field coupling is taken into
account, the field distributed voltages and currents V ′f (z) and I ′f(z) are added as follows:

V ′do(z) = Z ′tIi(z) + V ′f (z) (2.103a)
I ′do(z) = −Y ′t Vi(z) + I ′f(z). (2.103b)

The transfer parameters of the cable shield are explained in more detail in the following
sections.
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2.3.3 Transfer Parameter Definition

As mentioned above, the coupling between the inner and outer systems depends mainly
on the transfer impedance and the transfer admittance of the cable. This section explains
the mathematical definition and measurement methods for these parameters.

Transfer Impedance

The transfer impedance is a quantitative measure for the efficiency of the cable shield.
With a higher Z ′t, the efficiency becomes worse and the interference voltage V ′di(z) in
(2.101a) is higher [47]. The mathematical form represents the ratio of an open circuit
voltage induced in the inner system to one ampere current, which is impressed in the
outer system in a cable of one meter. The cable should be electrically short, where the
wavelength for the frequency of interest must be much greater than one meter. The formula
can be derived by setting Ii(z) to zero in (2.100) and using (2.101a), as described in [2].
It is given by

Z ′t = 1
Io(z) ·

dVi(z)
dz

∣∣∣∣∣
Ii=0

. (2.104)

One of the first analytical models for the transfer impedance of a solid tubular shield was
derived by Schelkunoff [25]. Taking into account a cable with a shielding conductivity σ,
an inner radius rtu,i and an outer radius rtu,o, the general form of the transfer impedance
was defined as [25]

Z ′t = γ0

2πσrtu,o
· J1(γ0rtu,i)N0(γ0rtu,i)−N1(γ0rtu,i)J0(γ0rtu,i)
J1(γ0rtu,i)N1(γ0rtu,o)−N1(γ0rtu,i)J1(γ0rtu,o) , (2.105)

where
γ0 =

√
jωµ(σ + jωε). (2.106)

The index tu stands for tubular shield. The elements Ji and Ni with the order i represent
the cylindrical Bessel function of the first and second kind. The parameters ε and µ are the
permittivity and the permeability of the sheath material. Equation (2.106) can be simplified
in the classic transmission line theory, in which the screen thickness ∆ = (rtu,o − rtu,i) is
much smaller than the radius rtu,i of the cable and rtu,i is much smaller than the wavelength
of interest. In this case, the equation is approximated by

Z ′t ≈ R′0 ·
(1 + j)∆/δ

sinh ((1 + j)∆/δ) , (2.107)

where
R′0 = 1

πσ(rtu,o + rtu,i)(rtu,o − rtu,i)
≈ 1

2πσrtu,i∆
. (2.108)
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The parameter R′0 represents the DC p.u.l. resistance of the shield. The term δ is the skin
depth defined in (2.26). A simplification for low and high frequency cases was developed
by Vance [26]. At low frequencies, ∆/δ � 1 and

Z ′t ≈ R′0. (2.109)

At higher frequencies this condition no longer applies and ∆/δ � 1, which leads to

Z ′t = 2
√

2R′hf e−(1+j)∆/δ ejπ/4 . (2.110)

The parameter R′hf is defined as R′hf = 1/(2πrtu,iδσ).

Transfer Admittance

The transfer admittance represents the ratio of the current Ii(z) generated in the inner
system of a shielded cable in Fig. 2.12 to the voltage Vo(z) applied as a source of interference
in the outer system. The transfer admittance is defined in this way under the conditions
that the cable length is 1 m, the inner conductor is short-circuited to the shield and the
interference voltage is set to 1 V. The cable should be electrically short compared to the
frequency of interest. The mathematical form can easily be derived by setting Vi(z) to
zero in (2.100) and using (2.101b). It is given by [2]

Y ′t = − 1
Vo(z) ·

dIi(z)
dz

∣∣∣∣∣
Vi=0

. (2.111)

In most analytical and practical work, the focus continued to be on the transfer impedance
for shielded cables, since this term mostly dominates and the transfer admittance part is
regarded as a weak coupling. The solid tubular shield can very well prevent the electric
field, whereby the contribution of Y ′t can be neglected. In the case of a braided shielding,
the electric fields can penetrate through the openings and lead to a coupling via the
transfer admittance. However, in most practical cases, Y ′t was ignored because the shield
is normally connected to the ground plane. Therefore, the transfer impedance is discussed
in more detail in this work.

2.3.4 Measurement of the Transfer Impedance

In order to measure the transfer impedance defined in (2.104), the induced voltage in the
inner system should be determined for a properly defined injected current in the outer
system. Such measurements have been carried out in several works [48–50]. Two standards
for measuring the transfer impedance have been defined and are described in this section.
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Triaxial Method

The triaxial method defined in the IEC 62153-4-3 [51] standard represents the measurement
of Z ′t in a triple coaxial structure, as shown in Fig. 2.14.

SC
ICUT

Port 1

SCT

Tube

Port 2

lk

Figure 2.14: Setup of the triaxial measurement method for a single conductor shielded
cable. SCI short circuit inner conductor with shield. SCT short circuit tube
with shield.

The coaxial cable is placed into a solid metal tube. The outer circuit of the structure
consists of the outer shield together with the metal tube and the inner circuit consists of the
inner conductor together with the inside of the shield. The outer circuit is short-circuited
on the left-hand side and the inner circuit is short-circuited on the right-hand side as
shown in Fig. 2.14 by SCT and SCI.

When a voltage signal is fed to port 2, it causes a current to flow along the outer shield of
the cable under test (CUT). This current is coupled into the inner circuit and induces a
voltage that can be measured at port 1. This structure is well suited for measuring the
transfer impedance with a sensitivity of 1 µΩ for a cable length l ≤ λ/10 and λ is the
wavelength of the maximum frequency of interest.
The IEC 62153-4-3 standard defines other methods than the one shown in Fig. 2.14. In
other procedures, the source and sink are interchanged. An impedance matching device is
added when the internal circuit impedance deviates from the generator impedance.
The cut-off frequency fcut at which the transfer impedance can be measured using the
method presented in Fig. 2.14 is given by [51]

fcut = 30 MHz · 1 m
lk

, (2.112)

where lk is the coupling length. The method can be used for a frequency range of up to
30 MHz with a cable length of 1 m and up to 100 MHz with a cable length of 0.3 m, where
lk ≤ λ/10. Other parts of the same standard are expanded to include connectors within
the measurement. The transfer impedance can be calculated as follows [51]:

Z ′t = Z0

2lk
· 10

S21
20 , (2.113)
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where Z0 is the input impedance of the measuring system at port 1 and port 2, typically
50 Ω using a network analyzer. The parameter S21 is the scattering parameter between
port 1 and port 2 in dB.

The triaxial method can also be used for balanced, shielded multiconductor cables. Bal-
anced, shielded multiconductor cables mean that the inner conductors are arranged at the
same distance from each other and from the shield. In the triaxial method, the cable is
then treated as a quasi-coaxial system with all inner conductors connected at both ends,
as shown in Fig. 2.15. The transfer impedance defined in (2.113) for the single conductor
can also be used here.

CUT

Port 1

Tube

Port 2

lk

Figure 2.15: Setup of the triaxial measurement method for a balanced multiconductor
shielded cable.

The triaxial method has also been defined for the measurement of the transfer admit-
tance in IEC 62153-4-8 [52]. The measurement setup is defined similarly to the transfer
impedance. It is not dealt with here in this work, since Y ′t is neglected in later analyzes.

Line Injection Method

The triaxial method is a widely used standard and offers good immunity to the environment
due to the metal tube that encloses the cable. However, the measurement setup is relatively
complex and has a comparatively low cut-off frequency. An alternative method is the line
injection measurement method defined in the standard IEC 62153-4-6 [53]. The basic idea
is to couple defined radio frequency energy into the CUT with an unshielded wire that
is evenly arranged near to it. In practice, this is achieved by tying a supporting coaxial
cable (SCC) to the CUT, as shown in Fig. 2.16. The outer shield of the SCC is galvanic
connected to the outer shield of the CUT. The shield and insulation material of the SCC
are removed along the coupling length lk, where its inner conductor uses the outer shield
of the CUT as a reference to act as a transmission line. The loads R1 and R2 are set to the
characteristic impedances of the CUT and the SCC, respectively. The cut-off frequency
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SCCR2
Port 2

CUT
Port 1

R1

lk

Figure 2.16: Setup of the line injection measurement method for a single conductor shielded
cable.

fcut is given by [53]

fcut = v0

π · lk
∣∣∣√εr1 −

√
εr2
∣∣∣
, (2.114)

where v0 is the speed of light in free space, lk is the coupling length and εr1 and εr2 are the
relative dielectric constants of the CUT and the SCC. The coupling length depends on the
highest frequency to be measured and must be at least 0.3 m according to the standard.
The p.u.l. transfer impedance for matched loads at the cable ends is defined as [53]

Z ′t = R1 + Z0

lk
· 10

S21
20 . (2.115)

The parameter Z0 represents the impedance of the measuring system, typically 50 Ω
when using a network analyzer. The parameter S21 is the scattering parameter between
port 1 and 2 in dB. The attenuation between port 2 and the load R2 should be calibrated
out before the measurement is performed. Fig. 2.16 shows the measurement at the far
end. Port 2 and R2 must be exchanged for the near end measurement. The measurement
of different cable types with this method was carried out in [54,55].
The line injection method can also be used for balanced shielded multiconductor cables
in which all inner conductors are short-circuited and connected at both ends, as in the
triaxial method in Fig. 2.15.

2.3.5 Characteristic of Braided Shields

In addition to the existing measurement methods for transfer impedance, analytical
approaches were developed. Fig. 2.17 shows an unwrapped braided shield of a cable with
radius rbr. The braid parameters are defined as follows: G is the weave angle, σ is the
electrical conductivity of the shielding material, C is the number of carriers, pbr is the
distance between two carriers in the longitudinal direction of the cable, Nfi is the number of
filament for each carrier and dfi is the diameter of the filament. The shield consists of many
carriers that are woven above and below each other. In the present case in Fig. 2.17, each
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2πrbr

G

pbr

Carrier

Figure 2.17: Basic structure of a braided shield.

carrier consists of eight parallel wire filaments. This structure does not provide complete
coverage due to the openings between the carriers. This allows fields to penetrate and
couple the inner conductor. In order to calculate the inductive coupling, approaches for a
single aperture in a solid coaxial shield were considered, then the solution was extended
for the case of braided shield with several apertures [27]. Vance expanded this approach to
include the diffusion term Z ′d, which gave the first expression for the transfer impedance
as follows [2, 26]:

Z ′t = Z ′d + jωL′t. (2.116)

The inductive term L′t for G < 45° is defined as

L′t = πµ0

6C · (1−K)3/2 · e2

E(e)− (1− e2)K(e) . (2.117)

For G > 45°, L′t is given by

L′t = πµ0

6C · (1−K)3/2 · e2/
√

1− e2

E(e)− (1− e2)K(e) , (2.118)

where K(·) and E(·) represent the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind.
The parameters e and K denote the eccentricity of the ellipse and the optical coverage of
the braid, respectively. The diffusion term Z ′d has been extended from the expression for
the solid shield defined in (2.107)

Z ′d = 4
π d2

fiNfi C σ cos (G) ·
(1 + j)dfi/δ

sinh ((1 + j)dfi/δ)
, (2.119)

where R′0 was replaced to include the braid properties.
The model proposed by Vance was experimentally tested by Degauque and Hamelin [56].
The results showed higher deviations for samples of a braided shield with a weave angle
G � 45° or a high optical coverage. For samples with G ≈ 45° and poor optical coverage,
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adequate agreement with the measured data was observed. This leads to the interpretation
that the transfer impedance in (2.116) can be used under the latter conditions. Further
studies have shown that a

√
f term must be added to the formula to get better results in

the case of high optical coverage or if G differs widely from 45°.
The dependence of the transfer impedance on

√
f was called the porpoising effect. The

superposition of the carriers leads to an inter-contact resistance which, at higher ohmic
values, forces the current to flow in its own carriers [57]. Another reason for this effect is
the twist in the carriers, which causes an additional inductive term. Based on the studies
mentioned, new terms were added to the Vance model to improve the expression of the
transfer impedance.

Model of Tyni

Tyni added the term L′p to the transfer impedance, which is given by [23]

Z ′t = Z ′d + jωL′t + jωL′p. (2.120)

The first two parts represent the diffusion and aperture penetration, as previously indicated.
The last term represents the porpoising effect caused by the mutual inductance between
carriers. It is given by

L′p = µ0hbr

4πDbr
·
(
1− tan2(G)

)
, (2.121)

where hbr is the effective distance between two layers of the braid and Dbr = 2rbr is the
outer diameter of the cable shield. Based on Kaden’s work [58], a

√
f term was added to

L′p as follows [23]:

L′pl = L′p

(
1 + abr√

jω

)
. (2.122)

Here abr is an auxiliary factor that was not explicitly determined in the mentioned source.

Model of Demoulin

The porpoising effect was also considered by Demoulin, where he explained that this effect
is due to the eddy current flow in the braid [59]. The current is related to the surface
conductivity of the carriers, which is proportional to the square root of the frequency. He
suggested an expression of four parts, given by

Z ′t = Z ′d + jωL′t + k′
√
ω ejπ/4 ± jωL′p, (2.123)
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where Z ′d, L′t and L′p were defined before. The parameter L′p depends on G, where L′p is
positive if G > 45° and negative if G < 45°. The element k′ is defined as

k′ = − 1.16
Cd2

fiNfi
· arctan

(
Nfi

3

)
· sin

(
π

2 − 2G
)
·
√
µ

σ
. (2.124)

The elements C, dfi, Nfi, G, µ and σ were previously defined. It should be noted here that
k′ = 0 when G = 45°. In this case the porpoising effect disappears and Z ′t takes the same
form as that defined by Vance in (2.116).

Model of Kley

The transfer impedance model proposed by Kley [60] is given by

Z ′t = Z ′d + jωL′k + (1 + j)ωL′s, (2.125)

where Z ′d is the diffusion term as previously defined in (2.119). The expression L′k is given
by

L′k = M ′
l +M ′

g, (2.126)

where M ′
l is the modified aperture penetration effects, taking into account the braid

curvature and the thickness of the braid openings. It is defined by M ′
l = 0.875L′te−τh ,

where

τh = 9.6Fbr

(
K2dfi

2rbr

)1/3

. (2.127)

The parameter L′t is defined in (2.117) and (2.118). The parameter Fbr represents the
shield fill factor. The porpoising effect is taken into account by M ′

g, where

M ′
g ≈ −µ0 ·

0.11dfi

4πrbrF0
· cos (2k1G) (2.128)

with F0 = Fbr cos(G) is the minimal filling factor and

k1 = π

4 ·
(2

3F0 + π

10

)−1
. (2.129)

The term (1 + j)ωL′s in (2.125) takes into account the eddy current generated in the walls
of the braid openings, which is proportional to

√
f and is defined as

ωL′s = 1
πσδ
·
(

1
Dl

+ 1
Dg

)
(2.130)
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with

D−1
l ≈ 10πF 2

0 ·
cos(G)
2rbr

· (1− Fbr) e−τe (2.131)

and

D−1
g ≈ −

3.3
4πrbrF0

· cos (2k2G) . (2.132)

The parameters k2 and τe are given by k2 = (π/4) · (2/3 F0 + 3/8)−1 and
τe = 12 · Fbr (0.5 · K2dfi/rbr)1/3.

So far, the state of the art for transmission line theory and shielded conductors has been
presented. Next, the field coupling on a line above a ground plane is dealt with.
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3 Circuit Models of a Field-Coupled Single Conductor
above a Ground Plane

The EMC system shown in Fig. 2.10 contains a shielded cable that has been coupled with
an electromagnetic field. In order to calculate the field coupling to the outer system of the
cable, this is regarded as a simple TL. For this reason, a circuit model for a field-coupled
conductor above a perfectly conductive ground plane is first developed in this section.
This serves as preparation for the development of circuit models for shielded conductors
and at the same time represents an independent model.

The field coupling is calculated according to the scattered voltage formulation shown in
the work of Agrawal et al. in [5] and the total voltage formulation derived by Taylor et al.
in [6]. Existing solutions of the scattered voltage formulation are extended in this work to
calculate the load responses for the plane wave excitation. From these solutions, circuit
models are developed. The total voltage formulation was applied to develop the circuit
model of the field-coupled wire with steps similar to those in [17]. At this point, it is
important to clarify that the scattered voltage formulation model was developed in this
work and is not obtained from other sources. In contrast, the total voltage formulation
model was reproduced using some specifications from [17].

In earlier work [16], circuit models were developed for one conductor above a ground plane
and for a three-conductor line based on the total voltage formulation. In [61] the circuit
model for shielded cables with field coupling was presented, in which the field coupling
was treated on the basis of the scattered voltage formulation.
At the end of this section, it is shown that the solution for the total voltage formulation
gave the same result as for the case of the scattered one and therefore the same circuit
model was interpreted. This can be regarded as a very good insight when compared to
the prior art, where it was shown that the two different approaches to field coupling led to
the same circuit model.

Taking into account a lossless conductor of length L in Fig. 3.1, which is placed at a
height h above a perfectly conducting ground plane and is irradiated with an incident
uniform plane wave. The vector ~β represents the direction of propagation of the wave
with the angle θ and the incident electric field ~Ei. The two loads Zl and Zr are connected
to the ends of the conductor. The indices l and r stand for the left and right-hand side,
respectively. Next, the transmission line equations are derived.
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Figure 3.1: Field-coupled single conductor over a perfectly conducting ground plane.

3.1 TL Equations Based on Total Voltage Formulation

The law of induction indicates the relationship between the electric field and the magnetic
flux density and is represented in the Maxwell equations as

�

C

~E d~l = jω
�

S

~B · ~en dS, (3.1)

where d~l is the vector differential path in the y − z plane and ~en denotes the unit normal
vector of the flat surface S enclosed in the contour C, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The usual
minus sign on the right-hand side of (3.1) is not taken into account since the unit normal
vector ~en in Fig. 3.1 is directed outwards. Applying (3.1) to the contour C with the
segment ∆z for the width results in [17]

−
h�

0

[Ey(y, z + ∆z)− Ey(y, z)] dy +
z+∆z�
z

[Ez(h, z)− Ez(0, z)] dz

= jω
h�

0

z+∆z�
z

Bn(y, z) dy dz.

(3.2)

The transverse component of the electric field at position z is represented by Ey(y, z). The
elements Ez(h, z) and Ez(0, z) are the tangential components of the electric field at y = h

and y = 0, respectively. The component Bn(y, z) denotes the magnetic flux density that
is normal to the flat surface S. Dividing both sides in (3.2) by ∆z and taking the limit
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∆z → 0, leads to

− ∂

∂z

h�

0

Ey(y, z) dy + Ez(h, z)− Ez(0, z) = jω
h�

0

Bn(y, z) dy. (3.3)

The transverse voltage along the line is defined as

V (z) = −
h�

0

Ey(y, z) dy. (3.4)

The total of the tangential components Ez(h, z)− Ez(0, z) in (3.3) is set to zero, since it
is assumed that the ground plane and the conductor are perfectly conducting material.
Applying this assumption in (3.3) together with (3.4) leads to [17]

dV (z)
dz = jω

h�

0

Be
n(y, z) dy + jω

h�

0

Bs
n(y, z) dy, (3.5)

where the magnetic flux density Bn(y, z) is decomposed into an excited Be
n(y, z) and a

scattered component Bs
n(y, z). The excited magnetic flux density is the sum of the incident

Bi
n(y, z) and the reflected Br

n(y, z) with Be
n(y, z) = Bi

n(y, z) +Br
n(y, z). The scattered one

is related to the p.u.l. inductance of the line L′ with [17]

h�

0

Bs
n(y, z) dy = −L′I(z), (3.6)

where I(z) is the current at the wire. Inserting (3.6) into (3.5) yields the first Telegraph
equation [6]

dV (z)
dz + jωL′I(z) = jω

h�

0

Be
n(y, z) dy. (3.7)

The second Telegraph equation can be derived using the Ampere-Maxwell equation

∇× ~H = ~J + jωε0 ~E, (3.8)

where ~J represents the current density. Applying similar steps as before gives the second
Telegraph equation [6]

dI(z)
dz + jωC ′V (z) = −jωC ′Vt(z), (3.9)
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3.1 TL Equations Based on Total Voltage Formulation

where C ′ represents the p.u.l. capacitance of the line, Vt(z) is the transverse voltage
represented by the integral of the transverse part Ee

y(y, z) of the excited electrical field.

Vt(z) =
h�

0

Ee
y(y, z) dy (3.10)

The excited electrical field Ee(y, z) is the sum of the incident Ei(y, z) and reflected field
Er(y, z) in the absence of the wire.

Ee(y, z) = Ei(y, z) + Er(y, z) (3.11)

The comparison of (3.7) and (3.9) shows that the field response on the right-hand side of
the equations depends on the incident magnetic and electric fields. In order to write the
equations only in relation to the electric field, Faraday’s law is used to replace the excited
magnetic field as follows [17]:

jω
h�

0

Be
n(y, z) dy = − ∂

∂z
Vt(z) + Ee

z(h, z), (3.12)

where Ee
z (h, z) is the sum of the tangential components of the incident and reflected electric

field at z = h in the absence of the wire. It is given by

Ee
z(h, z) = Ei

z(h, z) + Er
z(h, z). (3.13)

After inserting (3.12), equations (3.7) and (3.9) are rewritten using the so-called forcing
functions V ′F(z) and I ′F(z) as follows:

dV (z)
dz + jωL′I(z) = V ′F(z) (3.14a)

dI(z)
dz + jωC ′V (z) = I ′F(z), (3.14b)

where

V ′F(z) = Ee
z(h, z)− ∂

∂z
Vt(z) (3.15a)

I ′F(z) = −jωC ′Vt(z). (3.15b)

The formulation shown in (3.7) and (3.9) was derived in the work of Taylor et al. [6].
An equivalent circuit for these equations is developed in Fig. 3.2. It consists of the TL
parameter together with the forcing functions added as voltage and current sources, where
VF(z) = V ′F(z)∆z and IF(z) = I ′F(z)∆z.
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3 Circuit Models of a Field-Coupled Single Conductor above a Ground Plane

C ′∆z

I(z + ∆z)L′∆zI(z)
VF(z)

IF(z)

V
(z

+
∆

z)

V
(z)

V
(L) Zr

V
(0)Zl

Figure 3.2: Equivalent circuit of a field-coupled single conductor over a perfectly conducting
ground plane according to the total voltage formulation.

The differential equations (3.14a) and (3.14b) were derived for the small segment ∆z,
which means the wire of length L in Fig. 3.2 is represented by a series of the distributed
parameters.

3.2 TL Equations Based on Scattered Voltage Formulation

A further representation of the field coupling on transmission lines was introduced by
Agrawal et al. [5], where the scattered voltage V s(z) was included in the equations. It is
defined as the line integral from the ground to wire along the scattered electric field [5].

V s(z) = −
h�

0

Es
y(y, z) dy (3.16)

The parameter Es
y(y, z) is the y-component of the scattered electric field Es(y, z), which

represents the reaction of the line to the incident field. The total voltage results from the
excited and the scattered electric field, it is given by [5]

V (z) = −
h�

0

Es
y(y, z) dy −

h�

0

Ee
y(y, z) dy = V s(z) + V e(z). (3.17)

The TL equations of a field-coupled line placed above a ground plane using the scattered
voltage is defined as [5]

dV s(z)
dz + jωL′I(z) = Ee

z(h, z) = V ′F(z) (3.18a)

dI(z)
dz + jωC ′V s(z) = 0. (3.18b)

The advantage of this equation system is that the magnetic field components of the excited
field defined in (3.7) are not included; instead, only the tangential part of the excited
electric field Ee

z(y, z) is considered. In addition, the second TL equation has no forcing
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3.2 TL Equations Based on Scattered Voltage Formulation

functions, which makes the solution and the numerical calculations much easier and more
efficient. The field Ee

z(h, z) represented by the forcing function V ′F(z) is the sum of the
tangential components of the incident and the reflected electric field Ei

z(h, z) and Er
z(h, z),

as represented in (3.13). For a line of length L with the loads Zl and Zr, as shown in
Fig. 3.1, the boundary conditions with regard to the scattered voltage and the total current
are defined as

V s(0) = −ZlI(0) + Vt1 (3.19)
V s(L) = ZrI(L) + Vt2. (3.20)

The expressions Vt1 and Vt2 stand for the transverse voltages at the line terminations and
are calculated from (3.10) for z = 0 and z = L as follows:

Vt1 =
h�

0

Ee
y(y, 0) dy (3.21)

Vt2 =
h�

0

Ee
y(y,L) dy. (3.22)

A close examination of (3.18) with the boundary conditions defined in (3.19) and (3.20)
shows that the total voltage at the loads consists of the distributed scattered voltages
along the line together with the transverse voltages at the line ends. An equivalent circuit
in Fig. 3.3 was interpreted. It consists of the TL parameters together with the forcing
voltage source VF(z) = V ′F(z)∆z. In order to form the total voltages at the ends, the
transverse terms Vt1 and Vt2 are added to the loads.

Another form of representation of the field coupling equations was derived by Rachidi [9].
In his model, only the magnetic field components in the forcing functions were defined. In
contrast to the representation of Agrawal et al., his model includes scattered current and
total voltage. This form of equation is not discussed further in this work.

C ′∆z

I(z + ∆z)L′∆zI(z)
VF(z)

V
s(z

+
∆

z)

V
s(z)

V
s(L)

Vt2

Zr

V
s(0)

Vt1

Zl

Figure 3.3: Equivalent circuit of a field-coupled single conductor over a perfectly conducting
ground plane according to the scattered voltage formulation.
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3 Circuit Models of a Field-Coupled Single Conductor above a Ground Plane

3.3 Solution of the Scattered Voltage Formulation

The differential equations in (3.18) can be solved with Green’s function by applying the
boundary conditions in (3.19) and (3.20). Green’s function was used in transmission line
theory to obtain the solution of the voltage and current at each position z on a line excited
by a concentrated voltage and/or a current source at position zs. Since (3.18) contains
only the p.u.l. voltage source V ′F(z) without another current source, Green’s functions
for the current and the voltage in case of a concentrated voltage source positioned at the
point zs are shown here [2]:

GI (z, zs) = e−jβL

2Zc (1− ρ1ρ2 e−2jβL) ·
(
e−jβ(z>−L)−ρ2 ejβ(z>−L)

)
·
(
ejβz< −ρ1 e−jβz<

)
(3.23)

GV (z, zs) = ζ e−jβL

2 (1− ρ1ρ2 e−2jβL) ·
(
e−jβ(z>−L) +ζρ2 ejβ(z>−L)

)
·
(
ejβz< −ζρ1 e−jβz<

)
, (3.24)

where

• Zc is the line characteristic impedance defined in (2.35),

• β is the phase constants defined in (2.36),

• z< represents the smaller of z or zs, and z> represents the larger of z or zs,

• ζ = 1 for z > zs and ζ = −1 for z < zs,

• ρ1 and ρ2 are the voltage reflection factors at the loads defined as

ρ1 = Zl − Zc

Zl + Zc
ρ2 = Zr − Zc

Zr + Zc
. (3.25)

The solution of the current and the voltage in the case of a concentrated voltage source
Vco is given by

I(z) = GI (z, zs) · Vco (3.26)
V (z) = GV (z, zs) · Vco. (3.27)

In the case of distributed sources such as in (3.18), the solution of the total current and
the scattered voltage can be derived using the integral of the Green’s functions [2].

I(z) =
L�

0

GI (z, zs)V ′F(z) dzs +GI (z, 0)Vt1 −GI (z,L)Vt2 (3.28)

V s(z) =
L�

0

GV (z, zs)V ′F(z) dzs +GV (z, 0)Vt1 −GV (z,L)Vt2 (3.29)
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3.3 Solution of the Scattered Voltage Formulation

It should be noted here that the concentrated sources at the ends were multiplied by
Green’s functions without an integral, since they are not distributed along the line. The
total voltage along the line can be calculated using (3.17).

If someone is interested in solving the response only at the termination loads, the problem
can be solved with the Baum-Liu-Tesche (BLT) equations [8]. However, this approach is
not discussed in this work.

3.3.1 Uniform Plane Wave Excitation

The problem described so far has been discussed for general field coupling. Refering to a
uniform plane wave, the incident electric field with an amplitude of E0(ω) is defined as

~Ei(y, z, ω) = E0(ω) (ey~ay + ez~az) e−jβyye−jβzz. (3.30)

The reflected field on a perfectly conducting ground plane is given by

~Er(y, z, ω) = E0(ω) (ey~ay − ez~az) ejβyye−jβzz. (3.31)

The components ey and ez along the unit vectors ~ay and ~az in Fig. 3.1 are defined as

ey = cos(θ) (3.32a)
ez = sin(θ). (3.32b)

The components of the phase constants along the axes are given by

βy = −β · sin(θ) (3.33a)
βz = β · cos(θ). (3.33b)

Inserting (3.30) and (3.31) into (3.13) and using (3.32) and (3.33) for y = h, the tangential
part of the excited electric field Ee

z(h, z) results in

Ee
z(h, z) = Ei

z(h, z) + Er
z (h, z)

= E0(ω) · ez ·
(

e−jβyh− ejβyh
)
· e−jβzz

= −j2E0(ω) · sin(θ) · sin(βyh)︸ ︷︷ ︸
V es
′(h)

·e−jβzz.
(3.34)

The transverse part of the excited electric field can be calculated by inserting (3.30) and
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3 Circuit Models of a Field-Coupled Single Conductor above a Ground Plane

(3.31) into (3.11).

Ee
y(y, z) = Ei

y(y, z) + Er
y(y, z)

= E0(ω)ey
(

e−jβyy + ejβyy
)
e−jβzz

= 2E0(ω)ey · cos
(
βyy

)
· e−jβzz

(3.35)

In order to calculate the transverse voltage along the line, (3.35) is inserted into (3.10),
which leads

Vt(z) = 2E0(ω) · ey ·
sin(βyh)
βy

· e−jβzz

= 2heyE0(ω) · sinc(βyh) · e−jβzz

∼= 2heyE0(ω) · e−jβzz .

(3.36)

In the second step, the denominator and the numerator were multiplied by h to represent
sinc(βyh) function. In the last step, sinc(βyh) function was set to one because the time
delay between the line and the ground level is ignored, as will be explained now. The
function βy from (3.33a) and β from (2.36) are set into sinc(βyh) to obtain

sinc(βyh) = sin(βyh)
βyh

=
sin
(
ω · sin(θ) · h/v0

)

ω · sin(θ) · h/v0
= sin(ωTy)

ωTy
, (3.37)

where

Ty = − sin(θ) · h
v0
. (3.38)

The propagation velocity in free space is given by v0. The wave time delay along the
y-axis Ty between the ground plane and the line is approximately zero, provided the line
cross-sectional dimension is electrically very small. The wave time delay along the z-axis
Tz is defined as

Tz = cos(θ) · L
v0

= cos(θ)Td, (3.39)

where Td represents the one-way time delay of the line and is given by

Td = L
v0
. (3.40)

The transverse voltages Vt1 and Vt2 at the line ends were defined in (3.21) and (3.22) for
the general field coupling. In the case of a uniform plane wave, they can easily be derived
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3.3 Solution of the Scattered Voltage Formulation

from (3.36) by replacing z = 0 and z = L.

Vt1 ∼= 2heyE0(ω) (3.41)

Vt2 ∼= Vt1e−jβzL (3.42)

So far, the field coupling parameters have been rewritten for the case of an incident uniform
plane wave. Since the goal in this section is to develop a circuit model of the field-coupled
line, only the current response is calculated initially. The voltage response is calculated
from the current for matched termination loads, as will be shown in the lower part.

The total current can be calculated by substituting (3.23), (3.34), (3.41) and (3.42) into
(3.28). This current was solved analytically in several works [7,12,62]. It is represented
here in a practical form as follows:

I(z) = I0e−jβzz + I1e−jβz + I2ejβz. (3.43)

The element I0 is the wave forced by the external field and corresponds to the current that
is generated for an infinitely long wire above a perfectly conducting ground plane. It is
given by

I0 = − jωC ′ · V ′es (h)
β2 − β2

z
. (3.44)

The parameter C ′ is the p.u.l. capacitance of the TL. The p.u.l. voltage V ′es (h) results from
the sum of the tangential electrical field components as defined in (3.34). The currents I1

and I2 in (3.43) are given by

I1 = 1
1− ρ1ρ2 · e−j2βL ·


I0

(
Q1 − ρ1Q2 e−jL(β+βz)

)
+ Vt1

Zl + Zc
+ Vt2 ·

ρ1 e−jβL

Zr + Zc


 (3.45)

I2 = 1
1− ρ1ρ2 · e−j2βL ·


I0

(
Q2 e−jL(β+βz)−ρ2Q1 e−j2βL

)
− Vt1 ·

ρ2 e−j2βL

Zl + Zc
− Vt2 ·

e−jβL

Zr + Zc


.

(3.46)

The reflection factors ρ1 and ρ2 were shown in (3.25). The parameters Q1 and Q2 are
given by

Q1 = −Zl + Zc · cos(θ)
Zl + Zc

, Q2 = −Zr − Zc · cos(θ)
Zr + Zc

. (3.47)

So far, the current generated by the field coupling has been calculated in (3.43). Next, a
circuit model for the field-coupled line is derived.
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3 Circuit Models of a Field-Coupled Single Conductor above a Ground Plane

3.4 Circuit Model Based on the Scattered Voltage Formulation

The following steps are carried out to develop the circuit model: the voltage response
is calculated in the frequency domain at the cable ends, taking into account the case of
matched termination loads. The solution is then transformed into the time domain, from
which a circuit model is interpreted directly. It should be noted that the macromodel
developed at the end allows the analysis of mismatched termination loads. To clarify that
this model was developed within the scope of this work and was not taken from other
sources.

3.4.1 Matched Termination Loads

The solution is derived for matched termination loads with Zl = Zr = Zc in Fig. 3.1 and
therefore ρ1 = ρ2 = 0 is considered in (3.25). Under this condition, the currents I1 and I2

in (3.45) and (3.46) become

I1M = I0Q1M + Vt1

2Zc
(3.48)

I2M = I0Q2M · e−j(β+βz)L − Vt2 ·
e−jβL

2Zc
. (3.49)

The index M was used to represent the case of matching loads. The parameters Q1M and
Q2M in (3.47) become

Q1M = −1 + cos(θ)
2 , Q2M = −1− cos(θ)

2 = −Q1M − 1. (3.50)

The term Q2M is presented as a function of Q1M, since this approach will be used later.
The p.u.l. voltage V e

s
′(h) defined in (3.34) is solved here as follows:

V e
s
′(h) = −j2E0(ω) · sin(θ) · sin(βyh) = −j2E0(ω) · sin(θ) · βyh ·

sin(βyh)
βyh

∼= −j2E0(ω) · sin(θ) · βyh.

(3.51)

It has been simplified by applying the sinc function as described in (3.36) and (3.37).
When inserting V e

s
′(h) into (3.44) and using (3.33), the current I0 becomes

I0 = − jωC ′ · j2E0(ω) · sin(θ) · β · sin(θ) · h
β2(1− cos2(θ)) . (3.52)

Replace 1− cos2(θ) with sin2(θ) and simplify the fraction to get

I0 = ωC ′2E0(ω)h
β

= 2hC ′E0(ω)√
L′C ′

= 2hE0(ω) ·
√
C ′

L′
= 2hE0(ω)

Zc
. (3.53)
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3.4 Circuit Model Based on the Scattered Voltage Formulation

In the second step β was replaced by ω
√
L′C ′, as defined in (2.36). In the last step the

equation was represented with respect to Zc instead of C ′ as defined in (2.35).
To reduce the number of variables, the current I2M is expressed as a function of I0 and
I1M, where the voltage Vt2 from (3.42) and the parameter Q2M from (3.50) are inserted
into (3.49), which gives

I2M = −I0 · Q1M · e−j(β+βz)L−Vt1 e−j(β+βz)L

2Zc
− I0 · e−j(β+βz)L

= −
(
Q1M · I0 + Vt1

2Zc

)
e−j(β+βz)L−I0 · e−j(β+βz)L

= −I1M · e−j(β+βz)L−I0 · e−j(β+βz)L .

(3.54)

In the second step e−j(β+βz)L was excluded. In the third step, the function in parentheses
was replaced by I1M after comparing it to (3.48).

As part of this work, the current elements I0, I1 and I2 from (3.43) were simplified for
later use. As a reminder, the defined goal was to calculate the voltage response at the
termination loads of the line. For this purpose, the boundary conditions of matched
termination loads are applied, where

VM(0) = −IM(0)Zc (3.55)
VM(L) = IM(L)Zc. (3.56)

Inserting z = 0 in (3.43) and using the equations of I0, I1M and I2M from (3.53), (3.48)
and (3.54), the voltage VM(0, jω) can be calculated in (3.55) as follows:

VM(0, jω) = −Zc ·

2hE0(ω)

Zc
+Q1M ·

2hE0(ω)
Zc

+ heyE0(ω)
Zc

−
(
Q1M ·

2h
Zc

+ hey

Zc

)
E0(ω) · e−j(β+βz)L−2hE0(ω)

Zc
· e−j(β+βz)L


.

(3.57)

The voltage response VM(L, jω) on the right-hand side can be calculated analogously by
substituting z = L into (3.43) and later in (3.56), as will be shown in the next steps.

It was previously informed that VM(0, jω) and VM(L, jω) represent the induced voltages
at the ends of the line for matched termination loads. A simplified equivalent circuit of
the field-coupled line can therefore be developed as a TL that includes these functions at
the ends, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The problem with this representation is that the voltage
sources VM(0) and VM(L) are not galvanic isolated, which leads to a current flow from one
source to another and distorts the result. A second problem arises from the fact that these
functions are in the frequency domain, making them difficult to integrate into the circuit
simulation environment. One possible solution is the use of Laplace sources, as explained
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Zc, Td Zr

VM(L)

Zl

VM(0)

Figure 3.4: Simplified circuit model of an irradiated single conductor over a perfectly
conducting ground plane based on scattered voltage formulation.

in [28]. In any case, it has been shown that this approach is not suitable in the time
domain and thus limits the use of the model. To solve these problems, a macromodel was
developed in Fig. 3.5, in which these sources were decoupled. Circuit models have been
developed for the VM(0) and VM(L) functions so that they are not integrated as Laplace
sources. The development steps of this model are described in the next section.

3.4.2 Macromodel

Within the scope of this work, the calculated voltage in (3.57) is manipulated and prepared
for the time domain transformation. For this purpose (2.36) and (3.33b) were substituted
into β and βz and presented as follows:

j(β + βz) = jω
(

1
v0

+ cos(θ)
v0

)
. (3.58)

Now inserting (3.58) into (3.57) and rewriting the voltage VM(0, jω) leads to

VM(0, jω) = −

 (2hQ1M + hey + 2h)E0(ω)

−
(

2hQ1M + hey + 2h
)
E0(ω) e−jω( L

v0
+L cos(θ)

v0
)




= −h

2Q1M + ey + 2


 ·

E0(ω)− E0(ω) e−jω

(
L
v0

+L cos(θ)
v0

) 


= −h
[
2Q1M + ey + 2

]
·
[
E0(ω)− E0(ω) e−jω(Td+Tz)

]
.

(3.59)

In the second step, the common factors were excluded. In the last step Tz and Td were
substituted from (3.39) and (3.40). In order to create a circuit model of the function
VM(0, jω), a transformation into the time domain is applied using the time delay approach
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3.4 Circuit Model Based on the Scattered Voltage Formulation

given by

e±jωTd F(ω) ⇐⇒ f(t± Td), (3.60)

where F(ω) and f(t) are the functions in the frequency and time domain. The transfor-
mation into the time domain gives

VM(0, t) = −h
[
2Q1M + ey + 2

]
·
[
E0(t)− E0(t− Td − Tz)

]

= −h
[
E0(t)− E0(t− Td − Tz)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Viii

]
.

(3.61)

The term E0(t) is the time form of the electric field. In the last calculation step, it was
found that the function 2Q1M + ey + 2 = 1 after replacing the parameters ey and Q1M

from (3.32a) and (3.50). The function is now displayed in a suitable form so that an
equivalent circuit can be interpreted.

To calculate the voltage response on the right-hand side, z = L was inserted into (3.43)
and I0, I1M, and I2M were applied from (3.53), (3.48) and (3.54) to get

VM(L, jω) = Zc

[
2hE0(ω)

Zc
e−jβzL+

(
Q1M ·

2hE0(ω)
Zc

+ heyE0(ω)
Zc

)
e−jβL

−
(
Q1M ·

2h
Zc

+ hey

Zc

)
E0(ω) · e−jβzL−2hE0(ω)

Zc
· e−jβzL

]
.

(3.62)

If Zc is shortened and e−jβzL together with e−jβL are excluded, the function becomes

VM(L, jω) = h

[
−
(
2Q1M + ey

)
E0(ω) e−jβzL+

(
2Q1M + ey

)
E0(ω) e−jβL

]

= h
[
2Q1M + ey

]
·
[
E0(ω) e−jβL−E0(ω) e−jβzL

]

= h
[
2Q1M + ey

]
·
[
E0(ω) e−jω L

v0 −E0(ω) e−jω cos(θ)L
v0

]

= h
[
2Q1M + ey

]
·
[
E0(ω) e−jωTd −E0(ω) e−jωTz

]

(3.63)

In the second step 2Q1M + ey was excluded. In the third step β and βz were replaced
by (2.36) and (3.33b). In the last step Tz and Td were used from (3.39) and (3.40). The
transformation into the time domain using the time delay approach defined in (3.60)
leads to

VM(L, t) = h
[
2Q1M + ey

]
·
[
E0(t− Td)− E0(t− Tz)

]

= −h
[
E0(t− Td)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vi

−E0(t− Tz)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vii

]
. (3.64)
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3 Circuit Models of a Field-Coupled Single Conductor above a Ground Plane

Comparing (3.61) and (3.64), it can be seen that both equations consist of time delayed
E0(t) terms multiplied by the parameter h. A time delay can be realized in the circuit
solvers by a lossless matched TL.
The circuit model of VM(0) and VM(L) is shown in Fig. 3.5b. The time delay of E0(t),
denoted by Vi, Vii and Viii in (3.61) and (3.64), was realized with three matched TLs. For
a better understanding, a comparison of (3.61) and (3.64) with Fig. 3.5b should be done
first. To ensure matching lines, the termination loads of the TLs in Fig. 3.5b are equal
to the characteristic impedance Zc, where these lines are fed with a voltage source of the
function E0(t). The transmission lines used are lossless with the time delays Td, Tz and
Td + Tz according to Vi, Vii and Viii in (3.61) and (3.64). The multiplication, addition and
subtraction are carried out with controlled sources that feed an arbitrary load.

The models described so far have been calculated for the case of matched termination loads.
To simulate arbitrary loads, VM(0) and VM(L) are now integrated into the macromodel of
the field-coupled line, presented in Fig. 3.5a. In contrast to the one shown in Fig. 3.4, this
consists of a TL, at the ends of which controlled sources are connected. Such controlled
sources decouple the voltages VM(0) and VM(L) and solve the problem described above.
The controlled sources in Fig. 3.5 are defined as follows:

Vbl = Vl + VM(0) (3.65a)

Ibl = I(0) + VM(0)
Zc

(3.65b)

Ibr = I(L) + VM(L)
Zc

(3.65c)

Vbr = Vr + VM(L). (3.65d)

Controlled sources are referred to as behavior sources, where the index b stands for
behavior. The sources Vbl and Ibl in (3.65) include the voltage Vl and the current I(0),
which allows current to flow from the left to the right end of the line. The same applies to
Vbr and Ibr on the right-hand side. In circuit simulation, the TLs must have a positive time
delay parameter. In order to avoid negative values for Tz, the absolute value is applied in
(3.39). If θ is greater than 90°, the left-hand and right-hand sides of the line in Fig. 3.1
are swapped from the point of view of the incident wave, so VM(0) and VM(L) should
be exchanged in (3.65). Such an action can easily be implemented in SPICE with logic
circuits, e.g. with a programmable switch.

In summary, Fig. 3.5 shows the complete circuit model for calculating the field coupling
response at the loads of one conductor over a perfectly conductive ground plane. The
macromodel is shown in Fig. 3.5a. To which any termination loads can be connected, also
non-linear loads. The macromodel contains the field coupling response VM(0) and VM(L)
in its controlled sources. A circuit model of VM(0) and VM(L) was developed in Fig. 3.5b.
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3.4 Circuit Model Based on the Scattered Voltage Formulation

To operate the model in the frequency domain, the voltage sources E0(t) should be defined
accordingly as a function of the frequency E0(ω).

As a proper part of this work, a circuit model based on the scattered voltage formulation
was developed in this section. In the next section, the solution based on the total voltage
formulation is presented according to [17].

Zc, Td Ibr

Vr

Ibl

Vl

I(L)

Vbr

V (L)
I(0)

Vbl

V (0)

(a) Macromodel

Zc, TdE0(t) Zc

ViVM(0)

Zc

−
h

(E
0 (t)−

V
iii )

VM(L)

Zc

−
h

(V
i −
V

ii )

Zc, TzE0(t) Zc

Vii

Zc, Td + TzE0(t) Zc

Viii

(b) Coupling model

Figure 3.5: SPICE model for one-conductor over a ground plane.
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3 Circuit Models of a Field-Coupled Single Conductor above a Ground Plane

3.5 Solution of the Total Voltage Formulation

In last section, a solution for the scattered voltage formulation was derived within the scope
of this work and a circuit model was interpreted from it. In contrast, the solution of the
total voltage formulation is performed with similar steps as in [17]. In Fig. 3.2, a cascaded
model with distributed elements was created based on the total voltage formulation.
However, the closed-form solution at the line ends remains of interest, since the cascaded
form with a higher number of elements requires a high computing effort and can lead to
convergence problems.

The coupled equations (3.14a) and (3.14b) are first-order ordinary differential equations
which have the same form as state variable equations [17,63]. A solution for these equations
in the frequency domain will be developed using the chain-parameters of the transmission
line. The chain-parameters representation was described in section 2.1.4. Considering the
line with the length L in Fig. 3.1, the solution for the voltage and the current at z = L is
obtained as follows [17]:


V (L)
I(L)


 = Φ(L)


V (0)
I(0)


+


VFT(L)
IFT(L)


, (3.66)

where

Φ(z) =

cosh(γz) −Zc · sinh(γz)
− sinh(γz)

Zc
cosh(γz)


 (3.67)

is the chain-parameter matrix of the line. For a lossless line the propagation constant is
defined as γ = jω

√
L′C ′ = jβ, as shown in (2.42). The parameter Zc is the characteristic

impedance of the line given in (2.35). The total forcing functions VFT(L) and IFT(L) are
given by [17]


VFT(L)
IFT(L)


 =

L�

0


Φ11(L − z)V ′F(z) + Φ12(L − z)I ′F(z)

Φ21(L − z)I ′F(z) + Φ22(L − z)I ′F(z)


 dz, (3.68)

where V ′F(z) and I ′F(z) are the forcing functions defined in (3.15). It can be seen that this
solution represents the convolution of the distributed sources together with the chain-
parameters.

The voltage and current solution at z = 0 can be represented by multiplying the inverse of
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3.5 Solution of the Total Voltage Formulation

the chain-parameter matrix Φ(L)−1 by (3.66) and rearranging [17].

V (0)
I(0)


 = Φ−1(L)


V (L)
I(L)


− Φ−1(L)


VFT(L)
IFT(L)




= Φ(−L)

V (L)
I(L)


− Φ(−L)


VFT(L)
IFT(L)




= Φ(−L)

V (L)
I(L)


+


VFT(0)
IFT(0)




(3.69)

It should be pointed out here that the inverse Φ−1(L) is equal to Φ(−L) [17]. The elements
VFT(0) and IFT(0) represent the total forcing functions at the left end of the line. Multiply
Φ(−L) by (3.68) and use the property Φ(−L) ·Φ(L − z) = Φ(−z) to obtain


VFT(0)
IFT(0)


 =−

L�

0


Φ11(−z)V ′F(z) + Φ12(−z)I ′F(z)

Φ21(−z)I ′F(z) + Φ22(−z)I ′F(z)


 dz. (3.70)

Equations (3.66) and (3.69) represent the solutions for a line with matched loads. The
boundary conditions at the line terminations must be taken into account in order to obtain
the solution for arbitrary loads. These are considered in the developed circuit model, as
will be shown below.
To calculate the total forcing function VFT(L), (3.15) is substituted into (3.68), which
gives [17]

VFT(L) =
L�

0

Φ11(L − z)Ee
z(h, z) dz −

L�

0

Φ11(L − z) · ∂
∂z
Vt(z) dz

− jωC ′
L�

0

Φ12(L − z)Vt(z) dz.

(3.71)

Using the product rule in the second term of (3.71) gives [17]

VFT(L) =
L�

0

Φ11(L − z)Ee
z(h, z) dz −

L�

0

∂

∂z

[
Φ11(L − z)Vt(z)

]
dz

+
L�

0



∂

∂z
Φ11(L − z)− jωC ′Φ12(L − z)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0


Vt(z) dz.

(3.72)

The last term of (3.72) is zero. To prove this, the chain-parameters from (3.67) should
be used. The second term contains an integral of a function with defined limits via a
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3 Circuit Models of a Field-Coupled Single Conductor above a Ground Plane

derivative, where the result is the function itself with respect to the limits. The equation
becomes

VFT(L) =
L�

0

Φ11(L − z)Ee
z(h, z) dz − Φ11(0)Vt(L) + Φ11(L)Vt(0). (3.73)

Now applying the chain-parameter elements from (3.67) to become [17]

VFT(L) =
L�

0

cosh
(
γ (L − z)

)
· Ee

z(h, z) dz − Vt2 + cosh(γL) · Vt1. (3.74)

The terms Vt(0) and Vt(L) were replaced by Vt1 and Vt2, as defined in (3.21) and (3.22).
By applying similar steps to IFT(L) in (3.68), this becomes [17]

IFT(L) =−
L�

0

sinh
(
γ(L − z)

)

Zc
· Ee

z(h, z) dz − sinh(γL)
Zc

· Vt1. (3.75)

The voltage response VFT(0) in (3.70) can be easily calculated with similar steps [17]

VFT(0) =−
L�

0

cosh (γz) · Ee
z(h, z) dz − Vt1 + cosh(γL) · Vt2. (3.76)

The same applies to IFT(0) [17].

IFT(0) =
L�

0

sinh (γz)
Zc

· Ee
z(h, z) dz − sinh(γL)

Zc
· Vt2. (3.77)

So far, the total forcing functions at the line ends for adapted loads were calculated
according to [17]. Next, the circuit models are developed from these solutions.

3.6 Circuit Model Based on the Total Voltage Formulation

The closed-form solutions in (3.66) and (3.69) were developed as previously mentioned
for a reflectionless line. To create a circuit model from these solutions, it was assumed
that the line in Fig. 3.1 has matched termination loads. The simplified equivalent circuit
diagram of (3.66) and (3.69) can therefore be interpreted as a decoupled transmission line
with the time delay Td and the characteristic impedance Zc. At whose ends the forcing
controlled sources VFT(0), IFT(0), VFT(L) and IFT(L) are located, as shown in Fig. 3.6.
Controlled sources instead of simple sources are included in the circuit because they depend
on the incident field, as shown in (3.74), (3.75), (3.76) and (3.77). The problem with this
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3.6 Circuit Model Based on the Total Voltage Formulation

representation is that the field coupling via these sources occurs simultaneously at both
ends. Therefore, the induced voltage and the current generated at the sources couple from
the left to the right end and vice versa, as explained in the case of the scattered voltage
formulation. This problem has been solved in this work in Fig. 3.5, where controlled
sources were included in the macromodel, allowing the use of mismatched termination
loads. The macromodel in [17] was developed in a different way, but nevertheless the
forcing functions for the total voltage formulation were calculated according to the same
source. The forcing functions at z = L in Fig. 3.6 consist of a voltage and a current
source VFT(L) and IFT(L), respectively. These can be represented as a single voltage
source VFr(jω) by applying the so-called Thevenin and Norton source circuit, as will now
be explained.

If the TL in Fig. 3.6 is replaced by its characteristic impedance Zc and the voltage source
VFT(L) is ignored for the time being, one can see on the right-hand side of the line that
the current source IFT(L) together with Zc forms a Norton source, as shown on the left
side of Fig. 3.7. When VFT(L) is considered in series with Zc, it forms a Thevenin source,
as shown in the middle of Fig. 3.7. The circuit on the right-hand side of Fig. 3.7 is
obtained when the two sources are considered together with the load resistance Zr = Zc by
keeping Zc instead of the TL. The resulting voltage from both sources VFr(jω) can easily
be calculated using Kirchhoff’s circuit laws. It is given by

VFr(jω) =VFT(L, jω) + ZcIFT(L, jω)
2 . (3.78)

Within the scope of this work, it was possible to combine the current and voltage sources
in (3.78) to a voltage function. The forcing sources on the left-hand side can also be
combined in a voltage source VFl(jω) as follows:

VFl(jω) =VFT(0, jω) + ZcIFT(0, jω)
2 . (3.79)

Zc, Td Zc

VFT(L)

IFT(L)Zc

VFT(0)

IFT(0)

Figure 3.6: Simplified circuit model of an irradiated single conductor over a perfectly
conducting ground plane based on total voltage formulation.
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Zc IFT(L)

Load + →
VFT(L)

Zc

Load

Z
r =

Z
c

Zc

VFT(L)
IFT(L)

VFr

Figure 3.7: Representation of the coupling using Thevenin and Norton sources.

The indices l and r represent the left and the right side ends of the line. Equations (3.78)
and (3.79) can also be derived using the Generalized Thevenin Equivalent representation
for terminal conditions as explained in [17]. Since the considered line is lossless with
γ = jβ, the following applies:

cosh(γL) = ejω L
v0 + e−jω L

v0

2 , (3.80)

where β was used from (2.36). Substituting Td from (3.40), it leads to

cosh(γL) = ejωTd + e−jωTd

2 (3.81a)

sinh(γL) = ejωTd − e−jωTd

2 . (3.81b)

Now inserting (3.74) and (3.75) into (3.78) and using (3.81), which gives

VFr(jω) = 1
2 ·

 e−jωTd

� L
0

ejωz/v0 Ee
z(h, z) dz + e−jωTd Vt1 − Vt2


. (3.82)

The substitution of (3.76) and (3.77) into (3.79) using (3.81) leads to

VFl(jω) = −1
2 ·


� L

0
e−jωz/v0 Ee

z(h, z) dz + Vt1 − e−jωTd Vt2


. (3.83)

The total forcing functions at z = 0 and z = L were combined in (3.82) and (3.83) in the
form of voltage sources VFr(jω) and VFl(jω), which are directly dependent on the field of
incidence. Next, a plane wave for the field coupling is considered.

3.6.1 Uniform Plane Wave Excitation

When considering an incident uniform plane wave, the field parameter Ee
z(h, z) together

with the voltages Vt1 and Vt2 can be represented as defined in (3.34), (3.41) and (3.42).
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Inserting these parameters into (3.82) and executing the integral in the first term leads,
after some mathematical manipulations, to

VFr(jω) =1
2 ·

− 2 · sin2(θ) · h

1− cos(θ) · e
−jωTd E0(ω)

(
ejω L

v0 e−jωL cos(θ)
v0 −1

)

+ 2eyhE0(ω) e−jωTd −2eyhE0(ω) e−jωL cos(θ)
v0


.

(3.84)

When replacing the rational trigonometric function sin2(θ)/(1− cos(θ)) by 1 + cos(θ),
enclosing e−jωTd E0(ω) in the parentheses in the first term of the equation, replacing
L cos(θ)/v0 by Tz as defined in (3.39) and finally excluding eyh in the last two terms, this
leads to

VFr(jω) =

− h (1 + cos(θ))

(
E0(ω) e−jωTz −E0(ω) e−jωTd

)

+ eyh
(
E0(ω) e−jωTd −E0(ω) e−jωTz

)

.

(3.85)

Replacing (1 + cos(θ)) by Q1M as defined in (3.50) and manipulating the equation, it
results in

VFr(jω) =h ·
[
2Q1M + ey

]
·
[
E0(ω) e−jωTd −E0(ω) e−jωTz

]
. (3.86)

If one now compares (3.86) with the derived solution (3.63) for the case of the scattered
voltage formulation, it can be seen that both solutions are identical. It is thus demonstrated
in this work that the same field response was obtained using the scattered and the total
voltage formulation. A circuit model for VFr(jω) is therefore the same as the VM(L, jω)
shown in Fig. 3.5b.

The voltage response on the left-hand side can be calculated by substituting (3.34), (3.41)
and (3.42) into (3.83) and using similar steps as for VFr(jω).

VFl(jω) = −h ·
[
2Q1M + ey + 2

]
·
[
E0(ω)− E0(ω) e−jω(Td+Tz)

]
(3.87)

It can again be clearly seen that the function is identical to the solution from the scattered
voltage formulation shown in (3.59) and therefore its circuit model is the same as that for
VM(0, jω) in Fig. 3.5b.

As described above, (3.66) and (3.69) represent the solution for field coupling on a TL
with matched loads, whereby the simplified equivalent circuit diagram of these equations
was developed in Fig. 3.6. The problem with this circuit was that the current source IFT(0)
supplied the left load and the right load simultaneously, so that the coupling is integrated
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several times, which leads to incorrect results. The same applies to IFT(L), VFT(0) and
VFT(L). This problem was shown in the case of the scattered voltage formulation in
Fig. 3.4 too. However, the problem was solved in Fig. 3.5, where controlled sources were
used. This means that the SPICE model developed for the field-coupled line in Fig. 3.5
can also be used for the total voltage formulation. In (3.65), VFl and VFr should be used
instead of VM(0, jω) and VM(L, jω).

In this section, it was proven that the scattered and the total voltage formulation ultimately
led to identical solutions and therefore an identical circuit model was designed for both
methods. In the next step the model is validated.

3.7 Model Validation

The circuit model developed in Fig. 3.5 is built in the SPICE environment with the
analog electronic circuit simulator LTspice [35]. For validation, the simulation results are
compared with those of the CST Studio Suite 2019 [3]. First, the simulation process of
the tools used is explained, then the results are discussed. No measurements were carried
out, since such measurements were difficult to achieve with a quantitatively accurate
evaluation.

3.7.1 Simulation Setup

The circuit simulation tool LTspice [35] is based on SPICE, which stands for ”Simulation
Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis”. LTspice enables the simulation in the transient
and the frequency domain, which are mainly investigated in this work. Other simulation
commands are defined in the simulator, here DC Sweep, in which a DC analysis is carried
out while the DC value of a source is swept; Noise for analyzing the noise in a circuit;
DC Transfer Function, which can determine the DC small signal transfer function of
a branch current or node voltage and DC Operating Point, which calculates the DC
operating point by treating the capacitance as an open circuit and the inductance as a short
circuit. In the transient analysis, convergence problems may occur and the simulation can
be stopped in previous iterations before a valid solution is reached. They are many reasons
that lead to this problem, such related to design, e.g. a missing path of the DC current
to the ground. Other reasons related to the settings such as the case of an unrealistic
rise and fall time in a source, invalid initial conditions or unrealistic tolerance ranges.
This problem is usually solved by correcting the circuit design or changing the simulator
options. Since there were no convergence issues in the proposed models, the SPICE options
were kept by default. These are defined as follows: Gmin = 1e-12, Abstol = 1e-12,
Reltol = 0.001, Chgtol = 1e-14, Trtol = 1, Volttol = 1e-6, Sstol = 0.001 and
MinDeltaGmin = 0.0001.
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Figure 3.8: Setup for the validation of a field-coupled single conductor over a perfectly
conducting ground plane.

The following describes how the setup in Fig. 3.8 is simulated in CST. It consists of a
conductor of length L connected to loads at its ends and coupled by an incident plane
wave. The simulation model is shown in Fig. 3.9. The software CST Studio Suite 2019 [3]
contains several packages that can be combined with the so-called co-simulation. Three
main packages are used in this work: CST Microwave Studio, CST Design Studio and CST
Cable Studio. The flowchart of the simulation process is explained in Fig. 3.10. The 3D
EM simulation is carried out in the CST Microwave Studio tool, which contains various
solvers for the time and frequency domain simulation. The model is integrated in this tool
and consists of the reference ground plane and the wire path above it, which corresponds
to Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. The loads are defined in CST Design Studio in Fig. 3.9b analogously
to the setup shown in Fig. 3.8. The ground plane was connected to the Open boundary
conditions to avoid reflection of the generated current. In the y-direction above the
wire, the boundary conditions were set to Open Add Space, which means that a distance
between the Open condition and the model is maintained to allow wave propagation. In

(a) Field-coupled line in CST Microwave Studio (b) Circuit model in CST Design Studio

Figure 3.9: Simulation model of a single conductor line over a ground plane in CST [3].
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create cable harness

meshing and calculation
of the primary transmis-
sion line parameter using
a static 2D field solver

creation of an equiva-
lent circuit diagram

CST CABLE STUDIO

3D modeling of the ref-
erence ground plane

definition of the plane wave
and the boundary conditions

calculation of the tangen-
tial electric field along
the cable path with

the 3D full-wave solver

integration
as voltage
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the circuit

CST MICROWAVE STUDIO

transfer to the
circuit simulator

define the termination
loads and perform tasks

results

CST DESIGN STUDIO

Figure 3.10: Flowchart of the simulation process in CST Studio Suite.

the simulated model, a minimum distance of λ/2 of the center frequency was defined. It
has to be mentioned that the wire in CST Microwave Studio was not designed as a 3D
structure. It was represented by a line path on which the tangential electric field was
calculated and transferred to the CST Cable Studio in the form of lumped sources, as
explained in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. Various cable types are defined in CST Cable Studio,
including shielded and twisted cable types, with which a complex cable harness with an
interface to the 3D field simulation can be easily defined. The wire was designed in the
CST Cable Studio, where an equivalent circuit diagram from the wire harness is created
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based on the classic transmission line theory (see Fig. 3.10). The cable is meshed along
its length and the transmission line parameters on these segments are calculated using
a static solver. A minimum sample length of 5 mm was considered for the mesh, where
the losses were not taken into account. A circuit model is then created as cascaded cells
with concentrated elements that represent the cable. The cable model is interconnected in
a co-simulation with the CST Design Studio, in which terminating loads are added, as
described in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. The transient solver was used in the 3D EM simulator using
a hexahedral mesh. This solver is based on the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) [64].

3.7.2 Results and Discussion

A 3 m wire was placed 2 cm above the ground plane as shown in Fig. 3.8. The wire has a
radius of 0.25 mm with a characteristic impedance of 306.4 Ω. A Schottky diode of type
MBR0520LT1 with a resistance R1 = 100 Ω in parallel are connected at z = 0. On the
right-hand side the resistor R2 = 10 Ω is connected in series with L1 = 1 mH. In the
transient analysis, a uniform plane wave with the angle of incidence θ = 45° was excited.
A trapezoidal shape of the electric field is defined with a magnitude of 10 V

m . The rise,
hold and fall times are 2 ns, 10 ns and 3 ns, respectively. The voltage response across D1 is
shown in Fig. 3.11, where the SPICE results are in excellent agreement with those of CST.

The diode D1 was removed for the frequency domain analysis. The angle of incidence is
set to 30° and the electric field has a magnitude of 10 V

m . The voltage across R2 and L1 as
magnitude and phase was simulated and shown in Fig. 3.12. The resonance frequency at
25 MHz together with its harmonics corresponds to the electrical length of the wire.
The resonance behavior can be clearly observed due to the mismatch loads at the ends.
The SPICE results are in excellent agreement with those of CST.
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Figure 3.11: Voltage response across D1 in transient analysis.
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Figure 3.12: Voltage response across R2 and L1 in frequency domain.

In this chapter, circuit models were developed for a field-coupled conductor above a
perfectly conducting ground plane. The field coupling was calculated according to the
scattered voltage formulation and the total voltage formulation. It was shown that both
methods lead to the same circuit model. The models presented so far for a field-coupled
line are used in the next section to develop circuit models for shielded single conductors.
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4 Circuit Models of Single Conductor Shielded Cables

In this chapter, circuit models are developed based on two methods for a field-coupled,
single conductor shielded cable that is laid over a ground plane. The first method presents
a circuit model with cascaded lumped circuit elements in which the cable is divided into
segments. This model is referred to as the "lumped-circuit model" and is developed in
section 4.1. The second method is based on a closed-form solution without discretizing
the cable into segments. The model developed on the basis of this method is called
”Macromodel”. It is presented in section 4.2 for the analysis of the conductive coupling.
The macromodel is expanded to include field coupling to the cable in section 4.3. Both
models were validated by measurements and field simulations. It was found that the
lumped-circuit model is easy to create. On the other hand, the macromodel with a
closed-form solution can simulate any cable length without reaching a limit.

The cable with length L and height h above the ground plane in Fig. 4.1 will be used for
the next investigations. An inner and an outer system are defined on the cable structure,
as described in section 2.3.2. Fig. 4.1 shows the currents and voltages at the cable ends, the
directions of which are based on the models developed later. The terms Vw(0) and Vw(L)
represent the voltages between the inner wire and the ground plane at z = 0 and z = L.
On the other hand, the parameters Vi(0) and Vi(L) represent the voltages between the
inner wire and the screen at z = 0 and z = L. The currents Ii(0), Ii(L), Io(0) and Io(L)

z

y

Inner System

Outer System

Ii(0) Ii(L)

Io(0) Io(L)

Vi(0) Vi(L)

Vw(0) Vw(L)
Vo(0) Vo(L)

z = Lz = 0

−→
β

−→
E i

θ

Figure 4.1: Shielded cable over a ground plane with voltage and current declaration.
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are those of the inner and outer systems at z = 0 and z = L, respectively. An incident
uniform plane wave excites the cable in the −→β direction with an incident electric field −→E i

and an angle of incidence θ. A braided shield with a braid angle G = 45° is considered,
where the transfer impedance Z ′t takes the form of the Vance definition in (2.116). To
prove this, the parameter G = 45° must be inserted into the model of Demoulin in (2.123)
and into that of Tyni in (2.120), thus eliminating the porpoising effect. The p.u.l. transfer
impedance is thus given by

Z ′t = R′t + jωL′t. (4.1)

The frequency dependency was neglected in the diffusion part Z ′d and replaced by DC
losses of the shielding R′t. The parameter Z ′d in (2.116) contains the skin depth with the
square root of the frequency, which makes the analysis very complex and almost impossible
to interpret an equivalent circuit diagram of the cable. The parameter L′t represents
the inductive coupling of magnetic fields penetrating through the holes in the braid,
as described in section 2.3.5. The transfer impedance dominates in most applications,
particularly when the cable shield is shortened to ground. In this case, the transfer
admittance has a minimal influence on the coupled power and is therefore neglected in
this work [26,38].

Next, the lumped-circuit model of a single conductor shielded cable is developed.

4.1 Lumped-Circuit Model for Single Conductor Shielded Cables

In this section, a lumped-circuit model for single conductor shielded cables with a braided
shield above a ground plane is presented. The model takes into account the bidirectional
coupling between the inner and outer system, which enables the analysis of emission and
immunity tests. The field coupling of a plane wave is considered, allowing the model to
perform field coupling tests. In earlier work, lumped-circuit models for shielded cables
were presented in [65], with results validated in the frequency and time domains. Further
lumped-circuit models were developed for power cables without a ground plane and without
taking into account the field coupling in [66,67].

For modeling, the shielded cable in Fig. 4.1 must be divided into segments of length
lstep < λ/10, where λ is the wavelength of the maximum frequency of interest. This
frequency can be calculated from the switching time in the time domain, e.g. from the
rise and fall times of a rectangular pulse. In the frequency domain, it is simply the
maximum simulation frequency. Equivalent circuit diagrams are created for each segment
and connected in series to represent the entire cable, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Each segment
consists of an inner and an outer system as described in section 2.3.2. The inner system
includes the coupling from the outer one, in contrast the outer system includes the coupling
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Figure 4.2: Lumped-circuit model of a field-coupled shielded cable over a perfectly con-
ducting ground plane. IC inner conductor. S shield. GP ground plane. TN
transformation network.

from the inner system and the coupling to the environment, here exactly the field coupling.

The model shown in Fig. 4.2 consists of three main parts. The lumped model in the middle
contains the distributed elements. At the ends, two transformation networks (TN) are
modeled. These are used to combine the inner and outer systems into suitable connections,
including the inner conductor, shielding and ground plane. The TNs can represent the
voltage of the inner system with respect to ground, as explained in (2.98). The voltage
Vi(0) in Fig. 4.2 is the voltage between the inner conductor and the shield, while Vw(0)
is the voltage between the inner conductor and the ground plane. For comparison, these
voltages are shown on the cable in Fig. 4.1. The same applies to Vi(L) and Vw(L). The
outlined comparison leads to the interpretation of the controlled sources used for the inner
system, which are defined as follows:

Vbil = Vil + Vol (4.2a)
Ibil = Ii(0) (4.2b)
Ibir = Ii(L) (4.2c)
Vbir = Vir + Vor. (4.2d)

Similarly, those for the outer system are given by

Vbol = Vol (4.3a)
Ibol = Ii(0) + Io(0) (4.3b)
Ibor = Ii(L) + Io(L) (4.3c)
Vbor = Vor. (4.3d)
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These equations can be better understood by considering the transformation matrices in
(2.98) and (2.99). The calculation of the individual elements for the model is explained in
the next steps, whereby these are treated separately for the inner and outer system.
The solution of the inner system is considered next.

4.1.1 Solution of the Inner System

The transmission line equations for the inner system of a shielded cable above a ground
plane was presented in (2.100). It is rewritten here with the transfer impedance shown in
(4.1) as follows:

d
dz


Vi(z)
Ii(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′i
−jωC ′i 0


 ·

Vi(z)
Ii(z)


+


V
′

di(z)
0


, (4.4)

where the interference voltage V ′di(z) is given by

V ′di(z) = (R′t + jωL′t) · Io(z). (4.5)

The element Io(z) is the current of the outer system. The voltage Vi(z) and the current
Ii(z) are those of the inner system, as shown in Figs. 4.1 and 2.12. The elements C ′i and
L′i are the primary line constants of the inner system, which can be calculated using (2.31)
and (2.32). The losses of the cable are neglected, taking into account R′t in V ′di(z), as it is
responsible for the coupling via diffusion.
An equivalent circuit diagram for this equation system was developed in Fig. 4.2. To
understand the interpretation process, the first differential equation in (4.4) is written out
with respect to ∆z as follows:

Vi(z)
∆z = jωL′iIi(z)− V ′di(z) + Vi(z + ∆z)

∆z . (4.6)

The differential equation in this form is easier to interpret as an equivalent circuit diagram.
Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the inner system of Fig. 2.13 leads to the same equation.
Therefore, the equivalent circuit diagram in Fig. 2.13 of a ∆z segment can be used for the
inner system. The transfer admittance is ignored, which is why I ′di is omitted here. Now
divide the cable shown in Fig. 4.1 into Ns segments of length lstep. Under these conditions,
the equivalent circuit diagram in Fig. 2.13 can be applied to each segment. The equivalent
circuit diagram of the entire cable was created by connecting the circuits in series, which
consist of Ns cells (see Fig. 4.2). The nth cell of the inner system contains the interference
voltage Vi,n and the element Li,n in series. To eliminate the length dependence of the cable
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parameters, they should be multiplied by the unit length lstep as follows:

Li,n = L′i · lstep (4.7a)
Ci,n = C ′i · lstep, (4.7b)

where lstep is given by

lstep = L
Ns
. (4.8)

The capacitane Ci,n is connected in parallel between inner conductor and reference in
Fig. 4.2. The voltage Vi,n represents the diffusion part of the coupling from the outer
system. It is a current-controlled voltage source, which represents the induced voltage in
the inner system due to the current at the outer system Io(z). It is given by

Vi,n = R′t,nIo,n(z) · lstep. (4.9)

So far, the coupling via diffusion has been considered. What still has to be taken into
account is the inductive coupling via L′t. In SPICE simulation programs like LTspice [35],
it is possible to calculate the inductive coupling between two inductors by the coupling
coefficient Kn. It is defined as

Kn = − L′t√
L′oL

′
i
, (4.10)

where L′o is the p.u.l. inductance of the outer system. In Fig. 4.2, the coefficients K1 to
KNs are added to demonstrate this coupling. This means that when a current Io(z) flows
through Lo,n in the outer system, a voltage is induced across Lin and vice versa. Next, the
calculation of the outer elements is derived.

4.1.2 Solution of the Outer System

In the outer system, two coupling mechanisms must be taken into account, the coupling
from the inner system and the field coupling. The coupling from the inner system of the
nth cell in Fig. 4.2 takes place via Kn and Vs,n, where the inductive coupling coefficient
Kn was defined in (4.10) and the controlled voltage source Vs,n is given by

Vs,n = Vo,n + Vtan,n. (4.11)

The voltage Vs,n contains the diffusion coupling represented by Vo,n = R′t,nIi(z) · lstep and
the coupling of the tangential electric field represented by Vtan,n. The shielded cable above
the ground plane is treated as a single conductor in the field coupling. In section 3, two
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possible solutions were presented, the so-called scattered voltage formulation and the total
voltage formulation. In the next calculations, the scattered voltage formulation of Agrawal
et al. [5] is applied.
The differential equation for the field coupling on the outer system can therefore be written
as follows:

d
dz


V

s
o (z)
Iof(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′o
−jωC ′o 0




V

s
o (z)
Iof(z)


+


E

e
z(h, z)

0


. (4.12)

It has the same form as in (3.18), but the names of the elements have been changed
accordingly. The parameter Iof(z) stands for the current generated in the outer system
due to the field coupling. The elements C ′o and L′o are the primary line constants of the
outer system. The parameter Ee

z(h, z) is the superimposition of the tangential electric field
on the cable shield, as defined in (3.13). Considering the excitation of a plane wave, the
incident and reflected tangential part of the electric fields together with their addition on
the cable can be taken from (3.30), (3.31) and (3.34), respectively. The element Ee

z(h, z)
can therefore be written as follows:

Ee
z(h, z) = Ei

z(h, z) + Er
z (h, z)

= −j2E0(ω) · sin(θ) · sin(βyh)·︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vtan′(h)

e−jβzz. (4.13)

The phase constants along the axes βy and βz were defined in (3.33). The parameter θ
is the angle of incidence, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The parameter Vtan

′(h) represents the
p.u.l. voltage induced along the cable in distributed form, so that its solution in Fig. 4.2
is implemented in the distributed sources Vs,1 to Vs,Ns .
If only Vtan

′(h) is included in the cells, the resulting voltage across the loads will include
the scattered voltages V s

o (0) and V s
o (L), but not the total voltages Vo(0) and Vo(L). To

calculate Vo(0) and Vo(L), the voltages induced by the transverse field must be added, as
explained in (3.17). The total voltage across the cable loads is therefore given by

Vo(0) = V s
o (0)−

� h

0

(
Ei

y(0) + Er
y(0)

)
dy

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vt,1

(4.14a)

Vo(L) = V s
o (L)−

� h

0

(
Ei

y(L) + Er
y(L)

)
dy

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vt,2

, (4.14b)

where Vt,1 and Vt,2 are the transverse voltages across the loads. The elements Ei
y and Er

y

are the transverse parts of the incident and reflected electric field. In order to take the
field coupling into account in the equivalent circuit diagram, the tangential voltages Vtan,n
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are added to each cell via Vs,n in (4.11) and Vt,1, Vt,2 are added to the loads, as shown in
Fig. 4.2.

In the next steps, the tangential voltage Vtan(h) and the transverse voltages Vt,1 and Vt,2

are calculated.

Tangential Voltages

The function V ′tan(h) in (4.13) exists in a form that cannot be directly integrated into
the SPICE environment. In particular the sin(βyh) part, which is a sinus of frequency
and therefore difficult to interpret in time domain. A simplification was applied to V ′tan,n

in (3.51), where sin(βyh) was transformed into a sinc(βyh) function that was solved in
(3.37). It should be mentioned here that V ′tan(h) = V e

s
′(h). The sinc function was set to

one in a later step because the time delay Ty is approximately zero, as described in (3.38).
Substituting the simplified form of V ′tan(h) from (3.51) into (4.13) leads to

Ee
z(h, z) ≈ −j2E0(ω) · sin(θ) · βyh · e−jβzz. (4.15)

Replace βy and βz from (3.33) and use (2.36), the equation becomes

Ee
z(h, z) ≈ 2h · sin2(θ)

v0
· jω · E0(ω) · e−jω cos(θ)

v0
z
. (4.16)

Converting the equation into the time domain after using (3.60), it leads to

Ee
z(t) = 2h · sin2(θ)

v0
·

d
(
E0
(
t− cos(θ)

v0
z
))

dt . (4.17)

The function Ee
z(t) is a per-unit-length voltage. Since the response of the tangential electric

field is represented as distributed voltage sources in the model, Ee
z(t) must be multiplied

by the segment length lstep. This gives the following equation for the nth cell in Fig. 4.2:

Vtan,n(t) =

η︷ ︸︸ ︷

2lstep · h ·
sin2(θ)
v0

·
d
(
E0
(
t−

Tdo︷ ︸︸ ︷
cos(θ) · n · lstep

v0

))

dt . (4.18)

The variable z has been replaced by n × lstep. It should be mentioned that Vtan,n(t) is
integrated in Vs,n in (4.11) and thus in the model in Fig. 4.2. Equation (4.18) consists of
a time-delayed electric field E0(t), which is derived with respect to time and is multiplied
by a factor η. An equivalent circuit diagram was derived in Fig. 4.3. The time delay was
achieved by a voltage source E0(t), which feeds an adapted transmission line with a time
delay Tdo. The time derivative was realized by calculating the current IC1 , which feeds
the capacitor C1 = 1 F set in parallel to vi. The controlled voltage source vi contains the
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E0(t) ZCo

vi

ZCo, Tdo vi C1

IC1

Vtan,n = η · IC1

Figure 4.3: Equivalent circuit diagram for the tangential voltage in the n-th cell Vtan,n(t).

time-delayed electric field E0(t− Tdo). A controlled voltage source is ultimately used to
multiply the factor η. The response of Vtan,n in Fig. 4.3 can be integrated directly into
(4.11) and later in Fig. 4.2. The same applies to the other segments.

Since a circuit model has been developed for the tangential voltages Vtan,n, the solution
for the transverse voltages Vt,1 and Vt,2 is derived in the next step.

Transverse Voltages

To complete the model shown in Fig. 4.2, the transverse voltages at the loads Vt,1 and Vt,2

still have to be resolved. Both functions include the transverse electric field as shown in
(4.14). For a uniform plane wave, Vt,1 and Vt,2 were solved in (3.41) and (3.42) as follows:

Vt,1 ∼= 2heyE0(ω) (4.19)
Vt,2 ∼= Vt1e−jβzL. (4.20)

The function Vt,1 consists of a simple multiplication that can be implemented directly in
SPICE environment. After inserting βz from (3.33) into (4.20), Vt,2 is converted into the
time domain as follows:

Vt,2 = Vt,1



t−

Tdo2︷ ︸︸ ︷
cos(θ)L
v0



. (4.21)

The function Vt,2 is delayed with Tdo2. It can be represented in SPICE as a voltage source
Vt,1 feeding a matched transmission line with the time delay Tdo2, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
The response of this circuit can be integrated directly into Fig. 4.2 so that the model is
completed and ready for simulations.

Next, the developed model is validated in the time and frequency domain.
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Vt,1 ZCo

Vt,2
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Figure 4.4: Equivalent circuit diagram for the transverse voltage Vt,2(t).

4.1.3 Model Validation

The developed lumped-circuit model of the shielded cable was implemented in the SPICE-
based simulator LTspice [35]. The transformation networks from Fig. 4.2 were created
directly in LTspice. In contrast, a netlist was created with MATLAB [68] and then
transferred to LTspice to represent the cascaded model of the shielded cable in between.
A netlist by dividing the cable into 8 sections can be found in Appendix A.1. For
validation, the simulation results were compared with those of CST Microwave Studio
2019 [3] in the time and frequency domains. The simulation results of CST were validated
with measurements in section 4.2.4, therefore this simulation tool will be used as a
comparative reference for the considered cases. A co-simulation is carried out in the CST
Microwave Studio to couple the 3D full-wave solver with the circuit solver, as explained in
Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. In the settings described there, a shielded cable is used instead of one
conductor line, in which the transfer impedance parameters have been entered manually
according to (4.1). A PC with an Intel i7-6700 CPU 3:40 GHz and 16 GB RAM installed
was used to run the simulation. The computing time of the SPICE model depends on
the maximum frequency of interest and the associated number of cells Ns. There was no
convergence problem for the developed models in the examples shown below.

z

y

Ro1 h Ro2

z = L

Ri2 Li1
V1

Ri1

D1

−→
β

−→
E i

θ

Figure 4.5: Field-coupled shielded cable over a perfectly conducting ground plane.
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As shown in Fig. 4.5, a cable of type RG58 with a length of L = 2 m and a height of
h = 1 cm above the ground plane is used for validation. The primary line constants are
L′i = 226.65 nH

m , C ′i = 90.81 pF
m , L′o = 520.31 nH

m and C ′o = 21.38 pF
m . The parameters of the

transfer impedance are R′t = 14 mΩ
m and L′t = 1 nH

m . The inductance coupling coefficient is
calculated using (4.10) with Kn = −0.0029.

Time Domain

In the transient analysis, an immunity test is carried out, where a uniform plane wave with
θ = 45° was excited. The electric field of the incident wave has a trapezoidal shape with
a magnitude of 50 V

m . The rise, hold, and fall times are 2 ns, 10 ns and 3 ns, respectively.
The component D1 in Fig. 4.5 is a Schottky diode of the type MBR0520L. The voltage
source V1 is short-circuited for this investigation. The loads at the cable ends are set to
Ri1 = Ri2 = 15 Ω and Li1 = 1 mH. The excitation source has a rise time of 2 ns, which
corresponds to λ/10 = 4.4 cm. The cable in Fig. 4.5 should therefore be divided into 46
sections for adequate results. The voltage response of the plane wave across D1 at z = 0
is shown in Fig. 4.6 for a different number of sections.
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−0.4

0
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m
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)

SPICE Ns = 4 SPICE Ns = 8 SPICE Ns = 46 SPICE Ns = 200 CST

Figure 4.6: Voltage response across D1 for the lumped-circuit model of a single conductor
shielded cable in transient analysis.

For the section length lstep � λ/10, the deviation is relatively large, as is the case with
Ns = 4. For Ns = 8 the deviation becomes smaller and for Ns = 46 the results fit with a
small difference. If the number of sections Ns is further increased, the result improves,
and thus the calculation time increases. Therefore a very good agreement of the results
can be seen for Ns = 200. The simulation time of the SPICE model was 1.7 s for Ns = 46
and 32 s for Ns = 200. In contrast, the simulation time with CST was 3.5 min.

The voltage response of the plane wave at z = L across Ri2 and Li1 is shown in Fig. 4.7.
Again, a different number of sections is taken into account, whereby a similar effect as
before can be observed. The higher the number of sections, the better the results match.
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Figure 4.7: Voltage response across Ri2 and Li1 for the lumped-circuit model of a single
conductor shielded cable in transient analysis.

The result shows hardly any deviations at Ns = 200.

Frequency Domain

In the frequency domain, the coupling from the inner to the outer system was examined.
Therefore the voltage source V1 in Fig. 4.5 is set to 1 V and no field coupling was considered.
The diode D1 was removed in the frequency domain. A frequency sweep with 4000 points
between 10 kHz and 500 MHz was carried out in SPICE and CST. The voltage across Ro2

is shown as magnitude and phase in Fig. 4.8 for a different number of sections. For Ns = 8,
the result matches at lower frequencies and shows relatively higher deviations at higher
frequencies. For Ns = 200 the result fits well. The simulation time of the SPICE model
was 3.4 s for Ns = 200, in contrast to this, CST took 21 s. The resonance behavior at
75 MHz corresponds to that of the outer system due to mismatch. Further results of the
model validation are available in [65].

In this section, a lumped-circuit model for a coaxial cable with a braided shield was
presented. The model consists of cascaded cells containing lumped elements and controlled
sources. The cells of the inner and outer system are coupled via mutual inductance and
voltage-controlled sources.

Next, a macromodel derived from the closed-form solution is developed, in which the cable
is not divided into segments.
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Figure 4.8: Voltage response across Ro2 for the lumped-circuit model of a single conductor
shielded cable in frequency domain.

4.2 Macromodel for the Analysis of Conductive Coupling

In the lumped-circuit model presented above it was shown that the accuracy of the results
is improved with a higher number of cascaded cells and thus higher computational effort.
This shows the limitations of the model for longer cables and higher frequency of interest.
In this section, these problems are addressed by developing a macromodel based on a
closed-form solution. A closed-form solution means that the cable is not divided into
sections and therefore no cascading processes and no additional elements are required for
higher accuracy. Instead of distributed elements, the differential equations of a shielded
cable over a ground plane are solved analytically.

The shielded cable above the ground plane in Fig. 4.1 will be considered for the next
investigations. Two types of coupling must be taken into account: the field coupling
due to the incident plane wave and the conductive coupling. Their influences shall be
considered on the inner and outer system. In the case of conductive coupling, the cause of
the interference is a lumped source, which is galvanic connected to the cable.

For a constructive structure of this work, which leads to a simpler understanding, it
was decided to first develop a macromodel in this section that only takes the conductive
coupling into account and to expand the model to include the field coupling in section 4.3.
Therefore, in section 4.2.1, the transmission line equations for conductive coupling were
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solved. A macromodel for conductive coupling followed in section 4.2.2. In section 4.2.3
the conductive forcing functions were developed. Model validation of conductive coupling
was performed in section 4.2.4.

4.2.1 Conductive Coupling Solution

Only conductive coupling is considered in this section, which means that the cause of
the disturbance is due to a lumped source rather than an incident wave. An example of
conductive coupling is when the voltage source V1 in Fig. 4.5 is active, the current on the
inner side of the shield induces a voltage in the outer system.

Outer System

The conductive coupling in the outer system represents the coupled power via the transfer
impedance from the inner system. The index c is used for the conductive coupling.
The transmission line equation of the outer system, which considers only the conductive
coupling, was derived from Figs. 2.12 and 2.13 in (2.102). It is rewritten here as follows:

d
dz


Voc(z)
Ioc(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′o
−jωC ′o 0


 ·

Voc(z)
Ioc(z)


+


V
′

doc(z)
0


, (4.22)

where the transfer admittance Y ′t has been ignored. The p.u.l. disturbance voltage V ′doc(z)
is given by

V ′doc(z) = Z ′t · Iic(z) = (R′t + jωL′t) · Iic(z), (4.23)

where Iic(z) is the current in the inner system, as shown in Fig. 4.1 without the index c.
The voltage and current of the outer system Voc(z) and Ioc(z) were defined in the same
figure. The differential equation in (4.22) is a state-space equation which has the same
form as that for the field coupling to one conductor over a ground plane in (3.14). The
forcing function I ′F(z) is not included in (4.22) because Y ′t has been neglected. To represent
the voltage and current waveform at z = L, the derived solution in (3.66) can be adopted
here as follows:


Voc(L)
Ioc(L)


 = Φo(L)


Voc(0)
Ioc(0)


+


Vocr

Iocr


 . (4.24)

The matrix Φo(L) represents the chain-parameters of the outer system and is given by

Φo(z) =

cosh(γoz) −ZCo · sinh(γoz)
− sinh(γoz)

ZCo
cosh(γoz)


 . (4.25)
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The element ZCo is the characteristic impedance of the outer system, defined as

ZCo =
√
L′o
C ′o
. (4.26)

The forcing functions Vocr and Iocr are calculated according to (3.68), where

Vocr

Iocr


 =

� L
0


Φo11(L − z) · Z ′t · Iic(z)

Φo21(L − z) · Z ′t · Iic(z)


 dz. (4.27)

The solution in (4.27) is the integral from 0 to L of the convolution of V ′do(z) with the
chain-parameters so that the distributed voltages V ′doc(z) are summed up to represent the
final solution at the loads.

In a similar step to (3.69), the solution at z = 0 can be solved by multiplying Φo(−L) by
(4.24). After rearranging the equation, it becomes


Voc(0)
Ioc(0)


 = Φo(−L)


Voc(L)
Ioc(L)


+


Vocl

Iocl


 , (4.28)

where

Vocl

Iocl


 = −

� L
0


Φo11(−z) · Z ′t · Iic(z)

Φo21(−z) · Z ′t · Iic(z)


 dz. (4.29)

The solutions in (4.24) and (4.28) represent the outer system as two ports with the
interference voltages Vocr, Vocl and the interference currents Iocr, Iocl calculated for the
whole cable length and added at its ends. The chain-parameters in (4.25) are those of a
transmission line with the characteristic impedance ZCo as defined in (4.26).

Based on (4.24) and (4.28), the circuit model of the outer system was created in the
lower part of Fig. 4.9. It is simply interpreted as a transmission line. Controlled sources
are connected to the ends of the line containing the forcing functions, as shown later.
The voltages and currents Voc(0), Voc(L), Ioc(0) and Ioc(L) in (4.24) and (4.28) can be
compared in Figs. 4.1 and 4.9. The one-way time delay of the outer system To in Fig. 4.9
is given by

To = L
v0
· √εro, (4.30)

where εro is the dielectric constant of the outer system and v0 is the speed of light in
vacuum.

Next, the conductive coupling in the inner system is considered.
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Inner System

The differential equation of the inner system was derived from Figs. 2.12 and 2.13 in
(2.100) and (4.4) and is rewritten here for the conductive coupling as follows:

d
dz


Vic(z)
Iic(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′i
−jωC ′i 0




Vic(z)
Iic(z)


+


V
′

dic(z)
0


, (4.31)

where
V ′dic(z) = Z ′t · Ioc(z) = (R′t + jωL′t) · Ioc(z). (4.32)

The voltage Vic(z) and the current Iic(z) are those of the inner system, as defined in Fig. 4.1
without the c notation. The element V ′dic(z) is the p.u.l. disturbance voltage in the inner
system.

The solution of the differential equation (4.31) for z = L is solved analogously to (4.24)
and represented with the chain-parameter matrix as follows:


Vic(L)
Iic(L)


 = Φi(L)


Vic(0)
Iic(0)


+


Vicr

Iicr


. (4.33)

The chain-parameter matrix Φi(L) is defined in (4.43), with the propagation constant γi

and the characteristic impedance ZCi. The conductive forcing functions Vicr and Iicr at
z = L are calculated according to (3.68) with


Vicr

Iicr


 =

� L
0


Φi11(L − z) · Z ′t · Ioc(z)

Φi21(L − z) · Z ′t · Ioc(z)


 dz. (4.34)

Analogous to (4.28), the solution at z = 0 can be solved by multiplying (4.33) by Φi(−L)
and rearranging it as follows:


Vic(0)
Iic(0)


 = Φi(−L)


Vic(L)
Iic(L)


+


Vicl

Iicl


, (4.35)

where the conductive forcing functions at z = 0 are defined as

Vicl

Iicl


 = −

� L
0


Φi11(−z) · Z ′t · Ioc(z)

Φi21(−z) · Z ′t · Ioc(z)


 dz. (4.36)

It was possible to demonstrate the solution of the inner system as two-port chain-parameters
in (4.33) and (4.35). The chain-parameters of these equations are defined in (4.43) and
represent a transmission line. This leads to the conclusion that the inner system can be
represented as a simple transmission line, as done in the upper part of Fig. 4.9. The forcing
functions Vicl, Vicr, Iicl and Iicr from (4.33) and (4.35) are added to the controlled sources
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at the ends, as shown in the next section. The transmission line of the inner system in
Fig. 4.9 has a time delay Ti with

Ti = L
v0
· √εri (4.37)

and εri is the dielectric constant of the inner system. The characteristic impedance of the
inner system is given by

ZCi =
√
L′i
C ′i
. (4.38)

Next, the macromodel for the conductive coupling will be described.

4.2.2 Macromodel for Conductive Analyses

In (4.24), (4.28), (4.33) and (4.35) the solution for the outer and inner system of a shielded
cable was shown, whereby the macromodel of the cable was interpreted in Fig. 4.9. The
forcing functions Vocr, Vocl, Iocr, Iocl, Vicl, Vicr, Iicl and Iicr in these equations are part of
the solution and must be added to the transmission lines. The inclusion methodology
for these functions has already been demonstrated in Figs.3.4 and 3.6, where it has been
shown that direct galvanic integration leads to a wrong model. This problem was solved
in Fig. 3.5, where controlled sources were used. The same approach is used here.
The forcing functions presented for the inner system and the outer system are added to

ZCi, Ti Ibirc

Virc

Ibilc

Vilc Vwc(L)

Vbirc

Iic(L)
Vwc(0)

Vbilc

Iic(0)
Inner →
conductor

Inner system

V
ic(

0)
V

ic (L)

ZCo, To Iborc

Vorc

Ibolc

Volc Voc(L)

Vborc

Ioc(L)
Voc(0)

Vbolc

Ioc(0)
Shield →

Outer system

Figure 4.9: Macromodel based on a closed-form solution for conductive analysis of a
shielded cable over a perfectly conductive ground plane.
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the controlled sources in the macromodel as follows:

Vbilc = Vilc + Voc(0) + ViclT (4.39a)
Ibilc = Iic(0) + ViclT/ZCi (4.39b)
Vbirc = Virc + Voc(L) + VicrT (4.39c)
Ibirc = Iic(L) + VicrT/ZCi. (4.39d)

The index b was used for the behavior sources in Fig. 4.9. The voltage and current forcing
functions were combined at the left-hand side using the Thevenin and Norton sources as
explained in (3.78) and (3.79). They are given by

ViclT = 1
2 ·
(
Vicl + ZCiIicl

)
(4.40a)

VicrT = 1
2 ·
(
Vicr + ZCiIicr

)
. (4.40b)

Likewise, the controlled sources are defined on the outer system.

Vbolc = Volc + VoclT (4.41a)
Ibolc = Ioc(0) + Iic(0) + VoclT/ZCo (4.41b)
Vborc = Vorc + VocrT (4.41c)
Iborc = Ioc(L) + Iic(L) + VocrT/ZCo (4.41d)

The voltage and current forcing functions at the right end are combined using the Thevenin
and Norton sources as explained in (3.78) and (3.79).

VocrT = 1
2 ·
(
Vocr + ZCoIocr

)
(4.42a)

VoclT = 1
2 ·
(
Vocl + ZCoIocl

)
(4.42b)

A good understanding of (4.39) and (4.41) is obtained by comparing the macromodel in
Fig. 4.9 with the cable in Figs. 4.1 and 2.3.2. It can be clearly seen that Vbilc = Vwc(0) in
(4.39) and in Fig. 4.9 which is the voltage between the inner conductor and the ground
plane, and is represented by Vw(0) in Fig 4.1. The voltages Vic(0) and Vic(L) in Fig. 4.9
are those between the inner conductor and the shield, as defined in Fig 4.1. The current
Iborc in (4.41) and in Fig. 4.9 is the same as Ig(z) in Fig. 2.12, which is derived in (2.99).
The boundary conditions are included in the macromodel so that it can be connected to
arbitrary, including non-linear loads.

The controlled sources of the inner system in (4.39) include ViclT and VicrT, which are
functions of Vicl, Iicl, Vicr and Iicr in (4.40). The latter functions are directly proportional
to the current in the outer system Ioc(z), as defined in (4.34) and (4.36). The conclusion is
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that the controlled sources in the inner system are directly proportional to the current of
the outer system. A current flow in the outer system Ioc(z) leads to a voltage induction in
the controlled sources of the inner system. Thus, the inner and outer systems are coupled
in Fig. 4.9.

To run the simulation with this model, the following parameters must be entered: ZCi,
ZCo, εri, εro, R′t, L′t, L and h. The characteristic impedance ZCo can be calculated with
(4.26). That of the inner system ZCi was defined in (4.38). The primary line constants of
the cable can be calculated with (2.29) to (2.32) or by simulation with a static 2D solver.
The transfer impedance parameters R′t and L′t can be calculated using (2.116) or they can
be measured using one of the methods defined in Figs. 2.14 and 2.16.

An application example is shown in Fig 4.5. To simulate the cable structure there, the
voltage source V1 must be connected between the inner conductor and shield across Vic(0)
in Fig. 4.9. In this case, the induced voltage can be measured via Voc(0) and Voc(L)
between shield and ground at the left and right ends. Further examples for conductive
coupling are presented in section 4.3.4.

So far, a macromodel of a shielded cable could be configured for the conductive analysis.
The forcing functions in (4.27), (4.29), (4.34) and (4.36) were included in the controlled
sources of the macromodel in (4.39) to (4.42), but these functions are in a form that
cannot be solved in a circuit solver such as SPICE. They contain integrals with frequency-
dependent parameters. To complete the model, these functions will be solved next and
converted into electrical circuits that can be included in the SPICE environment.

4.2.3 Calculation of the Conductive Forcing Functions

The conductive forcing functions in (4.40) and (4.42), which are part of the macromodel
shown in Fig.4.9, are solved separately for the inner and outer systems in this section. The
analytical solutions are derived and transformed into the time domain to be interpreted as
electrical circuits in the SPICE environment.

Outer System

The conductive forcing functions of the outer system defined in (4.27) and (4.29) are first
solved. The electric current of the inner system Iic(z) in (4.27) and (4.29) is unknown and
difficult to solve with respect to z. It can be represented by the chain-parameter matrix
similar to (2.42) as follows:


Vic(z)
Iic(z)


 =


cosh(γiz) −ZCi · sinh(γiz)
− sinh(γiz)

ZCi
cosh(γiz)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φi(z)

·

Vic(0)
Iic(0)


.

(4.43)
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After performing the multiplication in the above equation, the electric current Iic(z) results
in

Iic(z) = Φi21(z)Vic(0) + Φi22(z)Iic(0). (4.44)

The electrical current Iic(0) and the voltage Vic(0) can be represented as a function of L
as follows:


Vic(0)
Iic(0)


 =Φi(−L) ·


Vic(L)
Iic(L)


 . (4.45)

After substituting (4.45) into (4.43), the electric current Iic(z) is expressed as follows:

Iic(z) = Φi21(z − L) · Vic(L) + Φi22(z − L) · Iic(L). (4.46)

The electric current Iic(z) was deliberately calculated as a function of Vic(0) and Iic(0)
in (4.44) and later calculated in (4.46) as a function of Vic(L) and Iic(L). Both forms of
representation are used when calculating the forcing functions. It was found in earlier
work that the forcing functions of the outer system at z = L should be represented as a
function of Vic(L) and Iic(L), in order to deliver correct results [69]. The same applies
to Vocl and Iocl in (4.29), these should be calculated as a function of Vic(0) and Iic(0). In
other words, the forcing functions on the right-hand side of the outer system should be
expressed as a function of the electrical current and the voltage of the inner system on the
same side and vice verse. Further details can be found in [69,70].

Substituting (4.25) and (4.44) into (4.29), the forcing functions at z = 0 become

Vocl = Z ′tVic(0)
ZCi

� L
0

cosh(γoz)sinh(γiz) dz − Z ′tIic(0)
� L

0
cosh(γoz)cosh(γiz) dz (4.47)

Iocl = Z ′tVic(0)
ZCoZCi

� L
0

sinh(γoz)sinh(γiz) dz − Z ′tIic(0)
ZCo

� L
0

sinh(γoz)cosh(γiz) dz. (4.48)

The parameters Z ′t and Vic(0) were excluded from the integral because they are independent
of the position z. By inserting (4.25) and (4.46) into (4.27) the forcing functions at z = L
become

Vocr = −Z
′
tVic(L)
ZCi

� L
0

cosh(γoz)sinh(γiz) dz + Z ′tIic(L)
� L

0
cosh(γoz)cosh(γiz) dz (4.49)

Iocr = −Z
′
tVic(L)
ZCoZCi

� L
0

sinh(γoz)sinh(γiz) dz + Z ′tIic(L)
ZCo

� L
0

sinh(γoz)cosh(γiz) dz. (4.50)

By comparing Vocl in (4.47) and Vocr in (4.49), one can see that the integral parts have
the same functions. The same applies to equations (4.48) and (4.50).
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So far, the forcing functions of the outer system were calculated in integral form. These
functions in this form with integrals and frequency dependency cannot yet be integrated
directly into the SPICE environment. For this purpose, first the integrals are solved
analytically and in a further step circuit models of these functions are developed.
After replacing the sinh and cosh functions in (4.47) by their exponential form, the equation
becomes

Vocl(jω) =Z
′
tVic(0, jω)
ZCi

� L
0

eγoz + e−γoz

2 · eγiz − e−γiz

2 dz

− Z ′tIic(0, jω)
� L

0

eγoz + e−γoz

2 · eγiz + e−γiz

2 dz,
(4.51)

where γi and γo are the propagation constants of the inner and outer systems. After
calculating the integral and arranging the equation in an appropriate form, the following
is obtained

Vocl(jω) =Z
′
t · Vic(0, jω)

4ZCi


eL(γi+γo) + e−L(γi+γo)−2

γi + γo
+ eL(γi−γo) + e−L(γi−γo)−2

γi − γo




− Z ′t · Iic(0, jω)
4


eL(γi+γo)− e−L(γi+γo)

γi + γo
+ eL(γi−γo)− e−L(γi−γo)

γi − γo


.

(4.52)

The propagation constants of the inner and outer systems γi and γo for a lossless cable
can be represented in the following form:

γi = jω
√
L′iC

′
i = jω ·

√
εri

v0
= jωξi (4.53)

γo = jω
√
L′oC

′
o = jω ·

√
εro

v0
= jωξo, (4.54)

where the elements ξi and ξo are auxiliary parameters and v0 is the speed of light, as
defined before. Substituting (4.53) and (4.54) together with (4.1) in (4.52), the equation
becomes

Vocl(jω) =(R′t + jωL′t)Vic(0, jω)
4ZCi


e−jωL(ξi+ξo) + ejωL(ξi+ξo)−2

jω (ξi + ξo) + e−jωL(ξi−ξo) + ejωL(ξi−ξo)−2
jω (ξi − ξo)




+ (R′t + jωL′t) Iic(0, jω)
4


e−jωL(ξi+ξo)− ejωL(ξi+ξo)

jω (ξi + ξo) + e−jωL(ξi−ξo)− ejωL(ξi−ξo)

jω (ξi − ξo)


.

(4.55)

Finally, the voltage Vocl(jω) was solved in the frequency domain in (4.55). This function is
difficult to interpret in this form as circuit elements in the SPICE environment, so first a
transformation to the time domain is made. The transformation into the time domain
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was applied using the time delay approach defined in (3.60) and taking advantage of Tio

and Toi, where

Tio = L (ξi + ξo) (4.56)
Toi = L (ξi − ξo) . (4.57)

In the time domain (4.55) becomes

Vocl(t) = L′t
4ZCi (ξ2

i − ξ2
o)




(
ξi − ξo

)
·
(
Vic
(
0, t− Tio

)
+ Vic

(
0, t+ Tio

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vi

−2Vic
(
0, t
))

+
(
ξi + ξo

)
·
(
Vic
(
0, t− Toi

)
+ Vic

(
0, t+ Toi

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
viii

−2Vic
(
0, t
))



+ R′t
4ZCi (ξ2

i − ξ2
o)




(
ξi − ξo

)
·
( � t

0

[
Vic
(
0, τ − Tio

)
+ Vic

(
0, τ + Tio

)]
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vii

−2
� t

0
Vic
(
0, τ

)
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vv

)

+
(
ξi + ξo

)
·
(� t

0

[
Vic
(
0, τ − Toi

)
+ Vic

(
0, τ + Toi

)]
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
viv

−2
� t

0
Vic
(
0, τ

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vv

dτ
)


+ L′t
4 (ξ2

i − ξ2
o)




(
ξi − ξo

)
·
(
Iic
(
0, t− Tio

)
− Iic

(
0, t+ Tio

))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ii

+
(
ξi + ξo

)
·
(
Iic
(
0, t− Toi

)
− Iic

(
0, t+ Toi

))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
iiii




+ R′t
4 (ξ2

i − ξ2
o)




(
ξi − ξo

)
·
� t

0

[
Iic
(
0, τ − Tio

)
− Iic

(
0, τ + Tio

)]
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
iii

+
(
ξi + ξo

)
·
� t

0

[
Iic
(
0, τ − Toi

)
− Iic

(
0, τ + Toi

)]
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
iiv


.

(4.58)
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The elements Vic(0, t) and Iic(0, t) in (4.58) are the voltages and currents at z = 0 with
respect to the time t. Equation (4.58) exists in a form that can be interpreted as an
electrical circuit in the SPICE environment. The voltage vi represents the solution of a
transmission line with the time delay Tio and a reflection factor ΓL of 1, as shown in (2.47)
and (2.51). An equivalent circuit diagram can therefore be derived from Fig. 2.5, in which
ZL should be set to a very high value so that the line behaves like an open circuit and
ΓL = 1. To avoid complex calculations in SPICE with extremely high ZL values, it is
possible to convert the circuit in Fig. 2.5 into a simple transmission line with a matched
load at the end, fed by a source with no inner impedance. Therefore, the voltage vi was
calculated accordingly with a matched TL in Fig. 4.10 (top left) . The voltage response vi

can be measured at the end of the line. The voltage viii in (4.58) has a similar form and
therefore the same circuit was also developed in Fig. 4.10. For the sake of simplicity, the
characteristic impedance Zc = 50 Ω was chosen for all transmission lines and their loads in
Fig. 4.10.

vi

Vic(0, t)
Zc, Tio

Zc vi

vii

C1

viii

Vic(0, t)
Zc, Toi

Zc viii

viv

C2

vv

Vic(0, t) C3

ii

Iic(0, t) ZcZc, Tio ii

v= iii

C4

iiii

Iic(0, t) ZcZc, Toi iiii

v= iiv

C5

vsum = Vocl

Figure 4.10: Equivalent circuit for the solution of Vocl.

The voltages vii and viv in (4.58) are the mathematical integrals of vi and viii. An integral
can be realized in the SPICE environment by calculating the voltage for a given current
across a 1 F capacitor or the current for a given voltage through a 1 H inductance. The
integrals of vii, viv and vv are obtained in Fig. 4.10 by calculating the voltage for a given
current across the capacitors C1, C2, and C3, where C1−5 = 1 F.
The electric current ii in (4.58) represents the solution for the current propagation in a
transmission line of the time delay Tio and a reflection factor ΓL of 1, as explained in
(2.48) and (2.53). An equivalent circuit was constructed using a current-controlled current
source feeding a matched transmission line in Fig. 4.10. The electric current response at
the end of the line is fed into C4 to represent the integral for iii. The currents iiii and iiv
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are calculated similarly in the circuit. The individual elements calculated so far are added
to the voltage-controlled voltage source vsum in Fig. 4.10 to represent the final result.
The voltage response vsum can now be inserted directly into the macromodel in Fig. 4.9.

The remaining forcing functions in (4.48), (4.49) and (4.50) have a similar mathematical
form as (4.47), with changed parameters, which leads to the same equivalent circuit
diagram in Fig. 4.10. In order to avoid redundancies, their SPICE models are not shown
in this work.

In this section, the conductive forcing functions of the outer system were solved and
an equivalent circuit diagram was developed in Fig. 4.10. Next, the conductive forcing
functions of the inner system are discussed.

Inner System

The conductive forcing functions of the inner system presented in (4.34) and (4.36) are
solved in this section. Substituting the chain-parameter matrix Φi(z) from (4.43) together
with (4.1) into (4.34) and (4.36), the conductive forcing functions become

Vicl =Z
′
tVoc(0)
ZCo

� L
0

cosh(γiz)sinh(γoz) dz − Z ′tIoc(0)
� L

0
cosh(γiz)cosh(γoz) dz (4.59)

Iicl =Z
′
tVoc(0)
ZCiZCo

� L
0

sinh(γiz)sinh(γoz) dz − Z ′tIoc(0)
ZCi

� L
0

sinh(γiz)cosh(γoz) dz (4.60)

Vicr =− Z ′tVoc(L)
ZCo

� L
0

cosh(γiz)sinh(γoz) dz + Z ′tIoc(L)
� L

0
cosh(γiz)cosh(γoz) dz

(4.61)

Iicr =− Z ′tVoc(L)
ZCiZCo

� L
0

sinh(γiz)sinh(γoz) dz + Z ′tIoc(L)
ZCi

� L
0

sinh(γiz)cosh(γoz) dz.

(4.62)

Comparing (4.59) to (4.62) with (4.47) to (4.50), it is seen that both systems of equations
have the same form. In Fig. 4.10 a circuit model for Vocl was developed. Circuit models
can be developed in a similar way for (4.59) to (4.62), but their representation is omitted
here for reasons of space and redundancy. In earlier work, a circuit model called V ′Zin was
developed for Vicl in [69].

The presented macromodel in Fig.4.9 is now complete and ready for EMC analysis,
eliminating the limited scope of many applications. The conductive forcing functions for
the inner and outer system were calculated and equivalent circuits were interpreted. These
circuits must be built together with the macromodel in Fig.4.9 in order to perform the
simulations of a shielded cable. Evaluation examples can be observed in the next section.
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4.2.4 Model Validation of the Conductive Coupling

Field simulations and measurements are carried out for model validation. The field
simulations are performed with CST Studio Suite 19 [3] using a co-simulation, where the
solver in CST Microwave Studio is combined with the CST Cable Studio harness solver,
as described in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. The simulation of the macromodel from Fig. 4.9 was
carried out with LTspice [35]. The PC defined in section 4.1.3 was used for all simulations.

Time Domain

To validate the conductive coupling, measurements were carried out in the time domain,
as shown in Fig. 4.11. The cable under test (CUT) was installed 2 cm above a ground
plane using insulation material. An RG58 cable with a length of 4.8 m was selected for
testing. To simulate the setup shown in Fig. 4.11, the macromodel in Fig. 4.9 was created
in LTspice. In Fig. 4.9, RCL was connected between the inner conductor and shield across
Vic(0). An interference voltage source was placed between shield and ground in parallel
to Vbolc. On the right-hand side, a resistor was set up across Vic(L) to represent the
oscilloscope and RSR in parallel with Vborc. The transfer impedance parameters are set to
R′t = 14 mΩ

m and L′t = 1 nH
m when simulating this cable. The characteristic impedance of

the outer system is 182 Ω. The resistor RCL on the left-hand side of the cable in Fig. 4.11
was set to 50 Ω, which corresponds to the characteristic impedance of the inner system.
A waveform signal generator was used to generate an interference voltage between the
shield and the ground plane on the left-hand side of the cable in Fig. 4.11. The generator
has an internal impedance of 50 Ω. In order to consider this impedance in simulations,
an interference source with an internal resistance of 50 Ω was defined in SPICE and CST.
A trapezoidal wave of 0/10 V with a rise and fall time of 8 ns was defined. The holding
time is 50 ns. The voltage response was measured between the inner conductor and the
shield on the right-hand side of the cable using an oscilloscope, as shown in Fig. 4.11.
The terminating resistor of the oscilloscope was set to 50 Ω during the measurement.
Since the signal generator and the oscilloscope share the same ground, the shield and the

CUT

RSR

RCL

Oscilloscope

Lead

Signal
Generator

Lead

Figure 4.11: Measurement setup in the time domain of a single conductor shielded cable.
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Figure 4.12: Measured voltage response in the transient analysis of the RG58 cable.

ground plane on the right-hand side of the cable were short-circuited. For this reason,
the resistance RSR in Fig. 4.11 was set to 10 mΩ in the simulations. The oscilloscope and
the signal generator in Fig. 4.11 are connected to the CUT via the measurement cables,
so-called leads. To take the influence of the leads into account, transmission lines were
included in the simulations that replicate their electrical lengths. The measurement results
are shown in Fig. 4.12. They are compared with the simulation results of the macromodel
and those of CST. The results agree well with each other. After a few oscillations over
time, a certain deviation can be observed. This happens because cable attenuation and
radiation losses are not taken into account in the simulation models. The attenuation
is caused by ohmic losses including skin effect, eddy currents due to changing magnetic
fields and dielectric losses. A slight shift along the curves is due to the difference in the
propagation velocity of the waves between the simulation and the real setup. This is
due to the imprecisely known electrical properties of the material used in the insulation
material of the inner system and the sheath material of the outer system. This effect can
be better observed in the results of the frequency domain measurement in Fig. 4.14, where
a resonance shift can obviously be seen.

Frequency Domain

The RG58 cable measured in the time domain was also tested in the frequency domain
with the setup shown in Fig. 4.13. A vector network analyzer (VNA) was used for the
measurement. Port 1 was connected at the left end between wire and shield. Port 2 was
connected at the right end between shield and ground.
During the measurement, a 50 Ω terminating resistor was connected between the inner
conductor and the shield at the right end. The measuring cables (leads) were calibrated
out during the measurement. A frequency sweep between 10 kHz and 500 MHz with 2100
points was performed. The same number of points was also used for the simulations. The
feed power in the VNA was set to 10 mW. The transmission parameters S12 were measured
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Lead
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Lead

Figure 4.13: Measurement setup in the frequency domain of a single conductor shielded
cable.

as shown in Fig. 4.14. The measured results agree well with those of the macromodel
and CST. As described above, the simulation models do not take into account the cable
losses, which is why an attenuation of the measurement curves over the frequency can be
observed. The resonance peaks at higher frequencies show a slight shift over the frequency.
As interpreted in the time domain measurement, these deviations may occur due to the
imprecisely known electrical properties of the inner insulation material and the sheath
material of the measured cable.
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Figure 4.14: Measurement of the transmission coefficient S12 for the RG58 cable.
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So far, the macromodel of a shielded cable has been developed and validated for conductive
coupling. The field coupling will be considered next.

4.3 Macromodel for the Analysis of Field Coupling

The macromodel for the conductive coupling of a single conductor shielded cable was
developed in the upper part, where the model was validated with measurements and
simulations. Now the field coupling is considered and the model from Fig. 4.9 is extended
accordingly using the following steps. The transmission line equations considering the field
coupling were solved in section 4.3.1. The macromodel including field coupling was further
developed in section 4.3.2. The forcing functions for the field coupling were derived later
in section 4.3.3. Model validation of field coupling was performed in section 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Field Coupling Solution

In this section, the field coupling to a shielded cable is extended to the transmission line
solutions. Again, the outer and inner systems are considered separately.

Outer System

For field coupling it is assumed that the outer system of the cable in Fig. 4.1 acts as one
conductor above a ground plane. The differential equation based on the scattered voltage
formulation was defined in (4.12). An analytical solution of the current distribution IofM(z)
using Green’s function was shown in (3.43). It is rewritten here for a line with matched
termination loads as follows:

IofM(z) = I0e−jβozz + I1Me−jβoz + I2Mejβoz, (4.63)

where

I0 = 2hE0

ZCo
(4.64)

I1M = I0Q1M + Vt1

2ZCo
(4.65)

I2M = −I1M · e−j(βo+βoz)L−I0 · e−j(βo+βoz)L . (4.66)

The derivation of I0, I1M and I2M is shown in (3.53), (3.48) and (3.54). The voltage
behavior at the line ends, taking into account matched termination loads, was shown in
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(3.61) and (3.64). It is given by

VoflM(t) = −h
[
E0(t)− E0(t− To − Toz)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Viii

]
(4.67)

VofrM(t) = −h
[
E0(t− To)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vi

−E0(t− Toz)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vii

]
. (4.68)

The parameters To and Toz represent the one-way time delay of the outer system and the
one-way time delay along the z-axis, respectively. The time delay To was defined in (4.30).
The time delay Toz is given by

Toz = To · cos(θ). (4.69)

The voltages VoflM and VofrM in (4.67) and (4.68) represent the complete field coupling
response of the outer system at z = 0 and z = L, respectively. These functions can be
simply added to the developed solution in (4.24) and (4.28) as follows:


Vo(L)
Io(L)


 = Φo(L)


Vo(0)
Io(0)


+


Vocr + VofrM

Iocr


 (4.70)


Vo(0)
Io(0)


 = Φo(−L)


Vo(L)
Io(L)


+


Vocl + VoflM

Iocl


 . (4.71)

The subscript c has been removed from these equations as they are no longer restricted
to conductive couplings. The elements Vo(0), Io(0), Vo(L), Io(L) represent the voltage
and current of the outer system at z = 0 and z = L, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The chain-
parameter representation in (4.70) and (4.71) shows the complete solution of the outer
system including the conductive and field coupling. The form of this equation has hardly
changed compared to the conductive solution in (4.24) and (4.28), where only VoflM and
VofrM were added. Under this proof, the outer system of the shielded cable in Fig. 4.15
was further interpreted as TL, with the field forcing functions VoflM and VofrM added to
the controlled sources at the line ends.

So far, the field coupling was integrated into the solutions of the outer system. Next, the
field coupling is integrated into the inner system.
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4.3 Macromodel for the Analysis of Field Coupling

Inner System

The differential equation of the inner system, taking the field coupling into account, is
rewritten from (4.31) as follows:

d
dz


Vi(z)
Ii(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′i
−jωC ′i 0




Vi(z)
Ii(z)


+


V
′

di(z)
0


, (4.72)

where
V ′di(z) = Z ′t · Io(z) = Z ′t

(
IofM(z) + Iocf(z)

)
. (4.73)

The current of the outer system Io(z) has been divided into two parts, IofM(z) and Iocf(z).
The element IofM(z) is the current generated on the outer system by field coupling for
matched termination loads, as shown in (4.63). The electric current Iocf(z) comprises
the conductive current Ioc(z) in the outer system together with the reflection response of
the field-coupled current. In Fig. 4.15, a circuit called ”Circuit for Iocf” was created to
represent the current Iocf(z).
The solution of the differential equation (4.72) for z = L can be represented with the
chain-parameter matrix analogous to (4.33) as follows:


Vi(L)
Ii(L)


 = Φi(L)


Vi(0)
Ii(0)


+


Vicr + Vifr

Iicr + Iifr


. (4.74)

The conductive forcing functions Vicr and Iicr at z = L have the same form as in (4.34),
with the external current being Iocf(z), as previously explained.


Vicr

Iicr


 =

� L
0


Φi11(L − z)Z ′tIocf(z)

Φi21(L − z)Z ′tIocf(z)


 dz (4.75)

The field forcing functions Vifr and Iifr in (4.74) are defined analogously to (4.34) with the
external current being IofM(z).


Vifr

Iifr


 =

� L
0


Φi11(L − z)Z ′tIofM(z)

Φi21(L − z)Z ′tIofM(z)


 dz (4.76)

The solution at z = 0 can be solved analogously to (4.35) with

Vi(0)
Ii(0)


 = Φi(−L)


Vi(L)
Ii(L)


+


Vicl + Vifl

Iicl + Iifl


. (4.77)

The field forcing functions Vifl and Iifl have been added in (4.77) when comparing to (4.35).
The conductive forcing functions Vicl and Iicl at z = 0 are the same as (4.36), by using
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Iocf(z) instead of Ioc(z).

Vicl

Iicl


 = −

� L
0


Φi11(−z)Z ′tIocf(z)

Φi21(−z)Z ′tIocf(z)


 dz (4.78)

The field forcing functions Vifl and Iifl at z = 0 are calculated analogously to (4.36), using
IofM(z) instead of Ioc(z), since IofM(z) is the cause of the coupling in this case.


Vifl

Iifl


 = −

� L
0


Φi11(−z)Z ′tIofM(z)

Φi21(−z)Z ′tIofM(z)


 dz (4.79)

Equations (4.74) and (4.77) represent the complete solution of the inner system including
field and conductive coupling. Analogous to section 4.2.2, they can be further interpreted
as a TL with the properties of the chain-parameters Φi(L). In comparison to Fig. 4.9,
the circuit model of the inner system was therefore kept unchanged in the macromodel in
Fig. 4.15. Only the field forcing functions have been added to the controlled sources, as
will be shown later.

So far, the solutions of the inner and outer system of a shielded cable could be represented.
Next, the macromodel is developed and explained.

4.3.2 Macromodel with Field Coupling Extension

In Fig. 4.9, the macromodel for a shielded cable was developed for conductive analysis.
In this section, this model is extended to include the field coupling of an incident plane
wave. The solution for the outer system was presented in (4.70) and (4.71) using the
chain-parameter representation which is equivalent to a TL with the forcing functions
added. The solution is therefore interpreted as a transmission line in Fig. 4.15, with
the forcing functions added to the controlled sources at the ends. The current Iocf(z) is
represented by an additional circuit called ”Circuit for Iocf” at the bottom in Fig. 4.15.
The current Iocf(z) comprises the conductive current Ioc(z) in the outer system together
with the reflection response of the field-coupled current, as described before. The voltage
responses of the field coupling VoflM and VofrM from (4.67) and (4.68) are therefore not
included in this circuit, since they represent the case of a matched line. The boundary
conditions are included in the macromodel in Fig. 4.15 so that it can be connected to
arbitrary, including non-linear loads.
The inner system of the macromodel in Fig. 4.15 was developed in a form of a TL based
on (4.74) and (4.77).

The circuit shown in Fig. 4.15 is the complete macromodel for a shielded cable over a ground
plane, which also takes the field coupling into account. A comparison with the model
shown in Fig. 4.9 shows that both models have the same structure, with the difference
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4.3 Macromodel for the Analysis of Field Coupling

that the Iocf circuit has been added. The voltages and currents of the macromodel in
Fig.4.15 were declared in section 4.2.2. A comparison with Fig. 4.1 shows that the voltage
Vi(0) in Fig.4.15 is that between the inner conductor and the shield, Vo(0) is that between
the shield and ground, and so on.

The controlled sources in (4.39) are extended by the field coupling as follows:

Vbil = Vil + Vo(0) + ViclT + ViflT (4.80a)
Ibil = Ii(0) + (ViclT + ViflT)/ZCi (4.80b)
Vbir = Vir + Vo(L) + VicrT + VifrT (4.80c)
Ibir = Ii(L) + (VicrT + VifrT)/ZCi. (4.80d)

The conductive forcing functions ViclT and VicrT were defined in (4.40). The field forcing
functions Vifr and Iifr together with Vifl and Iifl were combined into voltage sources using

ZCi, Ti Ibir

Vir

Ibil

Vil Vw(L)

Vbir

Ii(L)
Vw(0)

Vbil

Ii(0)
Inner →
conductor

Inner system

V
i(0

) V
i (L)

ZCo, To Ibor

Vor

Ibol

Vol Vo(L)

Vbor

Io(L)
Vo(0)

Vbol

Io(0)
Shield →

ZCo, To

Iocf(L)

Vo(L)− VofrM

Vocf(L)
Iocf(0)

Vo(0)− VoflM

Vocf(0)

Outer system

Circuit for Iocf

Figure 4.15: Macromodel based on a closed-form solution of a field-coupled shielded cable
over a perfectly conductive ground plane.
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the Thevenin and Norton sources as explained in (3.78) and (3.79). They are given by

VifrT = 1
2 ·
(
Vifr + ZCiIifr

)
(4.81)

ViflT = 1
2 ·
(
Vifl + ZCiIifl

)
. (4.82)

The controlled sources of the outer system in (4.41) are extended by the field coupling
sources as follows:

Vbol = Vol + VoclT + VoflM (4.83a)
Ibol = Io(0) + Ii(0) + (VoclT + VoflM)/ZCo (4.83b)
Vbor = Vor + VocrT + VofrM (4.83c)
Ibor = Io(L) + Ii(L) + (VocrT + VofrM)/ZCo. (4.83d)

The forcing functions VoclT, VocrT, VoflM and VofrM were defined in (4.42), (4.67) and (4.68),
respectively.

To run the model in Fig. 4.15, the following parameters must be entered: ZCi, ZCo, εri, εro,
R′t, L′t, L and h together with the properties of the incident plane wave. The characteristic
impedances ZCo and ZCi can be calculated with (4.26) and (4.38). As mentioned above,
the primary line constants of the cable can be calculated with (2.29) to (2.32) or by
simulation with a static 2D solver.
The transfer impedance parameters R′t and L′t must also be added. To execute the model
with field coupling, a voltage source must be defined separately, which represents the
electric field of the incident plane wave with the designation E0. The voltage of the source
E0 is contained in (4.67), (4.68) and (4.83), and its coupling behavior can be measured at
the terminals of the model in Fig. 4.15. Application examples for conductive and field
coupling are presented in section 4.3.4.

It was possible to develop the macromodel of a field-coupled coaxial cable in this section.
The model was shown in Fig. 4.15. This model can be used to calculate the voltage
response on the loads due to the excitation of a plane wave. The model can also be used
for conductive coupling. The conductive forcing functions of the inner system ViclT and
VicrT together with those of the outer system VoclT, VocrT were defined in (4.40) and (4.42),
respectively. Circuit models of these functions were developed in section 4.2.3. The field
forcing functions Vifr, Vifl in (4.76), (4.79) and VoflM, VofrM in (4.67), (4.68) are integrated
in the controlled sources of the macromodel in (4.80) to (4.83). But these functions still
exist in a complex mathematical form that cannot simply be integrated into the SPICE
circuit solver. They must first be solved and interpreted as electrical circuits so that they
can be integrated. Therefore the field forcing functions are calculated next.
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4.3.3 Calculation of the Field Forcing Functions

In (4.80) to (4.83), it was shown that the field forcing functions Vifr, Iifr, VoflM, and VofrM

are part of the macromodel shown in Fig. 4.15. These functions were defined in (4.67),
(4.68), (4.76) and (4.79) in an analytical form that cannot be easily integrated into the
SPCIE solver. In this section, these functions are solved and circuit models are interpreted
from their solutions.

Outer System

The solution of the field coupling to the outer system was solved in (4.67) and (4.68).
The solution presented there consists of time delayed electric field components E0(t). In
the SPICE solver, the time delay can be represented by a voltage source E0(t) feeding a
matched transmission. The solutions in (4.67) and (4.68) were therefore represented in
SPICE by the circuit shown in Fig. 4.16. The voltage Vi was modeled by a TL with the
time delay To, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 4.16. The voltages Vii and Viii with time
delays Toz and To + Toz were represented by the second and third TLs. For clarification,
the voltages Vi, Vii and Viii are shown in (4.67), (4.68) and in Fig. 4.16 anyway.

ZCo, ToE0(t) ZCo

ViVofM(0)

ZCo
−

h
(E

0 (t)−
V

iii )

VofM(L)

ZCo

−
h

(V
i −
V

ii )

ZCo, TozE0(t) ZCo

Vii

ZCo, To + TozE0(t) ZCo

Viii

Figure 4.16: Circuit model based on a closed-form solution for calculating the field response
at the loads of a shielded cable over a perfectly conducting ground plane.
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The controlled sources in Fig. 4.16 are used to sum the elements and apply the mathematical
multiplications in (4.67) and (4.68). The circuit presented here was constructed analogously
to that of a field-coupled line, as shown in Fig. 3.5.

Inner System

The field forcing functions of the inner system were defined in (4.76) and (4.79). After
replacing the sinh and cosh functions in (4.43) with their exponential form and inserting
them into (4.76), the voltage Vifr becomes

Vifr = Z ′t ·
� L

0

eγi(L−z) + e−γi(L−z)

2 · IofM(z) dz

= Z ′t
2 · e

γiL ·
� L

0
e−γiz ·IofM(z) dz + Z ′t

2 · e
−γiL ·

� L
0

eγiz ·IofM(z) dz.
(4.84)

In the second line of (4.84), eγiL and e−γiL were excluded . Substituting (4.63) for IofM(z)
and replacing γi and γo with the functions in (4.53) and (4.54) that depend on √εri and√
εro, the equation becomes

Vifr = Z ′t
2 ej ω

v0
√
εriL ·

� L
0

e−j ω
v0
√
εriz

(
I0 e−j ω

v0
cos(θ)z +I1M e−j ω

v0
z +I2M ej ω

v0
z
)

dz

+ Z ′t
2 e−j ω

v0
√
εriL ·

� L
0

ej ω
v0
√
εriz

(
I0 e−j ω

v0
cos(θ)z +I1M e−j ω

v0
z +I2M ej ω

v0
z
)

dz.
(4.85)

After calculating the integral, the following equation is obtained

Vifr = Z ′t
2 · e

j ω
v0
√
εriL ·


− I0 ·

e−j ω
v0

(√εri+cos(θ))L−1
j ω
v0

(√
εri + cos(θ)

) − I1M ·
e−j ω

v0
(√εri+1)L−1

j ω
v0

(√
εri + 1

)

− I2M ·
e−j ω

v0
(√εri−1)L−1

j ω
v0

(√
εri − 1

)




+ Z ′t
2 · e

−j ω
v0
√
εriL ·


I0 ·

ej ω
v0

(√εri−cos(θ))L−1
j ω
v0

(√
εri − cos(θ)

) + I1M ·
ej ω
v0

(√εri−1)L−1
j ω
v0

(√
εri − 1

)

+ I2M ·
ej ω
v0

(√εri+1)L−1
j ω
v0

(√
εri + 1

)


.

(4.86)
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Performing the same steps for Iifr in (4.76), the equation yields

Iifr = Z ′t
2ZCi

· ej ω
v0
√
εriL ·


I0 ·

e−j ω
v0

(√εri+cos(θ))L−1
j ω
v0

(√
εri + cos(θ)

) + I1M ·
e−j ω

v0
(√εri+1)L−1

j ω
v0

(√
εri + 1

)

+ I2M ·
e−j ω

v0
(√εri−1)L−1

j ω
v0

(√
εri − 1

)




+ Z ′t
2ZCi

· e−j ω
v0
√
εriL ·


I0 ·

ej ω
v0

(√εri−cos(θ))L−1
j ω
v0

(√
εri − cos(θ)

) + I1M ·
ej ω
v0

(√εri−1)L−1
j ω
v0

(√
εri − 1

)

+ I2M ·
ej ω
v0

(√εri+1)L−1
j ω
v0

(√
εri + 1

)


.

(4.87)

The two functions Vifr and Iifr should be added on the right-hand side of the inner system
in order to take the field coupling into account. A similar step was taken when modeling
the field coupling on a single line in Fig. 3.6. It was shown that the current and voltage
sources IFT(L, ω) and VFT(L, ω) can be combined as a single voltage source in Fig. 3.7 .
This simplification is now used, where (3.78) is applied to (4.86) and (4.87), resulting in

VifrT(jω) = 1
2 ·
(
Vifr + ZCiIifr

)

= Z ′t
2


− I0

e−jωL
√
εri
v0 − e−jωL cos(θ)

v0

jω(
√
εri−cos(θ)

v0
)

− I1M
e−jωL

√
εri
v0 − e−jω L

v0

jω(
√
εri−1
v0

)

+ (I0 + I1)e−jωL(
√
εri+cos(θ)+1

v0
) − e−jωL cos(θ)

v0

jω(
√
εri+1
v0

)


.

(4.88)

Equation (4.88) represents the solution of VifrT in the frequency domain, but this equation
cannot yet be interpreted as an electrical circuit. It is therefore transformed into the time
domain using the time delay approach in (3.60)

VifrT(t) =

∆1 ·


L
′
t

(
E0(t− Ti1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

vi

−E0(t− Ti2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
vii

)
+R′t

� t

0

(
E0(τ − Ti1)− E0(τ − Ti2)

)
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
viii





+ ∆2 ·


L
′
t

(
E0(t− Ti3)︸ ︷︷ ︸

viv=vi

−E0(t− Ti4)︸ ︷︷ ︸
vv

)
+R′t

� t

0

(
E0(τ − Ti3)− E0(τ − Ti4)

)
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vvi





+ ∆3 ·


L
′
t

(
E0(t− Ti5)︸ ︷︷ ︸

vvii

−E0(t− Ti6)︸ ︷︷ ︸
vviii=vii

)
+R′t

� t

0

(
E0(τ − Ti5)− E0(τ − Ti6)

)
dτ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vix



,

(4.89)
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where

∆1 = − h · v0

ZCo
(√

εri − cos(θ)
)

∆2 = −
h · v0 ·

(
Q1M + cos(θ)/2

)

ZCo
(√

εri − 1
)

∆3 =
h · v0 ·

(
Q1M + 1 + cos(θ)/2

)

ZCo
(√

εri + 1
)

Ti1 = Ti3 = L
√
εri

v0
, Ti2 = Ti6 = Lcos(θ)

v0

Ti4 = L
v0

and Ti5 = L
v0

(√εri + cos(θ) + 1) .

(4.90)

The parameter Q1M is given in (3.50). The solution of VifrT in (4.89) exists in a form
that can be used to extract a circuit model in the SPICE environment. The time-delayed
electric field components are implemented in Fig. 4.17 with an adapted transmission line.
The integrals are calculated by feeding a current into a 1 F capacitor using a controlled-
voltage current source. Similar steps of the developed model were shown in earlier work
in [61].

The field-coupling response on the left-hand side of the inner system in Fig. 4.1, at z = 0,
can be derived from (4.79) using similar steps as in (4.84) to (4.89). It is given in the time
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}
+ ∆2 ·{
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+ ∆2 ·
{
L′t (vi − vv) + R′tvvi

}

Figure 4.17: Equivalent circuit for the solution of VifrT.
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domain by

ViflT(t) = 1
2 ·
(
Vifl + ZCiIifl

)

= ∆4 ·


L
′
t

(
E0(t− Ti7)− E0(t)

)
+R′t

� t

0

(
E0(τ − Ti7)− E0(z)

)
dτ




+ ∆5 ·


L
′
t

(
E0(t− Ti8)− E0(t)

)
+R′t

� t

0

(
E0(τ − Ti8)− E0(z)

)
dτ




+ ∆6 ·


L
′
t

(
E0(t− Ti9)− E0(t− Ti10)

)
+R′t

� t

0

(
E0(τ − Ti9)− E0(τ − Ti10)

)
dτ


,

(4.91)

where

∆4 = hv0

ZCo
(√

εri + cos(θ)
) , ∆5 =

hv0
(
Q1M + cos(θ)/2

)

ZCo
(√

εri + 1
)

∆6 = − hv0

2ZCo
(√

εri − 1
)

Ti7 = Ti9 = L ·
√
εri + cos(θ)

v0
, Ti8 = L ·

√
εri + 1
v0

, Ti10 = L · cos(θ) + 1
v0

.

(4.92)

The function of ViflT(t) in (4.91) consists of time-delayed elements together with some
integrals. Its circuit model is not shown here, since it can be developed with similar steps
as in Fig. 4.17.

In this section, the field forcing functions for the inner and outer systems of a shielded
cable were calculated and developed in circuit form. Those for the conductive coupling
were developed in section 4.2.3. The construction of all these circuits together with the
macromodel in Fig. 4.15 allows the model to be run for field and conductive coupling in a
SPICE solver. In the next section, the model developed in Fig. 4.15 is validated.

4.3.4 Model Validation of the Field Coupling

Field simulations are performed for model validation. The field simulations are carried out
with CST Studio Suite 19 [3] using a co-simulation, where the solver in CST Microwave
Studio is combined with the CST Cable Studio harness solver, as described in Figs. 3.9
and 3.10. The macromodel from Fig. 4.15 and the lumped-circuit model from Fig. 4.2
were simulated using LTspice [35]. The simulation results of the lumped-circuit model are
presented in this section in order to compare them with the macromodel in terms of time
and efficiency. The PC defined in section 4.1.3 was also used here for the simulations. As
mentioned above, no measurements were made for field coupling, since such measurements
were difficult to realize with quantitatively precise evaluation.
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4 Circuit Models of Single Conductor Shielded Cables

Time Domain

To simulate the field coupling, a 5 m long RG58 cable with a height of 1 cm above the
ground plane is considered in Fig. 4.5. The termination loads and the transfer impedance
parameters of the cable were defined in section 4.1.3. An immunity test is undertaken in
which a uniform plane wave with θ = 45° was excited. The electric field has a magnitude
of 50 V

m . It has a trapezoidal shape with rise, fall and hold times of 2 ns, 3 ns and 10 ns,
respectively. The voltage source V1 in Fig. 4.5 was short-circuited during this test. The
voltages across D1 and Ri2, Li1 are shown in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19, respectively. The
simulation results are presented for the SPICE macromodel (Macromodel), the SPICE
lumped-circuit model (SPICE Ns = 300) and those of CST. Since the CST results were
compared with the measurement in Fig. 4.12, CST can be used as a reference in this
case. For a sufficient accuracy of the lumped-circuit model, the cable was divided into 300
sections. It can be seen that the results agree excellently with each other. A more precise
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Figure 4.18: Voltage response across D1 for a single conductor shielded cable in transient
analysis.
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Figure 4.19: Voltage response across Ri2 and Li1 for a single conductor shielded cable in
transient analysis.
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4.3 Macromodel for the Analysis of Field Coupling

observation at 85 ns in Fig. 4.18 and at 60 ns, 92 ns in Fig. 4.19 shows a slight deviation of
the results for the lumped-circuit model. As discussed in section 4.1, the accuracy of the
lumped-circuit model depends on the number of subdivided segments.

The simulation time showed a significant difference when comparing the methods. The
simulation time was 9.3 min for CST and 70 s for the lumped-circuit model. In comparison,
the macromdel took 1.5 s, which shows a great advantage over the other methods. Unlike
the lumped-circuit model, the macromodel should not divide the cable into sections
demonstrating the utility and necessity of a SPICE model based on this method.

Frequency Domain

An immunity test is performed in the frequency domain taking into account the field
coupling. The cable structure in Fig. 4.5 is considered for this investigation. During the
test, the diode D1 was removed and the voltage source V1 short-circuited. An incident wave
of 50 V

m with θ = 45° was excited. The induced voltage across Ri1 is shown in Fig. 4.20
in terms of magnitude and phase. A frequency sweep with 4000 points between 10 kHz
and 500 MHz was performed for all simulation models. The resonances at 11.5 MHz and
60 MHz correspond to those of the inner and outer systems, respectively. The results
of macromodel and those of CST are in excellent agreement. This also applies to the
lumped-circuit model, although slight deviations can be observed at higher frequencies.
The duration of the simulations is given as follows: 3.9 s for the macromodel, 38.2 s for
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Figure 4.20: Voltage response across Ri1 for a single conductor shielded cable in frequency
domain.
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the lumped-circuit model and 3.3 min for CST.

It should be mentioned here that the model developed in Fig. 4.15 can be used for field or
conductive coupling individually or for field and conductive coupling in combination. In
this section, only field coupling was considered, since in section 4.2.4 conductive couplings
were examined. Further validations of the model with other test settings can be found in
the presented work in [61,69].

In this chapter, circuit models for a single conductor shielded cable were developed in
distributed form (lumped-circuit model) and in closed-form (macromodel). Both models
were created to analyze conductive coupling by connecting a lumped source to the model
terminals or to calculate field coupling on the cable. The developed models are applicable
in the time and frequency domains, whereby the validation in sections 4.1.3, 4.2.4 and 4.3.4
was carried out with field simulations and measurements. The lumped-circuit model shown
in Fig. 4.2 was interpreted directly from the transmission line equations of a shielded cable
in (4.4) as distributed elements connected in series. Field coupling was included in the
model by using the scattered voltage formulation as described in section 4.1.2. After a
closed-form solution of the shielded line was presented in section 4.2.1, a macromodel was
developed in Fig. 4.9. The model presented there considers conductive coupling without
field coupling. The field coupling of an incident wave was later extended in section 4.3
and finally a complete macromodel was developed in Fig. 4.15. This model includes the
conductive and the field coupling and was validated in section 4.3.4.

In the next chapter, these models will be extended to include shielded multiconductor
cables.
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In this chapter, the circuit models developed for a single conductor shielded cable above a
ground plane are expanded to include the case of a shielded cable with n inner conductors.
The field and conductive couplings are included in the proposed models. Two types of
models have been developed. First, in section 5.1, a lumped-circuit model is presented
in which the cable is divided into segments. Equivalent circuit diagrams were developed
for each segment and connected in series to represent the entire cable. The second model
was developed from a closed-form solution, it is called macromodel. In this case, no
segmentation of the cable was necessary. The cable was constructed in the form of
transmission lines coupled together. Since many applications relate only to conductive
coupling, it was decided to develop the macromodel in section 5.2 only for conductive
coupling without field coupling. The model was extended to include field coupling in
section 5.3. The model validation of both proposed methods was undertaken by field
simulation and experimental measurements in sections 5.1.3, 5.2.3 and 5.3.3.

A shielded cable with n inner conductors is shown in Fig. 5.1. It has a length L and is
positioned at a height h above the ground plane. The following indices were used: i for the
inner system, o for the outer system and w for wire. The electrical currents Ii1 to Iin are
the currents that flow between the inner conductors and the cable shield. The elements
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Figure 5.1: Field-coupled shielded multiconductor cable over a perfectly conducting ground
plane.
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Vin(0) and Vin(L) in Fig. 5.1 represent the voltages between the nth inner conductor and
the cable shield at z = 0 and z = L, respectively. In contrast, the parameters Vwr1 to Vwrn

are the voltages between the inner conductors and the ground plane. The elements Vo(0)
and Vo(L) are the voltages at z = 0 and z = L for the outer system. The current of the
outer system is represented by Io(z).

Similar to a single conductor cable, a braided shield with a braid angle G = 45° was
considered, resulting in the p.u.l. transfer impedance vector

Z ′t =




Z ′t1
Z ′t2
...
Z ′tn



, (5.1)

where its kth element [Z ′t]k = Z ′tk = R′t + jωL′tk being the transfer impedance relative to
the kth wire. For a shielded single conductor cable, the transfer inductance L′t was defined
in (4.1) based on the inductive coupling through the openings in the shield. In the case of
a shielded multiconductor cable with unbalanced wire configurations where the spacing
between the wires and the shield is not constant, as shown in Fig. 5.1b, the wires have
unequal mutual inductances, represented by L′tk for the kth wire [41,42]. To determine the
transfer impedance for shielded multiconductor cables, the IEC 62153-4-3 [51] and IEC
62153-4-6 [53] standards define measurement procedures for balanced cable configurations
with all inner conductors connected at both ends, as shown in Fig. 2.15.

Next, a lumped-circuit model for shielded multiconductor cables is developed.

5.1 Lumped-Circuit Model for Shielded Multiconductor Cables

This section introduces a lumped-circuit model for multiconductor shielded cables over a
ground plane. The field coupling of a plane wave is included in the model, which enables
a field immunity test. In addition, emission tests can be carried out with the model, as
the bidirectional coupling between the inner and the outer system is taken into account.
As done in section 4.1 for a single conductor shielded cable, the multiconductor cable in
Fig. 5.1 was divided into Ns segments of length lstep < λ/10, where λ is the wavelength
of the maximum frequency of interest. Equivalent circuit diagrams are created for each
segment and connected to represent the entire cable. Each segment is divided into an
inner system and an outer system.

The following steps were taken to develop the model. In sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 the
differential equations of the inner and outer system are derived. From these, the equivalent
circuit diagrams were developed. The model validation took place in sections 5.1.3.
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Figure 5.2: Lumped-circuit model of a field-coupled shielded multiconductor cable over a
perfectly conductive ground plane. S shield. GP ground plane. TN transfor-
mation network.

The lumped-circuit model of the multiconductor cable in Fig. 5.1 is developed in Fig. 5.2.
It consists of distributed elements representing the primary line constants of the cable
along with the mutual couplings.

At the n-th conductor in Fig. 5.2, the elements Lin,1...Ns are the p.u.l. inductances for
the 1st to Nsth segments. The capacitances between wires and shield are represented by
Cin,1...Ns . The current-controlled voltage sources in series Vin,1...Ns represent the induced
voltage by diffusion of the nth inner conductor. The capacitive coupling between the
inner wires is represented by Cijn, here for example Ci12,1 is that between the first and
the second conductor on the 1st segment. The factor K represents the inductive coupling,
as will be shown later. The outer system in Fig. 5.2 includes the primary line constants
Lo,1...Ns and Co,1...Ns . The current-controlled voltage sources in the outer system Vs,1...Ns

and Vt,1, Vt,2 represent the coupling via diffusion together with the field coupling. Further
details on the development of these elements will be shown later.

At the left and right ends in Fig. 5.2, transformation networks (TNs) are modeled as for a
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5 Circuit Models of Multiconductor Shielded Cables

single conductor shielded cable in Fig. 4.2. These are used to represent the real connections
of the cable. The TNs can represent the voltage for an inner conductor with respect to
ground. For a better understanding, the nth wire in Fig. 5.2 can be compared with the
real structure in Fig. 5.1. The voltage Vin(0) in Fig. 5.1 is that between the nth inner
conductor and the shield, while Vwrn is the voltage between the nth inner conductor and
the ground plane. The same voltages can be observed in the developed model in Fig. 5.2.
The remaining parameters Vin(L), Vwr1, Iin, Io, Vo(L) and so on can also be compared in
both figures.

The controlled sources used for the nth inner system in Fig. 5.2 are defined analogously to
those of the shielded single conductor in (4.2) and (4.3), taking into account the multilines
as follows:

Vbiln = Viln + Vol (5.2a)
Ibiln = Iin(0) (5.2b)
Ibirn = Iin(L) (5.2c)
Vbirn = Virn + Vor. (5.2d)

Those for the outer system are given by

Vbol = Vol (5.3a)
Ibol = Io(0) + Ii1(0) + Ii2(0) + · · ·+ Iin(0) (5.3b)
Ibor = Io(L) + Ii1(L) + Ii2(L) + · · ·+ Iin(L) (5.3c)
Vbor = Vor. (5.3d)

The electrical quantities Viln, Vol, Virn, Vor, Vol, Io(0), Ii1(0) . . . Iin(0) Io(L), Ii1(L) . . . Iin(L)
and Vor in (5.2) and (5.3) can be compared in Fig. 5.2. Equations (5.2) and (5.3) can be
better understood by considering the transformation matrices in (2.98) and (2.99).

The next two sections provide more details on the development of the distributed elements
for the model in Fig. 5.2.

5.1.1 Solution of the Inner System

The differential equation of the inner system for the cable harness in Fig. 5.1 is defined
analogously to (4.4). It is given by

d
dz


Vi(z)
Ii(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′i
−jωC ′i 0




Vi(z)
Ii(z)


+


V

′
di(z)
0


. (5.4)
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5.1 Lumped-Circuit Model for Shielded Multiconductor Cables

The n-element vectors Vi(z) and Ii(z) are the voltage and current of the inner system,
where Vik(z) and Iik(z) represent the voltage and current of the kth wire with respect
to the shield, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The p.u.l. inductance and capacitance for the inner
system are given by the n× n matrices L′i and C ′i , respectively. They are full matrices
that contain the coupling between the inner conductors in their non-diagonal elements.
The matrices L′i and C ′i can be calculated analytically using (2.72) and (2.79) or using a
static 2D field solver. The p.u.l. disturbance voltage vector is given by

V ′di(z) = Z ′t · Io(z). (5.5)

The current Io(z) is that of the outer system as shown in Fig. 5.1 and Z ′t is the transfer
impedance vector defined in (5.1). A comparison of (5.4) with (4.4) shows that both
equations have a similar form, with the quantities in (5.4) accounting for the multilines
by vector and matrix representations. Equation (4.4) was written in terms of ∆z in (4.6)
and the equivalent circuit was interpreted from Fig. 2.13. The same work can be done
here, each inner conductor of the shielded mutliconductor cable can be interpreted from
Fig. 2.13, and the mutual coupling between the inner wires needs to be added. As shown
in Fig. 5.2, each wire is represented by a series of Ns segments containing the primary
line constants connected in series. The current-controlled voltage sources in series Vin,1...Ns

represent the induced voltage by diffusion of the nth inner conductor. The controlled
voltage source of the kth segment is defined as

Vin,k = R′t,k · Io,k(z) · lstep. (5.6)

The inductive coupling between the nth wire and the outer system in the SPICE environ-
ment is realized for the kth segment by the coupling coefficient Kn,k as follows:

Kn,k = − L′tn√
L′o,kL

′
in,k

. (5.7)

The inductive coupling between the jth and the nth innner conductor in the kth segment
is given by

Kjn,k =
L′ijn,k√
L′in,kL

′
ij,k
, (5.8)

where L′jn,k is the mutual inductance between the jth and the nth conductor. The
capacitive coupling is realized by the capacitance Cijn,k built in Fig. 5.2. It is given by

Cijn,k = C ′ijn · lstep, (5.9)
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where the length dependence is eliminated by multiplying the unit length lstep from (4.8).
The remainder of the components for the jth conductor Lij,k and Cij,k are similarly
multiplied by the unit length. The same applies to the outer system Lo,k and Co,k.

Next, the development of the outer system will be described.

5.1.2 Solution of the Outer System

The outer system in Fig. 5.1 is coupled by the inner one via diffusion and inductive coupling.
The inductive coupling was introduced in (5.7). The differential equation considering only
the coupling from the inner system is defined analogously to (4.22). It is given by

d
dz


Voc(z)
Ioc(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′o
−jωC ′o 0


 ·

Voc(z)
Ioc(z)


+


V
′

do(z)
0


, (5.10)

where the p.u.l. disturbance voltage V ′do(z) is given by

V ′do(z) = Z ′t
T · Ii(z). (5.11)

The elements Voc(z) and Ioc(z) are the conductive voltage and current of the outer system,
as shown in Fig. 5.1 without the c notation. The primary line constants of the outer
system are given by L′o and C ′o. The index c was used in (5.10) for conductive coupling to
distinguish between coupling from the inner system and coupling from the environment by
the incident field.
Comparing (5.10) with the one shown in (4.22), it has the same form with the only
difference in V ′do(z). That is why the distributed elements in Fig. 5.2 are built in the same
way as in Fig. 4.2 for a single conductor shielded cable. The controlled voltage source of
the kth segment Vs,k includes the coupling via diffusion from the inner system Vo,k together
with the field coupling from the environment Vtan,k, as defined in (4.11).

Vs,k = Vo,k + Vtan,k (5.12)

The diffusion part of the kth segment by considering the multiconductors in the inner
system is given by

Vo,k = R′t,k · lstep ·
n∑

u=1
Iiu,k, (5.13)

where Iiu,k is the current in the uth inner conductor on the kth segment. The sum of
currents was integrated into the equation in order to take into account the influence of all
inner conductors.

The field coupling is included in Fig. 5.2 by Vtan,k via Vs,k in (5.12) and Vt1, Vt2. The
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5.1 Lumped-Circuit Model for Shielded Multiconductor Cables

tangential voltage Vtan,k remains the same as in (4.18), since the shielded cable was
considered as a single conductor above the ground plane for the field coupling. In this
case, it does not make any difference whether the cable has one or more inner conductors.
An equivalent circuit for Vtan,k has been developed in Fig. 4.3. The same applies to the
transverse voltages Vt,1 and Vt,2 defined in (4.19) and (4.20). An equivalent circuit for Vt,2

was shown in Fig. 4.4.

The lumped-circuit model developed in Fig. 5.2 is now ready to be simulated, where the
validation will be performed in the next section.

5.1.3 Model Validation

For model validation, Fig. 5.3 shows a balanced quad-core cable with a length of L = 3 m,
which is positioned at a height of h = 1 cm above a ground plane. The cable has 4
inner conductors that are equally spaced with a distance of 1.5 mm between them. The
conductors have the same radius with r1−4 = 0.39 mm. They are insulated by a PVC
material with a dielectric constant εri = 3.
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Figure 5.3: Setup circuit for validation of a field-coupled shielded multiconductor cable.

The shield has a diameter of 6.1 mm with an optical coverage of 85 %. It consists of 22
carriers with 6 strands each. The strands diameter is equal to 0.11 mm. The transfer
impedance parameters were determined with R′t1−4 = 23 mΩ

m and L′t1−4 = 1.7 nH
m . These

are equal for all inner conductors due to the balanced configuration. The primary line
constants L′i and C ′i were calculated using a static solver.

L′i =




0.35 0.13 0.13 0.09
0.13 0.35 0.09 0.13
0.13 0.09 0.35 0.13
0.09 0.13 0.13 0.35




µH/m
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C ′i =




119.94 −33.56 −33.56 −5.76
−33.56 119.94 −5.76 −33.56
−33.56 −5.76 119.94 −33.56
−5.76 −33.56 −33.56 119.94




pF/m

The parameters of the outer system were determined with L′o = 335.36 nH
m and C ′o = 30.71 pF

m .
The terminations of the inner and outer system in Fig. 5.3 are defined as follows:
Ril1−4 = Rir1−4 = 10 Ω and Rol = Ror = 10 mΩ. The lumped-circuit model of the
shielded multiconductor cable over a ground plane developed in Fig. 5.2 has been simu-
lated in the electronic circuit simulator LTspice [35]. The transformation networks from
Fig. 5.2 were created directly in LTspice. For the cascaded model of the cable, a netlist was
created using MATLAB [68]. A netlist by dividing the cable into 3 sections can be found
in Appendix A.2. Similar to the single conductor shielded cable, the simulation results
were compared with those of CST Microwave Studio 2019 [3] in the time and frequency
domains. The simulation setup of CST Microwave Studio was defined in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10,
in which a co-simulation is performed to couple the 3D full wave solver with the circuit
solver. The simulation results of CST were validated with measurements in section 5.2.3,
therefore this simulation tool will be used as a comparative reference for the considered
cases. The same PC defined in section 4.1.3 was used for the simulation. The simulation
time of the lumped-circuit model increased by a higher number of sections Ns, but the
examined examples did not show any convergence problem anyway.

Time Domain

In the transient analysis, the voltage sources V1 and V2 in Fig. 5.3 were short-circuited.
An immunity test was carried out in which a uniform plane wave with θ = 45° was excited.
The electric field of the incident wave has a trapezoidal shape of 10 V

m . The rise, hold,
and fall times are 2 ns, 10 ns and 3 ns, respectively. The rise time of 2 ns corresponds to
λ/10 = 3.45 cm in the inner system. Therefore, the cable in Fig. 5.3 should be divided
into at least 87 sections for adequate results.

The voltage response of the plane wave across Ril1 is shown in Fig. 5.4 for a different
number of sections. The deviation is relatively large for Ns = 4 and Ns = 16, where the
section length lstep � λ/10. The deviation becomes smaller for Ns = 87 with lstep = λ/10.
The result fits well with Ns = 200, which further increases the simulation time.

The same behavior can be observed in Fig. 5.5, where the voltage response across Rir1 is
shown for a different number of sections. The simulation time of the SPICE model was
21 s for Ns = 87 and 130 s for Ns = 200. The simulation time with CST was 25 min.
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Figure 5.4: Voltage response across Ril1 for the lumped-circuit model of a quad-core
shielded cable in transient analysis.
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Figure 5.5: Voltage response across Rir1 for the lumped-circuit model of a quad-core
shielded cable in transient analysis.

Frequency Domain

The coupling from the inner to the outer system was examined in the frequency domain.
The voltage source V1 in Fig. 5.3 is set to 1 V and no field coupling was taken into
account. The voltage source V2 was short-circuited during this test. The voltage across
Ror is shown in Fig. 5.6 as magnitude and phase for a different number of sections. For
Ns = 16, the result matches at lower frequencies and shows relatively higher deviations
at higher frequencies. For Ns = 200, the result fits well. The resonance behavior at
50 MHz corresponds to that of the outer system due to mismatch. At 29 MHz, a weakened
resonance effect of the inner system can be observed. The simulation time of the SPICE
model was 22 s for Ns = 200, in contrast, CST took 52 s.

In this section, a lumped-circuit model for a multiconductor shielded cable over a ground
plane was developed in the SPICE environment. The model consists of cascaded cells
containing concentrated elements and controlled sources. It has been shown that a larger
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Figure 5.6: Voltage response across Ror for the lumped-circuit model of a quad-core shielded
cable in frequency domain.

number of cells are required at higher frequencies, resulting in higher computational costs.

Next, a macromodel is derived from the closed-form solution, where the cable is not divided
into sections.

5.2 Macromodel for the Analysis of Conductive Coupling

As presented before, accurate results of the lumped-circuit model are associated with a
higher computational cost. This shows the limitations of the model for longer cables and
higher number of cascaded cells. In this section, these problems were solved by developing
a macromodel based on a closed-form solution. As described in section 4.2, a closed-form
solution means that the cable is not divided into sections and therefore no cascading
processes and no additional elements are required for higher accuracy. The differential
equations of a shielded multiconductor cable over a ground plane are solved analytically.

For a constructive structure of this work, it was decided to first develop a macromodel in this
section that only takes the conductive coupling into account and later to expand the model
to include the field coupling. Therefore, in sections 5.2.1, the transmission line equations
for conductive coupling were solved. A macromodel for conductive coupling followed in
section 5.2.2. Model validation of conductive coupling was performed in section 5.2.3. The
developed macromodel can calculate immunity and emission tests, as the bidirectional
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5.2 Macromodel for the Analysis of Conductive Coupling

coupling between the inner and the outer system is taken into account.

5.2.1 Conductive Coupling Solution

Two types of coupling are considered in Fig. 5.3: the conductive coupling due to a lumped
source and the field coupling due to the incident plane wave. Only conductive coupling
is considered in this section, which means that the cause of the disturbance is due to
a lumped source rather than an incident wave. An example of conductive coupling is
when the voltage source V2 in Fig. 5.3 is active, the current on the outer side of the shield
induces a voltage in the inner system.

Inner System

The differential equation, which only takes into account the conductive coupling of the
inner system for a shielded cable with n inner conductors, was derived from Fig. 5.1 in
(5.4). It is rewritten here as follows:

d
dz


Vic(z)
Iic(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′i
−jωC ′i 0




Vic(z)
Iic(z)


+


V

′
dic(z)
0


. (5.14)

The voltage vector Vic(z) and the current vector Iic(z) are those of the inner system, as
defined in Fig. 5.1 without the c notation. The p.u.l. interference voltage vector V ′dic(z) is
given by

V ′dic(z) = Z ′t · Ioc(z). (5.15)

The element Ioc(z) is the current in the outer system, as shown in Fig. 5.1 without the c
notation. The solution of (5.14) becomes more difficult to solve due to the presence of
the n× n full matrices L′i and C ′i , where the voltage and current of each wire affect all
others through these matrices. In section 2.2.3, a method for decoupling the voltages and
currents using the similarity transformation was presented. Similar to (2.85) and (2.86),
L′i and C ′i are diagonalized as follows:

L′im = T−1
V ·L′i · TI (5.16a)

C ′im = T−1
I ·C ′i · TV. (5.16b)

The n × n matrices L′im and C ′im are diagonal, where the entries in the main diagonal
represent the eigenvalues. The index m indicates themodal character of these matrices. The
matrices TV and TI are auxiliary matrices that represent in their columns the eigenvectors
of L′iC ′i and C ′iL′i, respectively. As stated in (2.82) and (2.83), a change of variables
is applied, where the voltage and current vectors are converted into mode quantities as
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follows:

Vic(z) = TV · Vicm(z) (5.17a)
Iic(z) = TI · Iicm(z). (5.17b)

The vectors Vicm(z) and Iicm(z) represent modal quantities with decoupled elements.
Substituting (5.17) into (5.14) leads to a modal differential equation system. Its solution
is derived by applying the chain-parameter representation for a field coupled line as shown
in (3.66) to (3.70). The solution at z = L is therefore given by


Vicm(L)
Iicm(L)


 = ΦΦΦim(L)


Vicm(0)
Iicm(0)


+


Vicrm

Iicrm


 , (5.18)

where the forcing function vectors Vicrm and Iicrm represent the disturbances at the cable
end generated by coupling from the outer system. The modal chain-parameter matrix
ΦΦΦim(L) contains the following submatrices [17]:

ΦΦΦim11(τ) = 1
2 ·
(
ejωΛτ + e−jωΛτ

)
(5.19a)

ΦΦΦim12(τ) = −1
2 ·ZCim

(
ejωΛτ − e−jωΛτ

)
(5.19b)

ΦΦΦim21(τ) = −1
2 ·
(
ejωΛτ − e−jωΛτ

)
Z−1

Cim (5.19c)

ΦΦΦim22(τ) = 1
2 ·
(
ejωΛτ + e−jωΛτ

)
. (5.19d)

The term ZCim is the mode characteristic impedance matrix. It is given for the kth inner
conductor by

ZCimk =
√
Limk

Cimk
. (5.20)

The propagation constant matrix Λ in (5.19) is defined as [17]

Λ2 = T−1
I CiLiTI. (5.21)

The vectors Vicrm and Iicrm in (5.18) are calculated in a similar way to the shielded single
conductors and field-coupled line in (4.34) and (3.68), which are given by


Vicrm

Iicrm


 =

� L
0


ΦΦΦim11(L − z)T−1

V Z ′tIoc(z)
ΦΦΦim21(L − z)T−1

I Z ′tIoc(z)


 dz. (5.22)

The matrices T−1
V and T−1

I are contained in (5.22) because the forcing functions were cal-
culated in modal form, where Vicrm(z) = T−1

V Vicr(z) and Iicrm(z) = T−1
I Iicr(z) (see (5.17)).
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Similar to (3.69) and (4.77), the solution at z = 0 can be derived by multiplying (5.18) by
ΦΦΦim(−L) and rearranging the equation as follows:


Vicm(0)
Iicm(0)


 = ΦΦΦim(−L)


Vicm(L)
Iicm(L)


+


Viclm

Iiclm


 . (5.23)

Equation (5.23) shows the solution of n decoupled transmission lines plus the forcing
functions Viclm and Iiclm added. Similar to (4.29), the conductive forcing functions at
z = 0 are given by


Viclm

Iiclm


 = −

� L
0


ΦΦΦim11(−z)T−1

V Z ′tIoc(z)
ΦΦΦim21(−z)T−1

I Z ′tIoc(z)


 dz. (5.24)

The current Ioc(z) in (5.22) and (5.24) can be represented analogously to (4.46) as follows:

Ioc(z) =Φo21(z − L)Voc(L) + Φo22(z − L)Ioc(L), (5.25)

where the chain-parameter representation for two conductor lines was used. The chain-
parameters Φo21(z) and Φo22(z) were defined in (4.25). Substituting (5.25) together with
the chain parameters ΦΦΦim21(z) and ΦΦΦim22(z) from (5.19) into (5.24), the voltage response
at z = 0 of the conductive coupling in modal form becomes

Viclm = (T−1
V Z ′t)T · Voc(0)

ZCo

� L
0

ejωΛz + e−jωΛz

2 · ejωγoz − e−jωγoz

2 dz

− (T−1
V Z ′t)T · Ioc(0)

� L
0

ejωΛz + e−jωΛz

2 · ejωγoz + e−jωγoz

2 dz.
(5.26)

The product T−1
V Z ′t was transposed and taken outside the integral, since it is independent

of the cable length. To return to the original values, a multiplication by TV is simply
applied, where Vicl = TVViclm, as defined in (5.17a). The voltage response of the kth
conductor becomes

Viclk = Z ′tk · Voc(0)
ZCo

� L
0

ejωΛkz + e−jωΛkz

2 · ejωγoz − e−jωγoz

2 dz

− Z ′tk · Ioc(0)
� L

0

ejωΛkz + e−jωΛkz

2 · ejωγoz + e−jωγoz

2 dz.
(5.27)

Comparing this solution with the single conductor one shown in (4.51) and (4.59), it can
be seen that they are identical with change of variables. Therefore, the equivalent circuit
of Viclk can be interpreted directly from Fig. 4.10.

The remaining conductive forcing functions Iicrm, Viclm and Iiclm in (5.22) and (5.24) gave
the same form too as for the single conductor cable in (4.59)-(4.62). Therefore their
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calculations is omit here.

It has been proved so far that the solution of Viclk of the kth conductor in (5.27) is the
same for a single shielded line in (4.58) and thus the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.10 is the
same. It means the coupling behaviour on each conductor of the multiconductor shielded
cable is identical to that of a single conductor shielded cable with change of parameters.

The closed-form solution of the inner system, considering only the conductive coupling,
has been developed in (5.18) and (5.23) with the forcing functions in (5.22) and (5.24).
Next, the closed-form solution of the outer system is developed.

Outer System

The transmission line equation for the outer system in Fig. 5.1, considering only conductive
coupling, was presented in (5.10). It is a state-space equation that has the same form of a
field-coupled line in (3.14). The equation was solved in (3.66) to (3.70). Its solution can
easily be derived using the chain-parameter representation as outlined in (3.66) to (3.70),
(4.24) and (4.28). The solution of the outer system at z = 0 is therefore given by


Voc(0)
Ioc(0)


 = Φo(−L)


Voc(L)
Ioc(L)


+


Vocl

Iocl


 . (5.28)

The matrix Φo(L) represents the chain parameters of the outer system as given in (4.25).
The same applies to the solution at z = L. It is given by


Voc(L)
Ioc(L)


 = Φo(L)


Voc(0)
Ioc(0)


+


Vocr

Iocr


 . (5.29)

The conductive forcing functions in (5.28) and (5.29), considering the influence of all inner
conductors, are defined analogously to (4.27) and (4.29) as follows:

Vocr =
n∑

k=1

{� L
0

Φo11(L − z)[Z ′t]k[Iic(z)]k dz
}

(5.30a)

Iocr =
n∑

k=1

{� L
0

Φo21(L − z)[Z ′t]k[Iic(z)]k dz
}

(5.30b)

Vocl = −
n∑

k=1

{� L
0

Φo11(−z)[Z ′t]k[Iic(z)]k dz
}

(5.30c)

Iocl = −
n∑

k=1

{� L
0

Φo21(−z)[Z ′t]k[Iic(z)]k dz
}
. (5.30d)

Comparing (5.28) to (5.30) with those of the single conductor shielded cable in (4.24)
and (4.27) to (4.29), they have the same form, with the sum in (5.30) taking into account
multiple inner conductors. Therefore, the solution of the forcing function Voclk in (5.30c)
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considering the kth inner conductor can be obtained from (4.58) as follows:

Voclk(t) = L′tk
4ZCimk (ξ2

i − ξ2
o)




(
ξi − ξo

)
·
(
vi − 2Vicmk

(
0, t
))

+
(
ξi + ξo

)
·
(
viii − 2Vicmk

(
0, t
))



+ R′t
4ZCimk (ξ2

i − ξ2
o)



(
ξi − ξo

)
·
(
vii − 2vv

)
+
(
ξi + ξo

)
·
(
viv − 2vv

)


+ L′tk
4 (ξ2

i − ξ2
o)



(
ξi − ξo

)
· ii +

(
ξi + ξo

)
· iiii




+ R′t
4 (ξ2

i − ξ2
o)



(
ξi − ξo

)
· iii +

(
ξi + ξo

)
· iiv


.

(5.31)

The calculation steps of Voclk were shown in (4.51) to (4.55), where a transformation into
the time domain was applied in (4.58). The time domain solution was adopted in (5.31).
The parameters vi to vv and ii to iiv represent the time-delayed mode voltages and currents
of the kth conductor Vicmk(0) and Iicmk(0) with respect to the shield. The elements ξi

and ξo were defined in (4.53) and (4.54), ZCimk is the mode characteristic impedance of
the kth conductor, as defined in (5.20). The equivalent circuit diagram of Voclk(t) is the
same as that shown in Fig. 4.10. The forcing functions Vocr, Iocr, and Iocl in (5.30) can be
evolved in a similar way, but their representation is omitted here for reasons of space and
redundancy.

So far, the closed-form solution of the outer system, which considers only the conductive
coupling, has been developed in (5.28) and (5.29) with the forcing functions in (5.30).
The closed-form solution was also derived for the inner system in an earlier section. A
macromodel can now be developed from these solutions, which is presented in the next
section.

5.2.2 Macromodel for Conductive Analyses

From the closed-form solutions of the inner and outer systems presented in (5.18), (5.23),
(5.28) and (5.29) a macromodel of the shielded multiconductor cable in Fig. 5.1 is derived
in this section, in which only the conductive coupling is taken into account.

Comparing the solution of the outer system in (5.28) and (5.29) with that in (2.42), one
finds that both equations represent the solution for the voltage and current at the terminals
of a transmission line with length L, to which the forcing functions are added. Similar to
the work done in Fig. 4.9, these solutions were represented in the macromodel in Fig. 5.7
as a transmission line with controlled sources at the ends. The voltages Voc(0), Voc(L) and
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currents Ioc(0), Ioc(L) in Fig. 5.7 are those between the shield and the ground plane at
z = 0 and z = L. They can be compared in Fig. 5.1. The element To in Fig. 5.7 is the
one-way time delay of the outer system as defined in (4.30). The characteristic impedance
ZCo has been defined in (4.26). The forcing functions Vocr, Vocl, Iocr and Iocl from (5.30)
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Figure 5.7: Macromodel based on a closed-form solution for conductive analysis of a
shielded multiconductor cable over a perfectly conducting ground plane.

are combined using the Thevenin and Norton sources as explained in (3.78) and (3.79),
where

VocrT = 1
2 ·
(
Vocr + ZCoIocr

)
(5.32a)

VoclT = 1
2 ·
(
Vocl + ZCoIocl

)
. (5.32b)

The advantage in (5.32) is that the currents Iocr, Iocl and voltages Vocr, Vocl are expressed
only in the form of voltages VocrT and VoclT. These forcing functions are part of the solution
in (5.28) and (5.29) and are therefore added to the controlled sources in Fig. 5.7 analogous
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to (4.41) as follows:

Vbolc = Volc + VoclT (5.33a)

Ibolc = Ioc(0) +
n∑

k=1
Iick(0) + VoclT/ZCo (5.33b)

Vborc = Vorc + VocrT (5.33c)

Iborc = Ioc(L) +
n∑

k=1
Iick(L) + VocrT/ZCo. (5.33d)

The indices b, o, l and c have been defined before. For example, Vbolc represents the
behavior voltage source of the outer system on the left side for conductive coupling. A
comparison of Fig. 5.7 with Fig. 5.1 facilitates the interpretation of (5.33).

The solution of the inner system was presented in modal form in (5.18) and (5.23). These
solutions have the same form as for field-coupled multiconductor lines, which were formed
in SPICE by building n independent modal TLs coupled at their ends via controlled
sources [18]. The same approach can be applied here by constructing n TLs in Fig. 5.7 that
contain the modal characteristic from (5.19). The coupling between the lines is achieved
via the controlled sources at the ends in Vbilc1...n, Vbirc1...n, Ibirmc1...n and Ibilmc1...n.
The controlled sources of the kth conductor are defined analogous to (4.39) as follows:

Vbilck =
n∑

u=1

{
[TV]ku[Vilmc]u

}
+ ViclTk + Voc(0) (5.34a)

Vbirck =
n∑

u=1

{
[TV]ku[Virmc]u

}
+ VicrTk + Voc(L) (5.34b)

Ibilmck =
n∑

u=1

{
[T−1

I ]ku[Iic]u(0) + [T−1
I ]ku[ViclT]u

[ZCim]u

}
(5.34c)

Ibirmck =
n∑

u=1

{
[T−1

I ]ku[Iic]u(L) + [T−1
I ]ku[VicrT]u

[ZCim]u

}
. (5.34d)

The transformation of the mode voltages and currents to the actual quantities is done
in Vbilck and Vbirck in Fig. 5.7 according to (5.17). For example, the transformation into
actual voltages is achieved in (5.34a) with ∑n

u=1

{
[TV]ku[Vilmc]u

}
according to (5.17). The

forcing functions of the kth conductor ViclTk and VicrTk in (5.34) have the same form as
that defined in (5.32), (3.78) and (3.79), taking into account the parameter changes due
to the modal representation. They are given by

ViclTk = 1
2 ·
(
Viclk + ZCimk · Iiclk

)
(5.35a)

VicrTk = 1
2 ·
(
Vicrk + ZCimk · Iicrk

)
, (5.35b)
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where Viclk and Vicrk were defined in (5.22) and (5.24). The modal characteristic impedances
ZCim1 to ZCimn can be solved with (5.20). A comparison of the parameters can be carried
out between Fig. 5.1 and 5.7. Here, for example, Vicn(0) and Vicn(L) are the voltages
between the nth conductor to the shield at z = 0 and z = L. The voltage Vwrc1 is that
between the 1st conductor and the ground plane, etc.
The transit time of the kth modal line in Fig. 5.7 is defined as

Timk = 1
vimk

, (5.36)

where the propagation velocity vimk is given by

vimk = 1√
L′imkC

′
imk

. (5.37)

The inner system of a multiconductor shielded cable was developed in the SPICE envi-
ronment on the basis of (5.18) and (5.23) as n TLs, which are coupled at the ends via
controlled sources. The controlled sources were defined in (5.34). The inner system was
thus fully developed.

In this section, a macromodel was developed to analyze the conductive coupling of mul-
ticonductor shielded cables. To execute the model, the primary line constants of the
cable should be determined and included in (5.16a) and (5.16b) for diagonalization. In a
later step, the modal characteristic impedance should first be calculated for each inner
conductor using (5.20) and then inserted into Fig. 5.7. The time delays Tim1 to Timn of the
inner system should also be solved from (5.36). For the outer system, the time delay and
the characteristic impedance can be taken from (4.30) and (4.26). Application examples
in time and frequency domain for this model are shown in the next section.

5.2.3 Model Validation of the Conductive Coupling

Field simulations and measurements are carried out to investigate the conductive coupling
on the shielded cable. The macromodel developed in Fig. 5.7 is built in LTspice [35] for
simulations. The CST Studio Suite 19 software [3] is used for field simulations. The setup
in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 is applied in CST, using a co-simulation to combine CST Microwave
Studio and CST Cable Studio.

A commercially available balanced quad-core cable was used for the validation. The cable
was positioned 1 cm above a ground plane (see Fig. 5.3). The parameters of the cable are
given in section 5.1.3. To operate the macromodel defined in Fig. 5.7, the transformation
matrices TV and TI were first calculated, as they appear in (5.16) and (5.34). They are
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given by

TV = TI = 1
2




−1 1 −1 −1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1
−1 1 1 1



.

The modal characteristic impedances in Fig. 5.7 were calculated using (5.20), where
ZCim1 = 122.8 Ω, ZCim2 = 31.9 Ω, ZCim3 = 45.9 Ω and ZCim4 = 45.9 Ω. The transit time
of the modal transmission lines was calculated using (5.36), where Tim1−4 = 17.33 ns for
all inner conductors. The characteristic impedance of the outer system ZCo in Fig. 5.7 is
equal to 104.5 Ω.

Time Domain

A measurement was carried out with the setups shown in Fig. 5.8. The commercially
available quad-core cable with a length of 3 m according to section 5.1.3 was measured.

CUT

N-Connectors

50 Ω

Short

Signal
GeneratorOscilloscope

Lead

Lead

Figure 5.8: Measurement setup in the time domain of a shielded multiconductor cable.

It has been found that the measurements provide useful results when performed in a closed
system with the inner conductors always remaining under the shield. This was achieved by
joining the inner conductors together and connecting them to the pin of an N-connector,
where the cable shield was directly attached to the outer conductor of the connector, as
shown in Fig. 5.8. The cable under test (CUT) was placed over a ground plane using
insulating material. On the right-hand side, a 50 Ω coaxial load was connected between
the inner conductors and the shield, as shown in Fig. 5.8. At the left-hand side, the shield
was grounded with a copper tape, this is realized in the simulation with a resistance of
10 mΩ. A 0 /10 V square wave with a rise and fall time of 8 ns was fed using a signal
generator. The holding time is 50 ns. The voltage response was measured at the left end
between the wires and the shield with an oscilloscope.

The results are compared with those of the macromodel and CST in Fig. 5.9. The measured
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Figure 5.9: Voltage response between the connected inner conductors and shield for the
quad-core cable.

curves are attenuated faster over time. This effect occurs because the CUT contains losses
that are not taken into account in the simulations. These losses are caused by ohmic
losses, including skin effect, eddy currents and dielectric losses. One can also observe a
slight shift of the maxima and minima over the time axis. These deviations can occur
due to the inaccurate known electrical properties of the inner insulating material and the
jacket material of the CUT. The specified materials from the data sheet have been used
for simulations.

Frequency Domain

The defined quad-core cable in section 5.1.3 with a length of 3 m was also used for frequency
domain measurements. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5.10. A vector network
analyzer was used for the measurement. Port 1 was connected at the left end between
wires and shield. Port 2 was connected to the right end between shield and ground. The
measuring cables named Leads were calibrated out during the measurement. To obtain a

CUT

N-Connector N-Connector

50 Ω

Short

Network Analyzer
PORT 2PORT 1

LeadLead

Figure 5.10: Measurement setup in the frequency domain of a shielded multiconductor
cable.
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Figure 5.11: Measurement of the transmission coefficient S12 for the quad-core cable.

closed system, all inner conductors were joined together at the cable ends and connected
to the pins of the N-connectors, as shown in Fig. 5.10.

A frequency sweep was performed between 10 kHz and 250 MHz with 1050 points. The
transmission parameter S12 were measured as shown in Fig. 5.11. The results agree well,
as can be seen. The measured magnitude is attenuated via the frequency, whereas the
simulation models do not take cable losses into account. The phase shows a slight shift at
some frequencies. As interpreted in the time domain measurement, these deviations can
occur due to the inaccurate known electrical properties of the inner insulating material
and the jacket material of the measured cable. A phase change from −180° to 180° can be
observed at about 140 MHz. The reason is that in this area the imaginary part of S12 is
close to zero, due to small deviations it is polarized with positive and negative values.

So far, the macromodel of a multiconductor shielded cable has been developed and validated
for conductive coupling. The field coupling will be considered next.

5.3 Macromodel for the Analysis of Field Coupling

In this section, the field coupling is considered and the model from Fig. 5.7 is extended
accordingly. The developed macromodel in this section can calculate the voltage response
at the loads of a shielded cable due to the coupling of an incident plane wave. In addition,
emission tests can be carried out, as the bidirectional coupling between the inner and
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the outer system is taken into account. The model can therefore calculate the field and
conductive coupling, as will be shown later. The extension of the transmission line equations
with field coupling is done in section 5.3.1. The macromodel including field coupling is
presented in section 5.3.2. Model validation of field coupling is performed in section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Field Coupling Solution

In this section, the previously calculated closed-form solutions are extended to include the
field coupling of an incident plane wave. The solutions are presented separately for the
outer and inner systems of a multiconductor shielded cable.

Outer System

In the field coupling calculations, the coaxial cable above the ground plane in section 4.3.1
was assumed to be a single conductor. The same assumptions can be made for the
multiconductor cable. The field coupling to the outer system is therefore independent
of whether the cable has one or more conductors within the shield. This means that
the differential equations of the coaxial cable in (4.12) and the solutions calculated in
(4.67), (4.68) also apply to the shielded multiconductor cable. The voltage response of
a field-coupled cable was determined for matched terminations in (4.67), (4.68). It is
rewritten here as follows:

VoflM(t) = −h
[
E0(t)− E0(t− To − Toz)

]
(5.38a)

VofrM(t) = −h
[
E0(t− To)− E0(t− Toz)

]
, (5.38b)

where VoflM(t) is the voltage response at the left-hand side of the outer system and VofrM(t)
is that at the right-hand side. The parameters To and Toz represent the one-way time
delay of the outer system and that along the z-axis as defined in (4.30) and (4.69). The
parameter E0(t) represents the electric field of the incident wave and h is the height of the
cable above the ground plane, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The circuit model of VoflM and VofrM,
can be seen directly from Fig. 4.16. The coupling response of an incident plane wave to a
shielded multiconductor cable can therefore be calculated at the ends of the outer system
with (5.38) and Fig. 4.16.

To extend the presented solution in (5.28) and (5.29) with field coupling, VoflM and VofrM
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from (5.38) must be added as follows:

Vo(L)
Io(L)


 = Φo(L)


Vo(0)
Io(0)


+


Vocr + VofrM

Iocr


 (5.39)


Vo(0)
Io(0)


 = Φo(−L)


Vo(L)
Io(L)


+


Vocl + VoflM

Iocl


 . (5.40)

The elements Vo(0), Io(0), Vo(L) and Io(L) represent the voltage and current of the outer
system at z = 0 and z = L, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The parameters Vocr, Iocr, Vocl and Iocl

are the forcing functions due to the conductive coupling as shown in (5.30).
It can be clearly seen that the solution in (5.39) and (5.40) has the same form as for the
shielded single line in (5.28) and (5.29). Therefore, the macromodel of the outer system
for a shielded multiconductor cable in Fig. 5.12 can simply be taken from that of a single
conductor cable in Fig. 5.7. The circuit labeled ”Circuit for Iocf” in Fig. 5.12 represents
the electrical current Iocf(z). It is the current Ioc(z) given by a concentrated source in the
outer system, along with the reflection response of the field coupled current, as described
in section 4.2.2. It was proved so far that the solution in (5.39) and (5.40) is that for the
outer system with field coupling extension.

In this section, the field coupling solution was extended for the outer system of a shielded
multiconductor cable. Its circuit model in Fig. 5.12 is taken directly from that of a single
conductor cable, since both have the same solution. Next, the field coupling is integrated
into the inner system.

Inner System

The differential equation of the inner system for a shielded cable with n inner conductors
in Fig. 5.1 was shown in (5.4). It is rewritten here, including the field and conductive
coupling, as follows:

d
dz


Vi(z)
Ii(z)


 =


 0 −jωL′i
−jωC ′i 0




Vi(z)
Ii(z)


+


V

′
di(z)
0


, (5.41)

where the p.u.l. interference voltage vector V ′di(z) is given by

V ′di(z) = Z ′t · Io(z) = Z ′t ·
(
IofM(z) + Iocf(z)

)
. (5.42)

The current of the outer system Io(z) in Fig. 5.1 has been divided into two parts, IofM(z)
and Iocf(z), as described in section 4.3.1. The current IofM(z) is generated by field coupling
on the outer system with matched termination loads, as shown in (4.63). The electric
current Iocf(z) comprises the conductive current Ioc(z) in the outer system together with
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the reflection response of the field-coupled current.

The solution of (5.41) becomes more difficult to solve due to the presence of the n× n full
matrices L′i and C ′i , where the voltage and current of each wire affect all others through
these matrices. In section 5.3.1, a method was presented to decouple the voltages and
currents using the similarity transformation.

Since the differential equation system (5.41) has the same mathematical form as (5.14),
the solution of the first can be simply taken from (5.18) and (5.23) with extension of the
field coupling. Hence the solution of (5.41) can be written as follows:


Vim(L)
Iim(L)


 = ΦΦΦim(L)


Vim(0)
Iim(0)


+


Vicrm + Vifrm

Iicrm + Iifrm


 (5.43)


Vim(0)
Iim(0)


 = ΦΦΦim(−L)


Vim(L)
Iim(L)


+


Viclm + Viflm

Iiclm + Iiflm


 . (5.44)

The vectors Vim(z) and Iim(z) represent modal quantities with decoupled elements, as
described in section 5.3.1. The modal chain-parameter matrix ΦΦΦim(z) was defined in (5.19).
The forcing function vectors Vicrm, Vifrm, Iicrm, Iifrm, Viclm, Viflm, Iiclm and Iiflm in (5.43)
and (5.44) represent the resulting disturbances at the cable end, including the field and
the conductive coupling. The conductive forcing functions were calculated in (5.22) and
(5.24). They are rewritten here depending on Iocf(z):


Vicrm

Iicrm


 =

� L
0


ΦΦΦim11(L − z)T−1

V Z ′tIocf(z)
ΦΦΦim21(L − z)T−1

I Z ′tIocf(z)


 dz (5.45)


Viclm

Iiclm


 = −

� L
0


ΦΦΦim11(−z)T−1

V Z ′tIocf(z)
ΦΦΦim21(−z)T−1

I Z ′tIocf(z)


 dz. (5.46)

In (5.27), it has been proven that the forcing function of conductive coupling for the kth
inner conductor Viclk has an identical solution to that shown in (4.51) and (4.59) for a
single conductor cable. The equivalent circuit of Viclk was therefore interpreted directly
from Fig. 4.10. It was also interpreted that the conductive forcing functions Iicrm, Viclm

and Iiclm in (5.22) and (5.24) have the same form as for the shielded cable in (4.59)-(4.62).
Therefore their calculation is not necessary here.

The field forcing functions on the right-hand side of the cable are solved analogous to
(4.76) with


Vifrm

Iifrm


 =

� L
0


ΦΦΦim11(L − z)T−1

V Z ′tIofM(z)
ΦΦΦim21(L − z)T−1

I Z ′tIofM(z)


 dz. (5.47)
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The field forcing functions on the left-hand side of the cable are defined analogously to
(4.79) as follows:


Viflm

Iifrm


 = −

� L
0


ΦΦΦim11(−z)T−1

V Z ′tIofM(z)
ΦΦΦim21(−z)T−1

I Z ′tIofM(z)


 dz. (5.48)

The forcing functions in (5.47) and (5.48) exist in modal form with Vifr,lm(z) = T−1
V Vifr,l(z),

Iifr,lm(z) = T−1
I Iifr,l(z), as described in (5.17). The vectors Vifr,l(z) and Iifr,l(z) represent

the actual and not the modal field coupling response at the ends of the cable in Fig. 5.1.

Applying similar steps to the field forcing functions in (5.47) and (5.48), their kth conductor
response becomes


Vifrk

Iifrk


 =

� L
0


[ΦΦΦim11(L − z)]k · Z ′tk · IofM(z)

[ΦΦΦim21(L − z)]k · Z ′tk · IofM(z)


 dz (5.49)


Viflk

Iiflk


 = −

� L
0


[ΦΦΦim11(−z)]k · Z ′tk · IofM(z)

[ΦΦΦim21(−z)]k · Z ′tk · IofM(z)


 dz. (5.50)

The same can be concluded here, where (5.49) and (5.50) have the same mathematical form
as that of the single conductor cable in (4.76) and (4.79). For this reason, the analytical
solutions in (4.89) and (4.91) as well as the equivalent circuit diagram in Fig. 4.17 can
be used for the kth conductor of the shielded multiconductor cable. This demonstrates
that the coupling behaviour on each conductor is identical to that of a single conductor
shielded cable with change of variables.

So far the closed-form solution for the inner system has been shown in (5.43) and (5.44).
Both equations show the solution of n decoupled transmission lines plus the forcing
functions added at the ends. The interpretation of these solutions as circuit models has
been applied in Fig. 5.12. The macromodel shown there is described in the next section.

5.3.2 Macromodel with Field Coupling Extension

A macromodel of a multiconductor shielded cable was developed in Fig. 5.7 for conductive
analysis. In this section, this model is extended to include the field coupling of an incident
plane wave. The solution for the outer system was presented in (5.39) and (5.40) using
the chain-parameter representation which is equivalent to a TL with the forcing functions
added. It is therefore interpreted as a transmission line in Fig. 5.12, with the forcing
functions added to the controlled sources at the ends. The voltages Vo(0), Vo(L) and
currents Io(0), Io(L) in Fig. 5.12 are those between the shield and the ground plane
which can be compared in Fig. 5.1. The current Iocf(z) from (5.42) is represented by an
additional circuit called ”Circuit for Iocf” at the bottom in Fig. 5.12. The current Iocf(z)
comprises the conductive current Ioc(z) in the outer system together with the reflection
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Figure 5.12: Macromodel based on a closed-form solution of a field-coupled shielded multi-
conductor cable over a perfectly conducting ground plane.

response of the field-coupled current, as described before. The voltage responses of the
field coupling VoflM and VofrM from (5.38) are therefore not included in this circuit, since
they represent the case of a matched line. The boundary conditions are included anyway in
the macromodel in Fig. 5.12 so that it can be connected to arbitrary, including non-linear
loads. The element To in Fig. 5.12 is the one-way time delay of the outer system as defined
in (4.30). The characteristic impedance ZCo has been defined in (4.26).
The controlled sources of the conductive coupling in (5.33) are extended to include the
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field coupling functions as follows:

Vbol = Vol + VoclT + VoflM (5.51a)

Ibol = Io(0) +
n∑

k=1
Iik(0) + (VoclT + VoflM)/ZCo (5.51b)

Vbor = Vor + VocrT + VofrM (5.51c)

Ibor = Io(L) +
n∑

k=1
Iik(L) + (VocrT + VofrM)/ZCo. (5.51d)

These functions are implemented in the controlled sources in Fig. 5.12. The terms VoclT

and VocrT in (5.51) combine the voltage and current forcing functions into voltage sources,
as defined in (5.32). The field response at the ends, represented by VoflM and VofrM, can
be taken directly from the circuit model shown in Fig. 4.16, where VoflM = VofM(0) and
VofrM = VofM(L).

A circuit model was developed for the inner system of a shielded multiconductor cable in
Fig. 5.7 that considers only conductive coupling. The model was interpreted from (5.18)
and (5.23) as n transmission lines coupled to the line ends via the controlled sources. Since
(5.43) and (5.44) have the same mathematical form as (5.18) and (5.23) with field coupling
extension, the equivalent circuit diagram of (5.18) and (5.23) in Fig. 5.7 can be used for
(5.43) and (5.44). Therefore, in Fig. 5.12, a circuit model with n TLs was developed with
the forcing functions added to their controlled sources. The voltages Vin(0) and Vin(L) in
Fig. 5.12 are those between the nth wire and the shield at z = 0 and z = L. They can be
compared in Fig. 5.1. The remaining elements Vwln, Vwrn, Vwr1 etc. can also be compared
in the same figures.

The controlled sources of the kth conductor are defined analogously to (5.34) with extension
of the field coupling functions. They are given by

Vbilk =
n∑

u=1

{
[TV]ku[Vilm]u

}
+ VFlk + Vo(0) (5.52a)

Vbirk =
n∑

u=1

{
[TV]ku[Virm]u

}
+ VFrk + Vo(L) (5.52b)

Ibilmk =
n∑

u=1

{
[T−1

I ]ku[Ii]u(0) + [T−1
I ]ku[VFl]u
[ZCim]u

}
(5.52c)

Ibirmk =
n∑

u=1

{
[T−1

I ]ku[Ii]u(L) + [T−1
I ]ku[VFr]u
[ZCim]u

}
, (5.52d)

where

VFlk = ViflTk + ViclTk (5.53a)
VFrk = VifrTk + VicrTk. (5.53b)
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If one compares (5.52) with (5.34), it can be seen that the field functions ViflTk and VifrTk

have been included in VFlk and VFrk. These functions are defined as follows:

ViflTk = 1
2 ·
(
Viflk + ZCimk · Iiflk

)
(5.54a)

VifrTk = 1
2 ·
(
Vifrk + ZCimk · Iifrk

)
, (5.54b)

where the Thevenin and Norton sources have been applied as explained in (3.78) and
(3.79). The modal characteristic impedances ZCim1 to ZCimn can be solved with (5.20).
The time delays Tim1 to Timn are defined in (5.36). Since the controlled sources were
defined in (5.51) and (5.52), the macromodel is thus completely described.

In this section, the macromodel of a field-coupled shielded multiconductor cable was
developed in Fig. 5.12. The model was designed on a SPICE basis. The outer system was
interpreted from the solutions in (5.28) and (5.29) as a TL with controlled sources at its
ends. The controlled sources are defined in (5.51) and include the forcing functions of
conductive and field coupling. The inner system was developed from the modal solution
in (5.43) and (5.44) as n decoupled transmission lines plus the controlled sources added
at the ends. The inclusion of the field and conductive forcing functions was applied in
the controlled sources in (5.52). The transformation from mode to actual voltages and
currents at the terminals in Fig. 5.12 was achieved with the same sources in (5.52).

In order to execute the model, the primary line constants of a shielded multiconductor cable
should be determined and included in (5.16a) and (5.16b) for diagonalization. In a later
step, the modal characteristic impedance should first be calculated for each inner conductor
using (5.20) and then inserted into Fig. 5.12. The time delays Tim1 to Timn should also be
solved from (5.36). For the outer system, the time delay and the characteristic impedance
can be taken from (4.30) and (4.26). To simulate the field coupling in the model, a voltage
source with the designation E0 must be defined separately, which represents the electric
field of the incident plane wave. The voltage of the source E0 is coupled to the outer
system in Fig. 5.12 via (5.38) and (5.51). The coupling of E0 to the inner system in
Fig. 5.12 is achieved via (4.63), (5.47), (5.48) and (5.52).

A model validation of the developed macromodel is demonstrated in the next section.

5.3.3 Model Validation of the Field Coupling

Field simulations are performed to validate the macromodel developed in Fig. 5.12. The
macromodel was built in LTspice [35] for simulations. The CST Studio Suite 19 software [3]
was used to examine the field coupling. The setup in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 is applied in CST,
using a co-simulation to combine CST Microwave Studio and CST Cable Studio. This
section also presents the simulation results of the lumped-circuit model in order to compare
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them with the macromodel in terms of time and efficiency. The PC defined in section 4.1.3
is also used here for the simulations. As mentioned above, no measurements were made
for field coupling, since such measurements were difficult to realize with quantitatively
precise evaluation. The cable presented in Fig. 5.3 is used for validation. The parameters
of the cable together with the values for the termination loads are given in section 5.1.3.
The transformation matrices TV and TI, the modal characteristic impedances ZCim1···4, the
transit time of the modal transmission lines Tim1···4 and the characteristic impedance of
the outer system ZCo were defined in section 5.2.3.

Time Domain

To investigate the field coupling, the voltage sources V1 and V2 in Fig. 5.3 were short-
circuited. A uniform plane wave with θ = 45° is excited. The electric field of the incident
wave has a trapezoidal shape of 10 V

m , with rise, hold, and fall times of 2 ns, 10 ns, and
3 ns, respectively. The voltage response across Ril1 and Rir1 in Fig. 5.3 is shown in
Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. The results of the macromodel are designated ”Macromodel”, those
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Figure 5.13: Voltage response across Ril1 of a quad-core shielded cable in transient analysis.
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Figure 5.14: Voltage response across Rir1 of a quad-core shielded cable in transient analysis.
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of the lumped-circuit model with 200 sections ”SPICE Ns = 200” and the result of CST
Studio Suite ”CST”. The results of all three simulation models fit together well. A closer
observation shows that the curves of macromodel and CST match better than those of
SPICE Ns = 200. Another advantage of the macromodel is shown in the simulation
time, which took 1.3 s. In comparison, CST and SPICE Ns = 200 took 25 min and 130 s,
respectively.

Frequency Domain

The cable structure in Fig. 5.3 was also used to validate the field coupling in the frequency
domain. An immunity test was carried out while taking field and conductive coupling
into account. The voltage source V2 in Fig. 5.3 was set to 10 mV and an incident wave
of θ = 45° was excited, the electric field of which is 50 V

m . In this case, the field and the
conductive coupling are considered simultaneously. The voltage source V1 in Fig. 5.3 was
short-circuited during this test. The induced voltage at Ril3 with respect to magnitude
and phase is shown in Fig. 5.15. The resonances at 29 and 50 MHz correspond to those of
the inner and outer systems, respectively. The results of the SPICE model based on the
closed-form solution ”Macromodel” are in excellent agreement with those of CST. This
also applies to the lumped-circuit model ”SPICE Ns = 200”, although slight deviations
can be observed at higher frequencies.

The simulation lasted 4 s for the macromodel, 22 s for SPICE Ns = 200 and 2.8 min for
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Figure 5.15: Voltage response across Ril3 of a quad-core cable in frequency domain.
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CST. The simulation times in [61, 65, 69, 70] may be different in some cases because either
a different cable length or a different number of simulation points were used for the same
cable length. In this work, the boundary conditions in CST were uniformly redefined for
all simulation examples. The same number of simulation points was defined in each of the
CST and SPICE programs to allow comparison.

In this chapter, circuit models for multiconductor shielded cables were developed in
distributed form (lumped-circuit model) and in closed-form (macromodel). Both models
are suitable for SPICE solvers to analyze the conductive coupling by connecting a lumped
source to the model terminals or to calculate the field coupling. The developed models
are directly applicable in the frequency domain and in the time domain, where no IFT is
required. Validation of the models was performed with field simulations and measurements
in sections 5.1.3, 5.2.3 and 5.3.3.

The lumped-circuit model was presented in Fig. 5.2. It was interpreted directly from the
transmission line equations of a shielded cable in (5.1.1) and (5.10) as distributed elements
connected in series. Field coupling was included in the model by using the scattered
voltage formulation as described in section 4.1.2.

A macromodel of a shielded multiconductor cable was developed in Fig. 5.7. The model
presented there considers conductive coupling without field coupling. The field coupling of
an incident wave was later extended in section 5.3 and finally a complete macromodel was
developed in Fig. 5.12. This model includes the conductive and the field coupling.

Since the aim of this work has been achieved with the circuit models developed for the
shielded single and multiconductor cables, this leads to the summary.
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This chapter briefly summarizes the main results and conclusions of this work. The
development phases of the SPICE models for shielded cables are shortly explained with
references to the thesis. An outlook on future work and possible extensions of the developed
models is given.

6.1 Research Summary

Based on the problem that there are no suitable models in circuit simulators such as
SPICE for shielded cables that are placed over a ground plane, solutions were presented in
this work. Existing solutions are either not suitable for time-domain simulations, do not
account for the bidirectional coupling between the inner and outer systems of the cable,
or do not account for the field coupling of an incident wave. All these shortcomings are
resolved in this work, in which circuit models for single and multiconductor cables with
braided shield have been developed in SPICE. The presented models can calculate the
voltage response across the cable loads from an incident plane wave or due to a lumped
source connected to the cable terminals. The bidirectional coupling between the inner and
outer system of the cable is taken into account so that immunity and emission tests can
be performed. The models are derived from classical transmission line theory and can
be used in the frequency domain and in the time domain together with non-linear loads,
where no IFT is required.

To calculate the field coupling on a shielded line above a ground plane, the cable was
considered as a single conductor. Therefore, in Chapter 3, the field coupling on a single
conductor over a ground plane was investigated. Scattered voltage and total voltage
formulations were used for the calculation. As part of this work, the scattered voltage
solution was further developed in a suitable form that a circuit model was created (see
Fig. 3.5). It has been shown that the circuit models of the field-coupled line are equivalent
when using the scattered voltage and total voltage formulations. This is considered an
important and new finding compared to the state of the art. The model presented can
calculate the field coupling at the loads of a single conductor over a ground plane; it was
used in later sections for modeling the shielded cables. The model validation provided
excellent results in the time and frequency domains compared to full-wave field simulations.

Circuit models were developed in Chapter 4 based on two methods for a single conductor
shielded cable that is placed over a ground plane, taking conductive and field coupling into
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account. The first method presents a lumped-circuit model with cascaded elements, where
the cable was divided into segments (see Fig. 4.2). The model consists of the primary line
constants in distributed form along with controlled sources and coupling coefficients to
enable bidirectional coupling between the inner and outer systems. The field coupling is
integrated into this model via controlled sources. Since the lumped-circuit model requires
more computational effort for higher accuracy, a closed-form solution was developed in
the second method without discretizing the cable into segments. From this solution, a
circuit macromodel was developed in Fig. 4.9. It consists of two transmission lines that
represent the inner and outer systems and are coupled at the ends via controlled sources.
The developed model is suitable only for conductive coupling, where the voltage response
at the cable loads can be calculated by connecting a concentrated source to any terminal.
The field coupling was extended into the macromodel in Fig. 4.15, where the scattered
voltage formulation was used for the calculation. A major advantage of the proposed
macromodels is that equivalent circuits were developed for the coupling functions between
the inner and outer systems and to the field, where no Laplace sources were used in SPICE.
It was found that the lumped-circuit model is easy to create. On the other hand, the
macromodel with a closed-form solution can simulate any cable length without reaching a
limit. The lumped-circuit model and the macromodel were validated by measurements
and field simulations.

In Chapter 5, the developed circuit models are extended to consider multiconductor
shielded cables. Lumped-circuit models and macromodels were developed to account for
the field and bidirectional coupling between the inner and outer systems of the cable. The
model validation of the multiconductor shielded cable using full-wave field simulations and
measurements also gave very good results.

6.2 Future Work

The SPICE models of the shielded cables proposed in this work do not take into account
the cable losses, which is noticeable in the results when compared with measurements.
Since EMC engineers want to use these models to capture the complete behavior of a
system, it would be an important step to include frequency-dependent losses in the models
in the future.

In addition, multiple shielded cables and cables with multiple shields are often used in
practice. For broadband applications of the developed models, it would be necessary to
consider the crosstalk between multiple cables and to extend these models for cables with
multiple screens.
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A Appendix

A.1 Netlist of the Lumped-Circuit Model for an RG58 Cable

Shown here is a netlist for the RG58 cable used for validation in Section 4.1.3. Compared
to Fig. 4.2, the netlist for the cable itself is shown without the TNs at the ends. The
cable has been divided into 8 sections. The presented netlist can be directly imported and
simulated in any SPICE simulation program. A voltage source representing the electric
field of the incident wave should be connected to the node Source. The nodes In1, In17,
O0 and O18 are the connections of the inner conductor and the shield respectively.

.SUBCKT Netlist_Single_Shielded_Ns=8 Source O0 0 In1 O18 0 In17
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 1 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 1 ***
** Transverse Voltage Vt,1, see (4.19) **
Rsource Source 0 50
BfoT1 O1 O0 V= 0.01414214*V(Source)
* V(Source)=E0 --> electric field
** Tangential Voltage, see Fig. 4.3 **
Bf1 Of1 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf1 Of1 0 Of2 0 Td= 0.52553458n Z0=50
Rf1 Of2 0 50
Bfd1 Ofd1 0 V=V(Of2)
Cfd1 Ofd1 0 1
.ic V(Ofd1)=0
*** Outer System Section 1, see Fig. 4.2 ***
Bfo1 O2 O1 V= 0.22222222*I(Cfd1) + I(Li1)*3111.111u
Lo1 O2 O3 115.625n Rser=0
Cos1 O3 0 4.752p
*** Inner System Section 1, see Fig. 4.2 ***
B1 In2 In1 V=I(Lo1)*3111.111u
Li1 In2 In3 50.368n Rser=0
Cis2 In3 0 20.181p
K_1 Li1 Lo1 -0.00291196
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 2 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 2 ***
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Bf2 Of3 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf2 Of3 0 Of4 0 Td= 1.05106917n Z0=50
Rf2 Of4 0 50
Bfd2 Ofd2 0 V=V(Of4)
Cfd2 Ofd2 0 1
.ic V(Ofd2)=0
*** Outer System Section 2 ***
Bfo2 O4 O3 V= 0.22222222*I(Cfd2) + I(Li2)*3111.111u
Lo2 O4 O5 115.625n Rser=0
Cos2 O5 0 4.752p
*** Inner System Section 2 ***
B2 In4 In3 V=I(Lo2)*3111.111u
Li2 In4 In5 50.368n Rser=0
Cis3 In5 0 20.181p
K_2 Li2 Lo2 -0.00291196
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 3 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 3 ***
Bf3 Of5 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf3 Of5 0 Of6 0 Td= 1.57660375n Z0=50
Rf3 Of6 0 50
Bfd3 Ofd3 0 V=V(Of6)
Cfd3 Ofd3 0 1
.ic V(Ofd3)=0
*** Outer System Section 3 ***
Bfo3 O6 O5 V= 0.22222222*I(Cfd3) + I(Li3)*3111.111u
Lo3 O6 O7 115.625n Rser=0
Cos3 O7 0 4.752p
*** Inner System Section 3 ***
B3 In6 In5 V=I(Lo3)*3111.111u
Li3 In6 In7 50.368n Rser=0
Cis4 In7 0 20.181p
K_3 Li3 Lo3 -0.00291196
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 4 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 4 ***
Bf4 Of7 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf4 Of7 0 Of8 0 Td= 2.10213833n Z0=50
Rf4 Of8 0 50
Bfd4 Ofd4 0 V=V(Of8)
Cfd4 Ofd4 0 1
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.ic V(Ofd4)=0
*** Outer System Section 4 ***
Bfo4 O8 O7 V= 0.22222222*I(Cfd4) + I(Li4)*3111.111u
Lo4 O8 O9 115.625n Rser=0
Cos4 O9 0 4.752p
*** Inner System Section 4 ***
B4 In8 In7 V=I(Lo4)*3111.111u
Li4 In8 In9 50.368n Rser=0
Cis5 In9 0 20.181p
K_4 Li4 Lo4 -0.00291196
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 5 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 5 ***
Bf5 Of9 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf5 Of9 0 Of10 0 Td= 2.62767291n Z0=50
Rf5 Of10 0 50
Bfd5 Ofd5 0 V=V(Of10)
Cfd5 Ofd5 0 1
.ic V(Ofd5)=0
*** Outer System Section 5 ***
Bfo5 O10 O9 V= 0.22222222*I(Cfd5) + I(Li5)*3111.111u
Lo5 O10 O11 115.625n Rser=0
Cos5 O11 0 4.752p
*** Inner System Section 5 ***
B5 In10 In9 V=I(Lo5)*3111.111u
Li5 In10 In11 50.368n Rser=0
Cis6 In11 0 20.181p
K_5 Li5 Lo5 -0.00291196
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 6 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 6 ***
Bf6 Of11 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf6 Of11 0 Of12 0 Td= 3.15320750n Z0=50
Rf6 Of12 0 50
Bfd6 Ofd6 0 V=V(Of12)
Cfd6 Ofd6 0 1
.ic V(Ofd6)=0
*** Outer System Section 6 ***
Bfo6 O12 O11 V= 0.22222222*I(Cfd6) + I(Li6)*3111.111u
Lo6 O12 O13 115.625n Rser=0
Cos6 O13 0 4.752p
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*** Inner System Section 6 ***
B6 In12 In11 V=I(Lo6)*3111.111u
Li6 In12 In13 50.368n Rser=0
Cis7 In13 0 20.181p
K_6 Li6 Lo6 -0.00291196
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 7 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 7 ***
Bf7 Of13 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf7 Of13 0 Of14 0 Td= 3.67874208n Z0=50
Rf7 Of14 0 50
Bfd7 Ofd7 0 V=V(Of14)
Cfd7 Ofd7 0 1
.ic V(Ofd7)=0
*** Outer System Section 7 ***
Bfo7 O14 O13 V= 0.22222222*I(Cfd7) + I(Li7)*3111.111u
Lo7 O14 O15 115.625n Rser=0
Cos7 O15 0 4.752p
*** Inner System Section 7 ***
B7 In14 In13 V=I(Lo7)*3111.111u
Li7 In14 In15 50.368n Rser=0
Cis8 In15 0 20.181p
K_7 Li7 Lo7 -0.00291196
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 8 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 8 ***
Bf8 Of15 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf8 Of15 0 Of16 0 Td= 4.20427666n Z0=50
Rf8 Of16 0 50
Bfd8 Ofd8 0 V=V(Of16)
Cfd8 Ofd8 0 1
.ic V(Ofd8)=0
*** Outer System Section 8 ***
Bfo8 O16 O15 V= 0.22222222*I(Cfd8) + I(Li8)*3111.111u
Lo8 O16 O17 115.625n Rser=0
Cos8 O17 0 4.752p
*** Inner System Section 8 ***
B8 In16 In15 V=I(Lo8)*3111.111u
Li8 In16 In17 50.368n Rser=0
Cis9 In17 0 20.181p
K_8 Li8 Lo8 -0.00291196
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*** Vt2, see Fig. 4.4 ***
BfT1 OfTt1 0 V= 0.01414214*V(Source)
Tftt2 OfTt1 0 OfTt2 0 Td= 4.72981125n Z0=50
ROfT1 OfTt2 0 50
BfoT9 O17 O18 V=V(OfTt2)
.ends

A.2 Netlist of the Lumped-Circuit Model for a Multiconductor
Shielded Cable

This section provides a netlist for the quad-core shielded cable used for validation in
Section 5.1.3. The netlist represents the equivalent circuit diagram of the cable shown
in Fig. 5.2 without the TNs at the ends. To avoid space and redundancy, the netlist is
shown when the cable has been divided into only 3 sections. The netlist shown can be
directly imported and simulated in any SPICE simulation program. The node Source
should be connected to a voltage source representing the electric field of the incident wave.
The nodes Ina1, Inb1, Inc1 and Ind1 are the connections of the inner conductors on the
left-hand side of the cable. On the right-hand side are the nodes Ina10, Inb10, Inc10 and
Ind10. The nodes O0 and O11 are the connections of the shield on the left and right sides,
respectively. The resistors Rtok, Rt_ak, Rt_bk, Rt_ck and Rt_dk of the kth section were
used to prevent convergence. These have very low values and therefore have no influence
on the simulation results.

.SUBCKT Netlist_MTL Source O0 0 Ina1 Inb1 Inc1 Ind1 0 O11 0 Ina10
Inb10 Inc10 Ind10 0
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 1 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 1 ***
** Transverse Voltage Vt,1, see (4.19) **
Rsource Source 0 1
BfoT1 O1 O0 V= 0.01414214*V(Source)
** Tangential Voltage, see Fig. 4.3 **
Bf1 Of1 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf1 Of1 0 Of2 0 Td= 1.77367922n Z0=50
Rf1 Of2 0 50
Bfd1 Ofd1 0 V=V(Of2)
Cfd1 Ofd1 0 1
*** Outer System Section 1, see Fig. 5.2 ***
Bfo1 O2 O1 V= 0.75000000*I(Cfd1) + I(li_a1)*17250u +
I(li_b1)*17250u + I(li_c1)*17250u + I(li_d1)*17250u
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Rto1 O2 O3 0.75000000u
Lo1 O3 O4 271.77000000n Rser=0
Cos1 O4 0 23.02927500p
K_a1 li_a1 Lo1 -0.00473237
K_b1 li_b1 Lo1 -0.00473237
K_c1 li_c1 Lo1 -0.00473237
K_d1 li_d1 Lo1 -0.00473237
K_ab1 li_a1 li_b1 0.36873198
K_ac1 li_a1 li_c1 0.36873198
K_ad1 li_a1 li_d1 0.25441814
K_bc1 li_b1 li_c1 0.25441814
K_bd1 li_b1 li_d1 0.36873198
K_cd1 li_c1 li_d1 0.36873198
*** Inner System Section 1, see Fig. 5.2 ***
* conductor a
Ba1 Ina2 Ina1 V=I(Lo1)*17250u
Rt_a1 Ina2 Ina3 0.75000000u
li_a1 Ina3 Ina4 267.09235006n Rser=0
ci_a1 Ina4 0 35.29213194p
ci_ab1 Ina4 Inb4 25.17309761p
ci_ac1 Ina4 Inc4 25.17309765p
ci_ad1 Ina4 Ind4 4.32372544p
* conductor b
Bb1 Inb2 Inb1 V=I(Lo1)*17250u
Rt_b1 Inb2 Inb3 0.75000000u
li_b1 Inb3 Inb4 267.09235006n Rser=0
ci_b1 Inb4 0 35.29213194p
ci_bc1 Inb4 Inc4 4.32372544p
ci_bd1 Inb4 Ind4 25.17309765p
* conductor c
Bc1 Inc2 Inc1 V=I(Lo1)*17250u
Rt_c1 Inc2 Inc3 0.75000000u
li_c1 Inc3 Inc4 267.09235015n Rser=0
ci_c1 Inc4 0 35.29213190p
* conductor d
Bd1 Ind2 Ind1 V=I(Lo1)*17250u
Rt_d1 Ind2 Ind3 0.75000000u
li_d1 Ind3 Ind4 267.09235015n Rser=0
ci_d1 Ind4 0 35.29213190p
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* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 2 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 2 ***
Bf2 Of3 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf2 Of3 0 Of4 0 Td= 3.54735843n Z0=50
Rf2 Of4 0 50
Bfd2 Ofd2 0 V=V(Of4)
Cfd2 Ofd2 0 1
*** Outer System Section 2 ***
Bfo2 O5 O4 V= 0.75000000*I(Cfd2) + I(li_a2)*17250u +
I(li_b2)*17250u + I(li_c2)*17250u + I(li_d2)*17250u
Rto2 O5 O6 0.75000000u
Lo2 O6 O7 271.77000000n Rser=0
Cos2 O7 0 23.02927500p
K_a2 li_a2 Lo2 -0.00473237
K_b2 li_b2 Lo2 -0.00473237
K_c2 li_c2 Lo2 -0.00473237
K_d2 li_d2 Lo2 -0.00473237
K_ab2 li_a2 li_b2 0.36873198
K_ac2 li_a2 li_c2 0.36873198
K_ad2 li_a2 li_d2 0.25441814
K_bc2 li_b2 li_c2 0.25441814
K_bd2 li_b2 li_d2 0.36873198
K_cd2 li_c2 li_d2 0.36873198
*** Inner System Section 2 ***
* conductor a
Ba2 Ina5 Ina4 V=I(Lo2)*17250u
Rt_a2 Ina5 Ina6 0.75000000u
li_a2 Ina6 Ina7 267.09235006n Rser=0
ci_a2 Ina7 0 35.29213194p
ci_ab2 Ina7 Inb7 25.17309761p
ci_ac2 Ina7 Inc7 25.17309765p
ci_ad2 Ina7 Ind7 4.32372544p
* conductor b
Bb2 Inb5 Inb4 V=I(Lo2)*17250u
Rt_b2 Inb5 Inb6 0.75000000u
li_b2 Inb6 Inb7 267.09235006n Rser=0
ci_b2 Inb7 0 35.29213194p
ci_bc2 Inb7 Inc7 4.32372544p
ci_bd2 Inb7 Ind7 25.17309765p
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* conductor c
Bc2 Inc5 Inc4 V=I(Lo2)*17250u
Rt_c2 Inc5 Inc6 0.75000000u
li_c2 Inc6 Inc7 267.09235015n Rser=0
ci_c2 Inc7 0 35.29213190p
* conductor d
Bd2 Ind5 Ind4 V=I(Lo2)*17250u
Rt_d2 Ind5 Ind6 0.75000000u
li_d2 Ind6 Ind7 267.09235015n Rser=0
ci_d2 Ind7 0 35.29213190p
* ++++++++++++++++++++ Section 3 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Field Coupling Section 3 ***
Bf3 Of5 0 V= 0.03344482e-9*V(Source)
Tf3 Of5 0 Of6 0 Td= 5.32103765n Z0=50
Rf3 Of6 0 50
Bfd3 Ofd3 0 V=V(Of6)
Cfd3 Ofd3 0 1
*** Outer System Section 3 ***
Bfo3 O8 O7 V= 0.75000000*I(Cfd3) + I(li_a3)*17250u +
I(li_b3)*17250u + I(li_c3)*17250u + I(li_d3)*17250u
Rto3 O8 O9 0.75000000u
Lo3 O9 O10 271.77000000n Rser=0
Cos3 O10 0 23.02927500p
K_a3 li_a3 Lo3 -0.00473237
K_b3 li_b3 Lo3 -0.00473237
K_c3 li_c3 Lo3 -0.00473237
K_d3 li_d3 Lo3 -0.00473237
K_ab3 li_a3 li_b3 0.36873198
K_ac3 li_a3 li_c3 0.36873198
K_ad3 li_a3 li_d3 0.25441814
K_bc3 li_b3 li_c3 0.25441814
K_bd3 li_b3 li_d3 0.36873198
K_cd3 li_c3 li_d3 0.36873198
*** Inner System Section 3 ***
* conductor a
Ba3 Ina8 Ina7 V=I(Lo3)*17250u
Rt_a3 Ina8 Ina9 0.75000000u
li_a3 Ina9 Ina10 267.09235006n Rser=0
ci_a3 Ina10 0 35.29213194p
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ci_ab3 Ina10 Inb10 25.17309761p
ci_ac3 Ina10 Inc10 25.17309765p
ci_ad3 Ina10 Ind10 4.32372544p
* conductor b
Bb3 Inb8 Inb7 V=I(Lo3)*17250u
Rt_b3 Inb8 Inb9 0.75000000u
li_b3 Inb9 Inb10 267.09235006n Rser=0
ci_b3 Inb10 0 35.29213194p
ci_bc3 Inb10 Inc10 4.32372544p
ci_bd3 Inb10 Ind10 25.17309765p
* conductor c
Bc3 Inc8 Inc7 V=I(Lo3)*17250u
Rt_c3 Inc8 Inc9 0.75000000u
li_c3 Inc9 Inc10 267.09235015n Rser=0
ci_c3 Inc10 0 35.29213190p
* conductor d
Bd3 Ind8 Ind7 V=I(Lo3)*17250u
Rt_d3 Ind8 Ind9 0.75000000u
li_d3 Ind9 Ind10 267.09235015n Rser=0
ci_d3 Ind10 0 35.29213190p
*** Vt2, see Fig. 4.4 ***
BfT1 OfTt1 0 V= 0.01414214*V(Source)
Tftt2 OfTt1 0 OfTt2 0 Td= 7.09471687n Z0=50
ROfT1 OfTt2 0 50
BfoT4 O10 O11 V=V(OfTt2)
.ends
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